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ABSTRACT 

In the context of power distribution, maintaining high Power Quality (PQ) is crucial. 

Voltage fluctuations like sags, swells, and harmonics can disrupt PQ. To address these 

issues, a sophisticated solution involving a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) has been 

devised. The DVR serves as a dynamic energy store, utilizing solar energy from 

Photovoltaic (PV) cells. To optimize this process, a smart algorithm called Maximum 

Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is integrated with Incremental Conductance method. This 

algorithm ensures that solar energy is harnessed efficiently and the system operates at its 

peak performance. To manage reactive power generation, a Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) 

is introduced. This component utilizes Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) techniques for 

precise control, enabling it to inject reactive power into the grid. For improved control 

precision, a Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) strategy is implemented. 

This enhances the synchronization of voltage injection, mitigating phase angle mismatches 

and reducing harmonic distortions. Ensuring synchronization and power factor correction 

is achieved through a Proportional Resonant (PR) controller. This controller, when 

cascaded with a harmonic compensator, effectively minimizes undesirable harmonic 

components in the system's output current. This aids in maintaining a consistent power 

factor and a higher quality power output. The overall system's performance and 

effectiveness are evaluated through simulation using MATLAB 2023a software. This 

comprehensive solution not only tackles PQ issues but also harnesses solar energy 

optimally, contributing to a more stable and efficient power distribution system. In this 

thesis, an IEEE-13 Node Test Feeder, a section of 11kV Tanahusur feeder of Tanahu 

District as well as 11 kV industrial feeder of Simara distribution center is modeled and   

analyzed in MATLAB programming environment to get the optimized results. The 

optimization for the placement of DVR is done using System Average RMS variation 

Frequency index (SARFI) method. Simulation results with DVR placed in the optimal 

location for all three systems show a consequential enhancement in voltage profile of 

systems with DVR being able to restore the voltage at neighboring buses to more than 98% 

of the nominal rated voltage at each bus. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

  1.1 Background 

In the contemporary era, there has been a notable surge of interest and concern regarding power 

quality and reliability within distribution systems, driven by the integration of advanced 

manufacturing systems, industrial drives, and precision electronic equipment into modern 

industrial and commercial applications. This evolving landscape demands a higher level of power 

supply quality and reliability in distribution networks than ever before. Power quality issues 

encompass a broad spectrum of phenomena, including voltage sag, voltage swell, flicker, 

harmonics distortion, impulse transients, and interruptions. These disturbances have gained 

significance due to the proliferation of sensitive and critical equipment in power systems, spanning 

from communication systems to process industries and precision manufacturing processes. The 

repercussions of these disturbances range from equipment malfunctions and errors to complete 

plant shutdowns, resulting in a loss of manufacturing capability. Voltage sag and voltage swell are 

particularly prominent among power quality problems in distribution systems. Voltage sag, often 

referred to as voltage dip, is characterized by a decrease in the RMS voltage level to a range of 

10% to 90% of nominal voltage at the power frequency. These dips are typically short in duration, 

ranging from half a cycle to one minute, as defined by the International Electro-Technical 

Commission (IEC). Voltage sags are often associated with system faults but can also be triggered 

by the energization of heavy loads or the startup of large motors, which can draw 6 to 10 times 

their full load current during startup. Sag durations are further categorized into three types: 

instantaneous, momentary, and temporary, each corresponding to utility device operation times. 

On the other hand, voltage swell, sometimes-referred to as momentary overvoltage, is defined by 

IEEE 1159 as an increase in the RMS voltage level to a range of 110% to 180% of nominal voltage 

at the power frequency. Swells are also of short duration, typically lasting from half a cycle to one 

minute. They can result from temporary voltage rises on healthy phases during a single-line-to-

ground fault or be caused by actions such as switching off a large load or energizing a large 

capacitor bank. The severity of a voltage swell depends on factors such as fault location, system 

impedance, and grounding. 
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It is imperative to assess power quality from the perspective of economic consequences associated 

with equipment, taking into consideration the viewpoint of customers. Consequently, there is a 

growing need for tailored solutions for individual customers with highly sensitive loads, 

necessitating swift voltage regulation responses. Moreover, there is a need to comprehensively 

characterize voltage sag and swell phenomena in both domestic and industrial settings, including 

variations in magnitudes and phase angle changes, commonly referred to as phase angle jumps. 

These phase angle jumps represent variations in phase angle before and during voltage sag or swell 

events and are calculated as arguments of the complex voltage. Addressing these challenges 

requires a device capable of injecting minimal energy to regulate load voltage at predetermined 

values. The Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) emerges as a prominent solution for mitigating 

power quality problems associated with voltage sags and swells. DVRs are strategically placed 

between the power supply and sensitive loads, enabling them to inject voltage of the required 

magnitude and frequency into the distribution feeder. The DVR operates in a manner that 

maintains a constant magnitude of load voltage, with an average real power of zero in steady-state 

conditions. Voltage sags and swells, being the most prevalent power quality issues, are effectively 

rectified by DVRs, making them a vital asset in modern industrial applications. 

To further enhance the capabilities of DVRs, there are innovative approaches such as utilizing 

photovoltaic (PV) technology for DVRs, accompanied by advanced control techniques. These 

advancements, implemented through tools like MATLAB/SIMULINK and Space Vector Pulse 

Modulation Technique (PSVT) with Proportional Resonant (PR)-Controllers, offer self-sufficient 

control schemes for mitigating voltage sag, swell, and harmonics, providing a holistic solution to 

power quality challenges. This progressive approach ensures the continued reliability and quality 

of power supply, safeguarding the operations of sensitive equipment and industries. 

  1.2 Problem Statement 

Power quality is the combination of voltage quality and current quality. Thus, power quality is 

concerned with deviations of voltage and/or current from the ideal. Power distribution systems, 

ideally, should provide their customers with an uninterrupted flow of energy at smooth sinusoidal 

voltage at the contracted magnitude level and frequency. However, in practice, power systems, 

especially the distribution systems have numerous nonlinear loads, which significantly affect the 

quality of power supplies. Because of the nonlinear loads, the purity of the waveform of supplies 

is lost. This ends up producing many Power quality problems. While power disturbances occur on 
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all electrical systems, the sensitivity of today’s sophisticated electronic devices makes them more 

susceptible to the quality of power supply. For some sensitive devices, a momentary disturbance 

can cause scrambled data, interrupted communications, a frozen mouse, system crashes and 

equipment failure etc. A power voltage spike can damage valuable components. Power Quality 

problems encompass a wide range of disturbances such as voltage sags/swells, flicker, harmonics 

distortion, impulse transient, and interruptions. 

1.2.1 Power Quality Concern 

 
The variation in the definitions of power quality as given here are much wider than the general 

interpretation of power quality. This has to do with the fact that power quality in most cases is an 

issue due to the phrase "bad power quality". A power quality disturbance is only seen as an issue 

when it causes problems, either for the customer or for the network operator. Voltage sags, 

Voltage dips and harmonics are the problems encountered which makes power quality, a matter 

of concern. This is due to the presence of nonlinear elements in the power system (i.e. either in 

the network or in the loads). The main distortion is due to power-electronic loads like computers, 

televisions, energy- saving lamps. Such loads can be found in increasing numbers with domestic 

and commercial customers in a run to increase efficiency & productivity leading to increased 

distortion in the network. The effect is especially severe for lower-order voltage harmonics at the 

terminals of rotating machines & higher-order harmonics for capacitor banks.  

 

 

Fig 1.2.1: Classification of Power Quality Problems
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1.2.2 Power Quality Problems  

Voltage dip: A voltage dip is used to refer to short-term reduction in voltage of less than half a 

second.
 

Voltage sag: Voltage sags can occur at any instant of time, with amplitudes ranging from 10% 

to 90% and duration lasting for half a cycle to one minute. 
 

Voltage swell: Voltage swell is defined as an increase in RMS voltage or current at the power 

frequency for durations from 0.5 cycles to 1 min. 
 

Voltage 'spikes', 'impulses' or 'surges': These are terms used to describe abrupt, very brief 

increases in voltage value. 
 

Voltage transients: They are temporary, undesirable voltages that appear on the power Supply 

line. Transients are high over-voltage disturbances (up to 20KV) that last for a very short time. 
 

Harmonics: The fundamental frequency of the AC electric power distribution system is 50 Hz. 

A harmonic frequency is any sinusoidal frequency, which is a multiple of the fundamental 

frequency. 
 

Flickers: Visual irritation and introduction of many harmonic components in the supply power 

and their associated ill effects. 
 

 

Causes of Dips, Sags and Surges:  

 Rural location remote from power source.  

 Unbalanced load on a three phase system.  

 Switching of heavy loads.  

 Long distance from a distribution transformer with interposed loads Unreliable grid 

systems.  

 Equipment not suitable for local supply.  

 

Causes of Transients and Spikes:  

 Lightening. 

 Arc welding. 

 Switching on heavy or reactive equipment such as motors, transformers, motor drives.  

  Electric grade switching. 
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1.2.3 Solutions to Power Quality Problems 

There are two approaches to the mitigation of power quality problems. The solution to the power 

quality can be done from customer side or from utility side First approach is called load 

conditioning, which ensures that the equipment is less sensitive to power disturbances, allowing 

the operation even under significant voltage distortion. The other solution is to install line-

conditioning systems that suppress or counteracts the power system disturbances. Currently they 

are based on PWM converters and connect to low and medium voltage distribution system in 

shunt or in series. Series active power filters must operate in conjunction with shunt passive 

filters in order to compensate load current harmonics. Shunt active power filters operate as a 

controllable current source and series active power filters operates as a controllable voltage 

source. Both schemes are implemented preferable with voltage source PWM inverters, with a dc 

bus having a reactive element such as a capacitor. However, with the restructuring of power 

sector and with shifting trend towards distributed and dispersed generation, the line conditioning 

systems or utility side solutions will play a major role in improving the inherent supply quality; 

some of the effective and economic measures can be identified as following: 

 
Lightening and Surge Arresters: 
 
Arresters are designed for lightening protection of transformers, but are not sufficiently voltage 

limiting for protecting sensitive electronic control circuits from voltage surges. 

 

Thyristor Based Static Switches: 
 
The static switch is a versatile device for switching a new element into the circuit when the 

voltage support is needed. It has a dynamic response time of about one cycle. To correct quickly 

for voltage spikes, sags or interruptions, the static switch can used to switch one or more of 

devices such as capacitor, filter, alternate power line, energy storage systems etc. The static 

switch can be used in the alternate power line applications. 

 
   Energy Storage Systems: 

 
Storage systems can be used to protect sensitive production equipment from shutdowns caused 

by voltage sags or momentary interruptions. These are usually DC storage systems such as UPS, 

batteries, superconducting magnet energy storage (SMES), storage capacitors or even flywheels 

driving DC generators .The output of these devices can be supplied to the system through an 
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inverter on a momentary basis by a fast acting electronic switch. Enough energy is fed to the 

system to compensate for the energy that would be lost by the voltage sag or interruption. 

However, there are many different methods to mitigate voltage sags and swells, but the use of a 

custom Power device is considered to be the most efficient method. For example, Flexible AC 

Transmission Systems (FACTS) for transmission systems, the term custom power pertains to the 

use of power electronics controllers in a distribution system, specially, to deal with various power 

quality problems. Just as FACTS improves the power transfer capabilities and stability margins, 

custom power makes sure customers get pre-specified quality and reliability of supply.  

Some of these devices include: Active Power Filters (APF), Battery Energy Storage Systems 

(BESS), Distribution Static synchronous Compensators (DSTATCOM), Distribution Series 

Capacitors (DSC), Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), Surge Arresters (SA), Super conducting 

Magnetic Energy Systems (SMES), Static Electronic Tap Changers (SETC), Solid-State 

Transfer Switches (SSTS), Solid State Fault Current Limiter (SSFCL), Static VAR Compensator 

(SVC), Thyristor Switched Capacitors (TSC), and Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS). 

 

1.2.4 Voltage Sag 

 
Voltage sags and momentary power interruptions are probably the most important PQ problem 

affecting industrial and large commercial customers. These events are usually associated with a 

fault at some location in the supplying power system. Interruptions occur when the fault is on 

the circuit supplying the customer. However, voltage sags occur even if the faults happen to be 

far away from the customer's site. 
 
Voltage sags lasting only 4-5 cycles can cause a wide range of sensitive customer equipment to 

drop out. To industrial customers, voltage sag and a  

momentary interruption are equivalent if both shut their process down. A typical example of 

voltage sag is shown in fig 1.2.2  
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Fig 1.2.2 Typical Voltage Sag 

 

Characteristics of Voltage Sags: 
 
Voltage sags, which can cause equipment impacts, are caused by faults on the power system. 

Motor starting also results in voltage sags but the magnitudes are usually not severe enough to 

cause equipment disoperation. 

 

How a fault results in voltage sag? 
 
The one-line diagram given below in fig. 1.2.3 can be used to explain this phenomenon. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 
Fig 1.2.3 

Example of Power System 

 

Consider a customer on the feeder controlled by breaker 1. In the case of a fault on this feeder, 

the customer will experience voltage sag during the fault and an interruption when the breaker 
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opens to clear the fault. For temporary fault, enclosure may be successful. 

Anyway, sensitive equipment will almost surely trip during this interruption. Another kind of 

likely event would be a fault on one of the feeders from the substation or a fault somewhere on 

the transmission system, in either of these cases, the customer will experience a voltage sag 

during the actual period of fault. As soon as breakers open to clear the fault, normal voltage will 

be restarted at the customer's end. Fig. 1.2.4 is a plot of rms voltage versus time and the waveform 

characteristics at the customer's location for one of these fault conditions. 

This waveform is typical of the customer voltage during a fault on a parallel feeder circuit that 

is cleared quickly by the substation breaker. The total duration of fault is 150m sec. The voltage 

during a fault on a parallel feeder will depend on the distance from the substation to fault point. 

A fault close to substation will result in much more significant sag than a fault near the end of 

feeder. Fig 1.2.4 shows the voltage sag magnitude at the plant bus as a function of fault location 

for an example system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig 1.2.4 Voltage Sag Magnitude 

 

1.2.5 Voltage Swell 

 
A swell is the reverse form of a Sag, having an increase in AC Voltage for a duration of 0.5 

cycles to 1 minute's time. For swells, high-impedance neutral connections, sudden large load 

reductions, and a single-phase fault on a three-phase system are common sources. Swells can 

cause data errors, light flickering, electrical contact degradation, and semiconductor damage in 
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electronics causing hard server failures. Our power conditioners and UPS Solutions are common 

solutions for swells. 

 

It is important to note that, much like sags, swells may not be apparent until results are seen. 

Having your power quality devices monitoring and logging your incoming power will help 

measure these events. 

Over-voltage 

Over-voltages can be the result of long-term problems that create swells. Think of an overvoltage 

as an extended swell. Over-voltages are also common in areas where supply transformer tap 

settings are set incorrectly and loads have been reduced. Over-voltage conditions can create high 

current draw and cause unnecessary tripping of downstream circuit breakers, as well as 

overheating and putting stress on equipment. Since an overvoltage is a constant swell, the same 

UPS and Power Conditioners will work for these. Please note however that if the incoming power 

is constantly in an overvoltage condition, the utility power to your facility may need correction 

as well. The same symptoms apply to the over-voltages and swells however since the overvoltage 

is more constant you should expect some excess heat. This excess heat, especially in data center 

environments, must be monitored. 

If you are experiencing any of these power quality problems, we have solutions ranging from 

Power Conditioners / Voltage Regulators to traditional UPS Systems and Flywheel UPS 

Solutions. 

Swell causes 

Swells are less common than voltage sags, but also usually associated with system fault 

conditions. A swell can occur due to a single line-to ground fault on the system, which can also 

result in a temporary voltage rise on the unfaulted phases. This is especially true in ungrounded 

or floating ground delta systems, where the sudden change in ground reference result in a voltage 

rise on the ungrounded phases. On an ungrounded system, the line-to ground voltages on the 

ungrounded phases will be 1.73 pu during a fault condition. Close to the substation on a grounded 

system, there will be no voltage rise on unfaulted phases because the substation transformer is 

usually connected delta-wye, providing a low impedance path for the fault current. Swells can 

also be generated by sudden load decreases. The abrupt interruption of current can generate a 

large voltage, per the formula: v = L di/dt, where L is the inductance of the line, and di/dt is the 

change in current flow. Switching on a large capacitor bank can also cause a swell, though it 
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more often causes an oscillatory transient 

1.2.6 Custom Power Devices (CPDs) 

The introduction of power electronic loads has raised much concern about power quality 

problems caused by harmonics, distortions, interruptions, and surges. The use of electronic 

devices increases the power quality problems. Equipment such as large industrial drives (e.g., 

cyclo-converters) generate significantly high voltage and current harmonics and create extensive 

voltage fluctuation. 

The application of harmonic filters and SVCs to radial transmission systems can offer partial 

solution to high THD levels and voltage fluctuations. Yet, the lack of dynamic capabilities of 

these devices limits them to bulk correction. In addition, they might be effective in one 

application but fail to correct other power quality issues. 

FACTS controllers improve the reliability and quality of power transmission by simultaneously 

enhancing both power transfer capacity and stability whereas custom power devices enhance the 

quality and reliability of power delivered to the customer. With a custom power device, a 

customer (e.g., a sensitive load) will be able to receive a pre-specified quality of electric power 

with a combination of specifications including but not limited to: 

 Magnitude and duration of over and under voltages with specified limits, 

 Low harmonic distortion in the supply, load voltages, and currents. 

 Small phase  imbalance  

 Low flicker in the supply voltage  

 Control of power interruptions, and  

 Control of supply voltage frequency within specified limits.  

Classification of Custom power devices are based on their power electronic controllers, which 

can be either of the network reconfiguration type or of the compensation type. The network 

reconfiguration devices also called switchgear include the solid state and or static versions or 

current limiting, current breaking, and current transferring components. The compensation type 

custom power devices either compensate a load (e.g., correct its power factor, imbalance) or 

improve the quality for the supply voltage (e.g., eliminate its harmonics). They are connected 

either in shunt or in series or a combination of both. Custom power devices are classified as 

follows: 
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Network – reconfiguration custom power devices includes 

 Solid state current limiter (SSCL),  

 Solid–state breaker (SSB), and  

 Solid state transfer switch (SSTS)  

Compensation-custom power devices includes 

 Distribution STATCOM,  

 Dynamic voltage restorer / regulator (DVR), and  

 Unified power quality conditioner (UPQC).  

 

Custom power devices are designed to improve the quality of power at their point of installation 

of the power distribution system. They are not primarily designed to improve the power quality 

of the entire system. 

  1.3 Rationale of the Study 

Numerous studies have explored the deployment of Custom Power Devices (CPDs) in diverse 

systems to enhance power system efficiency, reduce losses, improve voltage stability, and save 

energy costs. However, research on optimizing CPD placement, particularly using Space Vector 

Pulsed Width Modulation with PR Controller, remains limited. Furthermore, most existing 

research focuses on high-voltage transmission systems, neglecting medium-voltage distribution 

networks. 

To address this gap, our study proposes a SARFI (System Average RMS Frequency Index) based 

technique for strategically locating Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVRs) in radial distribution 

systems. We evaluate the impact of various faults on power quality in radial distribution 

networks and design a PV Integrated DVR to restore load-node voltage to its pre-fault state, 

ensuring minimal operational disruptions. We assess the effectiveness of the PV Integrated DVR 

under different load and line length uncertainties. 

Utilizing electric networks optimally is crucial for economic viability and system reliability. 

Therefore, we employ the SARFI-based approach to minimize voltage deviations from pre-fault 

levels and determine the optimal DVR placement. This analysis contributes to the reliable and 

stable operation of DVRs, enhancing overall system performance by deploying them in 

strategically optimal locations.  
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  1.4 Objectives 

1.4.1 Main Objective 

The main objective of this thesis is to determine the optimal location to place a PV (Photovoltaic) 

integrated DVR in radial distribution systems in order to restore the pre-fault operating voltage at the 

buses  affected by voltage sag and swell during fault using Space Vector pulse width Modulation 

with Proportional Resonant (PR) Controller. Also, to minimize the Total Harmonic Distortion 

of the system 

1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

 The study was carried out to meet the following specific objectives: 

 To develop a SIMULINK model of PV based DVR and integrate it in a radial distribution 

system to investigate its effectiveness. 

 To find the location for the optimal placement of DVR in the IEEE 13 Node Test 

system and a study it with 11kV Simara Industrial Feeder and 11kV Tanahusur Feeder. 

 To find optimal location of DVR using SARFI (System Average RMS    Frequency Index) 

approach. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVRs) have been widely studied in the literature as an effective 

solution for mitigating voltage disturbances in power systems. Voltage sags, swells, and 

interruptions can cause severe damage to electrical equipment and disrupt the operation of 

critical loads, such as data centers, hospitals, and manufacturing plants. DVRs are power 

electronics-based devices that are connected in parallel with the load to compensate for 

voltage deviations and maintain the load voltage within the allowable limits.  

The design of DVRs involves selecting the appropriate converter topology, selecting the 

rating of the converter components, and determining the control strategy. Several converter 

topologies, such as the voltage source converter (VSC), current source converter (CSC), and 

hybrid converter. The VSC topology is the most widely used converter topology for DVRs 

due to its high power density, fast dynamic response, and easy controllability. The rating of 

the converter components, such as the DC-link capacitor, inductors, and semiconductor 

devices, is another crucial factor in the design of DVRs. The rating of these components 

affects the cost, size, and performance of the DVR.  

Various control strategies have also been proposed for DVRs, including PI control, fuzzy 

logic control, and Space vector Transformation and model predictive control (MPC). PI 

control is the simplest control strategy that can regulate the output voltage of the DVR by 

adjusting the duty cycle of the converter switches. However, PI control has limited 

performance under highly nonlinear and time-varying conditions. Fuzzy logic control is a 

more advanced control strategy that can handle nonlinear and uncertain systems by using 

linguistic variables and fuzzy rules. Fuzzy logic control has been shown to be effective in 

regulating the output voltage of DVRs under various operating conditions. MPC is a 

predictive control strategy that uses a mathematical model of the system to predict the future 

behavior of the system and optimize the control inputs. MPC has been shown to be effective 

in regulating the output voltage of DVRs under highly nonlinear and time-varying conditions. 

Various studies have evaluated the performance of DVRs under different operating 

conditions, including various load impedances, fault locations, and fault types. The 

effectiveness of DVRs in compensating for voltage sags, swells, and interruptions has been 

demonstrated in several studies. The development of advanced control strategies and 

optimization techniques is expected to further enhance the performance and efficiency of 
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DVRs in the future.  

Photovoltaic-based Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is a technology that uses solar panels 

to provide power to the grid during voltage dips or sags. This system combines two 

technologies: the DVR and the photovoltaic (PV) system, which offers a sustainable and 

environmentally friendly way to improve power quality. The main objective of the PV-based 

DVR is to protect sensitive loads from voltage sags and keep the voltage at a constant level. 

This literature review will focus on the recent developments and research on PV-based 

DVR.PV-based DVR is an innovative solution for power quality improvement. It is an ideal 

solution for remote areas where power quality is poor and grid connectivity is weak. In recent 

years, many researchers have been working on improving the performance of PV-based DVR. 

PV-based DVR system that uses a hybrid MPPT algorithm to improve the performance of the 

system. The proposed system was tested on a MATLAB Simulink, and the results showed 

that the system was effective in mitigating voltage sags/swells and providing a stable voltage 

to the load. The Space Vector Pulse width Modulation with PR controller was found to be 

effective in reducing the voltage sag and maintaining a stable voltage to the load. PV-based 

DVR system that uses a cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter. The proposed system also 

reduced the THD and improved the power factor of the system. 

PV-based DVR is an innovative solution for power quality improvement. It offers a 

sustainable and environmentally friendly way to improve power quality. The recent 

developments and research on PV-based DVR have shown promising results in mitigating 

voltage sags and restoring the voltage to the pre-fault value. The proposed systems have also 

reduced the THD and improved the power factor of the system. However, there is still a need 

for more research on PV-based DVR to improve its performance and make it more feasible 

for real-world applications. 

 

2.1 Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) 

The Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is a series connected device analogous to a SSSC. The 

main function of a DVR is to eliminate or reduce voltage sags seen by sensitive loads such as 

semiconductor manufacturing plant or IT industry. DVR that have been installed so far are 

modular with ratings of 2 MVA per module. They have been designed to compensate three 

phase voltage sags up to 35% for duration of time less than half a second (depending on the 
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requirement). If the voltage sag occurs only in one phase (caused by SLG faults) then the 

DVR may be designed to provide compensation for sags exceeding 50%. The energy storage 

required in capacitors is typically in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 MJ per MW of load served. 

A DVR is connected in series with the feeder using a transformer. The low voltage winding 

is connected to the converter. If the objective of a DVR is mainly to regulate the voltage at 

the load bus, it remains for most of the time in stand-by mode during which the converter is 

bypassed (no voltage is injected). Only when sag is detected, the DVR injects a series voltage 

of the required magnitude. It is necessary to protect a DVR against the fault currents (as in 

the case of a SSSC). A DVR with IGBT/IGCT devices can be controlled to act as a series 

active filter to isolate the load from voltage harmonics on the source side. It is also possible 

to balance the voltage on the load side by injecting negative and/or zero sequence voltages in 

addition to harmonic voltages. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        Fig 2.1 Basic circuit of DVR  

 
Among the power quality problems (sags, swells, harmonics…) voltage sags are the most 

severe disturbances. In order to overcome these problems the concept of custom power devices 

is introduced recently. One of those devices is the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), which is 

the most efficient and effective modern custom power device used in power distribution 

networks. DVR is a recently proposed series connected solid state device that injects voltage 

into the system in order to regulate the load side voltage. It is normally installed in a distribution 

system between the supply and the critical load feeder at the point of common coupling (PCC). 

Other than voltage sags and swells compensation, DVR can also added other features like: line 

voltage harmonics compensation, reduction of transients in voltage and fault current 

limitations. 
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Fig 2.2 Location of DVR 

 

2.2 Basic Configuration of DVR 

 

 
 

Fig 2.3 Schematic Diagram of DVR 

 
The general configuration of the DVR consists of: 

 An Injection/ Booster transformer.  

 A Harmonic filter.  

 Storage Devices.  

 A Voltage Source Converter (VSC).  

 DC charging circuit.  

 A Control and Protection system.  
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2.2.1 Injection/ Booster Transformer 

The Injection / Booster transformer is a specially designed transformer that attempts to limit 

the coupling of noise and transient energy from the primary side to the secondary side. Its 

main tasks are: 

1. It connects the DVR to the distribution network via the HV-windings and 

transforms and couples the injected compensating voltages generated by the 

voltage source converters to the I incoming supply voltage 

2.  In addition, the Injection / Booster transformer serves the purpose of isolating the 

load from the system (VSC and control mechanism). 

 

2.2.2 Harmonic Filter 

The main task of harmonic filter is to keep the harmonic voltage content generated by the 

VSC to the permissible level. 

 

2.2.3 Voltage Source Converter: 

A VSC is a power electronic system consists of a storage device and switching devices, which 

can generate a sinusoidal voltage at any required frequency, magnitude, and phase angle. In 

the DVR application, the VSC is used to temporarily replace the supply voltage or to generate 

the part of the supply voltage which is missing. There are four main types of switching 

devices: 

 Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFET),  

 Gate Turn-Off Thyristors (GTO),  

 Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors(IGBT), and  

 Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristors (IGCT). 

Each type has its own benefits and drawbacks. The IGCT is a recent compact device 

with enhanced performance and reliability that allows building VSC with very large 

power ratings. Because of the highly sophisticated converter design with IGCTs, the 

DVR can compensate dips which are beyond the capability of the past DVRs using 

conventional devices. The purpose of storage devices is to supply the necessary energy 

to the VSC via a dc link for the generation of injected voltages.  The different kinds of 
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energy storage devices are Superconductive Magnetic energy storage (SMES), 

batteries and capacitance. 

2.2.4 DC Charging Circuit 

The dc charging circuit has two main tasks 

 The first task is to charge the energy source after a sag compensation 

event.  

 The second task is to maintain dc link voltage at the nominal dc link voltage.  

2.2.5 Energy Storage 

The energy storage device serves as an essential component for the DVR as it serves as the 

power bank to supply voltage support during voltage sags and absorbs the excess power 

from the grid during voltage swell. 

2.2.6 Control and Protection:  

The control technique to be adopted depends on the type of load as some loads are sensitive 

to only magnitude change whereas some other loads are sensitive to both magnitude and phase 

angle shift. Control techniques that utilize real and reactive power compensation are generally 

classified as pre- sag compensation, in-phase compensation and energy optimization 

technique. For our study, pre-sag compensation was used where the load voltage is restored 

to its pre-sag magnitude and phase. Therefore, this method is suitable for loads which are 

sensitive to magnitude and also phase angle shift. Differential current protection of the 

transformer, or short circuit current on the customer load side are only two examples of many 

protection functions possibility. 
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2.3 Equations Related to DVR 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Fig 2.4 Equivalent Circuit diagram of DVR 

 

The system impedance Zth depends on the fault level of the load bus. When the system 

voltage (Vsource) drops, the DVR injects a series voltage VDVR through the injection 

transformer so that the desired load voltage magnitude VL can be maintained. The series 

injected voltage of the DVR can be written as 

 

         𝑽𝑫𝑽𝑹 = 𝑽𝑳 + 𝒁𝒔𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒆𝑰𝑳 − 𝑽𝒔𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒆                                        (2.3 

Where, 

𝑽𝑳: The desired load voltage magnitude 

𝐙𝐬𝐨𝐮𝐫𝐜𝐞: The load impedance. 

IL: The load current. 

𝑽𝒔𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒆: the system voltage during fault condition. 

The load current IL is given by, 

                         𝐈𝐋 =
[𝐏𝐋+𝐣𝐐𝐋

]

𝐕
                                                     

(2.4) 

When VL is considered as a reference equation can be rewritten as, 

    𝑽𝑫𝑽𝑹 < 𝟎 = 𝑽𝑳 < 𝟎 + 𝒁𝑺𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒆 < (𝜷 − 𝜽) − 𝑽𝒔𝒐𝒖𝒓𝒄𝒆 < 𝜹                               

(2.5) 
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 , β, δ are angles of VDVR, Zsource, Vsource respectively and θ is Load power angle 

 

                                   𝜽 = 𝐭𝐚𝐧−𝟏(
𝜽𝑳

𝑷𝑳
)                                                        (2.6) 

 

 

The complex power injection of the DVR can be written as, 
 

 

                          𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐑 = 𝐕𝐃𝐕𝐑𝐈𝐋                                                              (2.7) 
 

It requires the injection of only reactive power and the DVR itself is capable of generating 

the reactive power. 

 

2.4 Operating Modes of DVR 

The basic function of the DVR is to inject a dynamically controlled voltage VDVR generated 

by a forced commutated converter in series to the bus voltage by means of a booster 

transformer. The momentary amplitudes of the three injected phase voltages are controlled 

such as to eliminate any detrimental effects of a bus fault to the load voltage VL. This 

means that any differential voltages caused by transient disturbances in the ac feeder will 

be compensated by an equivalent voltage generated by the converter and injected on the 

medium voltage level through the booster transformer. 

The DVR has three modes of operation which are: protection mode, standby mode, 

injection/boost mode. 

2.4.1 Protection Mode 

 

If the over current on the load side exceeds a permissible limit due to short circuit on the 

load or large inrush current, the DVR will be isolated from the systems by using the bypass 

switches (S2 and S3 will open) and supplying another path for current (S1 will be closed). 

 

 

 

 

                                             Fig. 2.5 Protection Mode    
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2.4.2 Standby Mode: (VDVR= 0) 

In the standby mode the booster transformer’s low voltage winding is shorted through the 

converter. No switching of semiconductors occurs in this mode of operation and the full 

load current will pass through the primary. 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

                                  Fig.2.6 Standby Mode 

 

2.4.3 Injection/Boost Mode: (VDVR>0) 

In the Injection/Boost mode the DVR is injecting a compensating voltage through the 

booster transformer due to the detection of a disturbance in the supply voltage. 

   

2.5 Voltage Injection Methods of DVR 

Voltage injection or compensation methods by means of a DVR depend upon the limiting 

factors such as: DVR power ratings, various conditions of load, and different types of 

voltage sags. Some loads are sensitive towards phase angel jump and some are sensitive 

towards change in magnitude and others are tolerant to these. Therefore the control 

strategies depend upon the type of load characteristics. 

There are four different methods of DVR voltage injection which are 

 Pre-sag compensation method  

 In-phase compensation method  

 In-phase advanced compensation method  

 Voltage tolerance method with minimum energy injection  
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Figure 2.7: Compensation techniques of a DVR 

 

2.5.1 Pre-Sag/Dip Compensation Method 

The pre-sag method tracks the supply voltage continuously and if it detects any 

disturbances in supply voltage it will inject the difference voltage between the sag or 

voltage at PCC and pre-fault condition, so that the load voltage can be restored back to the 

pre-fault condition. Compensation of voltage sags in the both phase angle and amplitude 

sensitive loads would be achieved by pre-sag compensation method. In this method the 

injected active power cannot be controlled and it is determined by external conditions such 

as the type of faults and load conditions. 

 

VDVR = Vprefault - Vsag  (2.8) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  Fig 2.8 Pre-sag compensation 
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2.5.2 In-Phase Compensation Method 

This is the most straight forward method. In this method the injected voltage is in phase 

with the supply side voltage irrespective of the load current and pre-fault voltage. The phase 

angles of the pre-sag and load voltage are different but the most important criteria for power 

quality that is the constant magnitude of load voltage are satisfied. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

Fig 2.9 In-Phase Compensation Method 

 

|VL|=|Vprefault| (2.9) 

One of the advantages of this method is that the amplitude of DVR injection voltage is 

minimum for certain voltage sag in comparison with other strategies. Practical application 

of this method is in non-sensitive loads to phase angle jump. 

2.5.3 In-Phase Advanced Compensation Method 

In this method, the real power spent by the DVR is decreased by minimizing the power 

angle between the sag voltage and load current. In case of pre-sag and in-phase 

compensation method, the active power is injected into the system during disturbances. The 

active power supply is limited stored energy in the DC links and this part is one of the most 

expensive parts of DVR. The minimization of injected energy is achieved by making the 

active power component zero by having the injection voltage phasor perpendicular to the 

load current phasor. 

In this method the values of load current and voltage are fixed in the system so we can 

change only the phase of the sag voltage. IPAC method uses only reactive power and 

unfortunately, not al1 the sags can be mitigated without real power, as a consequence, this 
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method is only suitable for a limited range of sags. 

2.5.4 Voltage Tolerance Method with Minimum Energy Injection 

A small drop in voltage and small jump in phase angle can be tolerated by the load itself. 

If the voltage magnitude lies between 90%-110% of nominal voltage and 5%-10% of 

nominal state that will not disturb the operation characteristics of loads. Both magnitude 

and phase are the control parameter for this method, which can be achieved by small energy 

injection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.10: Voltage tolerance method with minimum energy injection 

 

2.6 Block Diagram of DVR-Connected System 

 

The control strategy of the DVR is to achieve these two components of the injection 

voltage and this is achieved by controlling the supply current. The currents are sensed and 

the two components of currents, one is the component to maintain the dc bus voltage of 

DVR and the second one is to maintain the load terminal voltages, are added with the 

sensed load current to estimate the reference supply current. 
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          Fig.2.11: Schematic of the PV based DVR-connected system 

 
2.7 Power Circuit Topologies for DVR 

 
Power circuit topologies for DVR are broadly classified into two; one uses stored energy 

and the other uses no significant energy storage. The system topologies are; 

1. Topologies with stored energy 

 Constant DC-link voltage  

 Variable DC-link voltage  

2.  Topologies with power from the supply 

 Supply side connected passive shunt converter 

 Load side connected passive shunt converter  

Among these, the DVR configuration with stored energy is discussed in this paper. The 

topologies with constant DC link voltage as well as variable DC link voltage. 

 

2.7.1 Constant DC-link voltage  

A DVR with constant DC-link voltage illustrated in fig 2.12 is expected to have superior 

performance and an effective utilization of the energy storage. An additional converter is 

expected to convert energy from the main storage to a small DC-link and thereby control 

and stabilize the DC-link voltage. The stored energy can be delivered from different kinds 

of energy storage systems such as batteries, flywheel storage or SMES. The DVR with a 

constant voltage is here considered to be a reference topology by which the other DVR 

topologies are evaluated. It offers a constant DC-link voltage at all times and does not 

increase the current drawn from the supply. This configuration is also known as Battery 
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Supported DVR as the DC link voltage is always constant. The performance of this system 

is improved compared to the variable DC link solution, but the equipment costs are higher 

as energy storage is needed and a separate high-rated power converter is necessary. 

 

                Fig.2.12 DVR with constant DC link voltage 

2.7.2 Variable DC link voltage 

The DVR with variable DC-link voltage is illustrated in fig.2.13. It offers benefits in 

simplicity due to only one high rated converter and only DC-link capacitors as the energy 

storage. The voltage injection capacity depends on the actual level of the DC-link voltage 

and energy saving control strategies are urgent to fully utilize the energy storage system. As 

this DVR configuration is capable of compensating power quality problems with the help 

of its self-supporting DC bus, this type is generally referred to as Self Supported DVR. The 

DC-link voltage can be utilized only down to a certain DC-link voltage level. Hence, the 

range of power disturbances that can be compensated by this type of DVR configuration is 

limited. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.13 DVR with Variable DC link voltage 
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2.8 Photovoltaic System and Modelling 

Photovoltaic (PV) is a method of generating electrical power by converting solar radiation 

into  direct current electricity using semiconductors that exhibit the photovoltaic effect. 

Photovoltaic power generation employs solar panels comprising a number of cells 

containing a photovoltaic material. Materials presently used for photovoltaic include mono 

crystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride, and 

copper indium selenide/sulfide. Due to the growing demand for renewable energy sources, 

the manufacturing of solar cells and photovoltaic arrays has advanced considerably in 

recent years. 

2.8.1 Solar Cell 

A solar cell is a solid state device that converts the energy of sunlight directly into electricity 

by the photovoltaic effect. Assemblies of cells are used to make solar modules, also known 

as solar panels. The energy generated from these solar modules, referred to as solar power, 

is an example of solar energy. 

The origin of the PV potential is the difference in the chemical potential, called the Fermi 

level, of the electrons in the two isolated materials. When they are joined, the junction 

approaches a new thermodynamic equilibrium. Such equilibrium can be achieved only 

when the Fermi level is equal in the two materials. This occurs by the flow of electrons 

from one material to the other until a voltage difference is established between them, which 

have a potential just equal to the initial difference of the Fermi level. This potential drives 

the photocurrent in the PV circuit. 

Photovoltaics is the field of technology and research related to the practical application of 

photovoltaic cells in producing electricity from light, though it is often used specifically to 

refer to the generation of electricity from sunlight. 

Cells are described as photovoltaic cells when the light source is not necessarily sunlight. 

These are used for detecting light or other electromagnetic radiation near the visible range, 

for example infrared detectors), or measurement of light intensity. 
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 Fig 2.14: Basic construction of PV cell       

 The diagram above illustrates the operation of a basic photovoltaic cell, also called a solar 

cell. Solar cells are made of the same kinds of semiconductor materials used in 

microelectronics, such as silicon (melted sand) or cadmium telluride. For solar cells, a thin 

semiconductor wafer is specially treated to form an electric field, positive on one side and 

negative on the other. When light energy strikes the solar cell, electrons are knocked loose 

from the atoms in the semiconductor material. If electrical conductors are attached to the 

positive and negative sides, forming an electrical circuit, the electrons can be captured in 

the form of an electric current. This electricity can then be used to power a load, such as a 

light or a tool. Each PV cell converts about 5 to 15 percent of the sunlight that hits it into 

electrical current. Photovoltaic cells are modular. That is, one can be used to make a very 

small amount of electricity, or many can be used together to make a large amount of 

electricity.  

Photovoltaic cell produces only about one-half volt of electricity, cells are often mounted 

together in groups called modules. Each module holds about forty photovoltaic cells. By 

being put into modules, the current from a number of cells can be combined. PV cells can 

be strung together in a series of modules or strung together in a parallel placement to 

increase the electrical output. 
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Fig 2.15: The PV array set up 

When multiple PV cell modules are put together, they can form an arrangement called an 

array or array field. In general, the larger the area of a module or array, the more electricity 

that will be produced. Photovoltaic modules and arrays produce direct current (dc) 

electricity. They can be connected in both series and parallel electrical arrangements to 

produce any required voltage and current combination. 

2.8.2 Main Operation 

Photons in sunlight hit the solar panel and are absorbed by semiconducting materials, such 

as silicon. Electrons (negatively charged) are knocked loose from their atoms, allowing 

them to flow through the material to produce electricity. Due to the special composition of 

solar cells, the electrons are only allowed to move in a single direction. An array of solar 

cells converts solar energy into a usable amount of direct current (DC) electricity. 

2.8.3 Equivalent Circuit 

The complex physics of the PV cell can be represented by the equivalent electrical circuit. 

The circuit parameters are as follows. The current I at the output terminals is equal to the 

light-generated current IL, less the diode current Id and the shunt-leakage current Ish. The 

series resistance Rs represents the internal resistance to the current flow, and depends on 

the pn junction depth, impurities, and contact resistance. The shunt resistance Rsh is 

inversely related to the leakage current to ground. In an ideal PV cell, Rs = 0 (no series 

loss), and Rsh =(no leakage to ground). In a typical high-quality 1 in.2 silicon cell, Rs 

varies from 0.05 to 0.10  and Rsh from 200 to 300 . The PV conversion efficiency is 

sensitive to small variations in Rs, but is insensitive to variations in Rsh. A small increase 

in Rs can decrease the PV output significantly. In the equivalent circuit, the current 

delivered to the external load equals the current IL generated by the illumination, less the 
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diode current Id and the shunt leakage current Ish. The open-circuit voltage Voc of the cell 

is obtained when the load current is zero, i.e., when I = 0, and is given by the following: 

                           Voc=V+IRsh                                                          (2.9) 

The shunt resistance (Rsh) is very large and the series resistance (Rs) is very small. 

Therefore, it is common to neglect these resistances in order to simplify the solar cell 

model. The resultant ideal voltage-current characteristic of a photovoltaic cell is given by 

the relation below and illustrated by the figure above. 

 

Fig 2.16: PV cell equivalent circuit 

                               𝐼 = 𝐼𝑃𝐻 − 𝐼𝐷                                       (2.10) 

 

        𝐼 = 𝐼𝑃𝐻 − 𝐼0 [exp (
q(V+RsI)

AkBT
) − 1] −

V+RsI

Rsh
                  (2.11) 

       Where, 

Iph = photocurrent, 

ID = diode current, 

I0 = saturation current, 

A = ideality factor, 

q = electronic charge 1.6x10-9, 

kB = Boltzmann’s gas constant (1.38x10-23), 

T = cell temperature, 

Rs = series resistance, 

Rsh = shunt resistance, 

I = cell current, 

V = cell voltage 

 

The power output of a solar cell is given by 

 

                    𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 𝑉𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝐼𝑃𝑉                                         (2.12) 

Where, 

IPV = Output current of solar cell (A). 

VPV = Solar cell operating voltage (V). 

PPV =Output power of solar cell (W). 
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The power-voltage (P-V) characteristic of a photovoltaic module operating at a standard 

irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and temperature of 25oC is shown below. 

 

 

Fig: 2.17: Power-Voltage (PV) Characteristic of a Photovoltaic Module. 

 

It can be seen from the characteristics, that there is a unique point on the characteristics at 

which the photovoltaic power is maximum. This point is termed as the maximum power 

point (MPP). The power corresponding to this point is termed as power at maximum power 

point (Pmpp) and the voltage as voltage at maximum power point (Vmpp). Due to high cost 

of solar cells, it must be ensured that the photovoltaic array operates at all time to provide 

maximum power output. Hence a maximum power point tracker must be used to track the 

maximum power of the system. This is commonly known as maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT). Now if the irradiance level of the photovoltaic system is changed from 

the standard 1000 W/m2 to say 600 W/m2 or 400 W/m2 then the P-V characteristic will 

change as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Fig 2.18: Variation of P-V Characteristics of Photovoltaic Module 
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The above graph shows that, the maximum power of the PV system also reduces 

accordingly. The maximum power point tracker must now track the new maximum power 

point for the changed irradiance level. In this thesis, Incremental Conductance and Integral 

Regulator method is used for the MPPT of the PV system. 

2.8.4 Equivalent PV system  

In the proposed system PV system with MPPT control (DC/DC boost Converter) which 

charges the Energy storage system (Battery Bank) of DVR. Reactive Power for the system in 

generated by VSI, which is controlled by SVT and PR Controller. The DVR system is 

connected to the Grid system via Injection Transformer. 

  

  

        Fig 2.19: Equivalent block diagram of the System with PV System. 

 

2.9 Photovoltaic System integrated with DVR 

The integration of photovoltaic (PV) systems into the power grid has gained significant 

attention due to its potential to provide clean and sustainable energy. To maximize the energy 

output from PV systems, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms are essential. 

Among these, the Incremental Conductance (IncCond) and Integral Regulator (IR) methods 

have shown promise. Additionally, PV systems can be integrated with Dynamic Voltage 

Regulators (DVRs) to enhance grid operation and support energy storage.  
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2.9.1 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) Algorithms for PV System 

Hybrid Incremental Conductance and Integral Regulator (HIC+IR) is a technique used in 

Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) for photovoltaic (PV) systems. MPPT is crucial for 

optimizing the energy output of a solar panel by continuously adjusting the operating point to 

extract the maximum available power from the PV array. HIC+IR combines two popular 

MPPT algorithms, Incremental Conductance (IncCond) and Integral Regulator (IR), to 

improve tracking accuracy. 

Incremental Conductance (IncCond): This algorithm tracks the MPP by comparing the 

instantaneous change in power with the instantaneous change in voltage. When the ratio of 

these changes approaches zero, the algorithm identifies that the system is operating at or near 

the MPP. IncCond is good at quickly tracking the MPP when the irradiance changes rapidly. 

The MPPT controller continuously measures both the voltage (V) and current (I) output of 

the PV array and finds out instantaneous Power (P=V*I). The Incremental Conductance 

(dI/dV ) is then compared with zero. When dI/dV is zero, it means the system is operating at 

the MPP. When dI/dV is positive, it indicates that the operating point is to the left of the MPP, 

and when it's negative, it indicates the operating point is to the right of the MPP. To track the 

MPP, the controller adjusts the duty cycle of a DC-DC converter (typically a buck or boost 

converter) that connects the PV array to the load or battery. The direction of the duty cycle 

adjustment (increase or decrease) depends on the sign of dI/dV. 

 If dI/dV > 0, indicating the operating point is to the left of the MPP, the duty 

cycle is increased to move towards the MPP. 

 If dI/dV < 0, indicating the operating point is to the right of the MPP, the duty 

cycle is decreased to move towards the MPP. 

 If dI/dV ≈ 0, indicating that the system is close to the MPP, the duty cycle remains 

unchanged to fine-tune and maintain the MPP. 

Above steps are performed iteratively, continuously adjusting the duty cycle to track changes 

in environmental conditions, such as sunlight intensity and temperature. This ensures that the 

PV system operates at or near its maximum power output. 
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The Incremental Conductance MPPT method is effective in quickly and accurately tracking 

the MPP of a PV system under varying conditions.  

 

Fig 2.20: Flowchart of Incremental Conductance Method 

Integral Regulator (IR): The IR algorithm uses an integral control loop to continuously 

adjust the duty cycle (in a PWM-based MPPT system) or the voltage reference (in a voltage-

controlled MPPT system) to ensure that the system operates at the MPP. IR is known for its 

accuracy in steady-state conditions and its ability to handle noise and disturbances. The 

Integral Regulator Method is often combined with the Perturbation and Observation (P&O) 

method. In the P&O method, the system periodically perturbs (changes) the operating voltage 

or current and observes how the power output changes. It determines whether the power 

increases or decreases and adjusts the operating point accordingly. This process continues 

until the MPP is reached.The Integral Regulator Method adds an integral control component 

to the P&O method. This component helps in reducing oscillations around the MPP and fine-

tunes the tracking process. 

Hybrid Approach: HIC+IR combines the strengths of both IncCond and IR to provide a 

robust MPPT solution for PV systems. Here's how the hybrid approach typically works: 

 Initially, the IncCond algorithm is used to quickly estimate the direction in which 

the MPP lies. It monitors the change in power and voltage and makes a 

preliminary adjustment. 
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 Once the IncCond algorithm identifies that the system is approaching the MPP, 

the IR algorithm takes over. IR uses its integral control loop to fine-tune the 

operating point and ensure that the PV system operates precisely at the MPP. 

 The combination of these algorithms allows for fast tracking under changing 

conditions and precise tracking under steady-state conditions, leading to higher 

energy extraction efficiency. 

The HIC+IR approach is effective in dealing with the dynamic nature of solar irradiance and 

temperature, making it a popular choice for MPPT in PV systems. It strikes a balance between 

speed and accuracy, resulting in improved energy yield compared to using either IncCond or 

IR alone. 

2.9.2 Integration of PV Systems with DVR 

DVRs are power quality devices used to regulate voltage fluctuations and maintain a stable 

grid voltage. They are particularly valuable in mitigating voltage sags and swells, which can 

lead to disruptions in sensitive loads. The integration of PV systems with DVRs allows for 

improved voltage regulation and enhanced grid stability. 

Voltage Regulation 

The integration of PV systems with DVRs enhances the grid's voltage regulation capabilities. 

DVRs can quickly respond to voltage sags and swells, while the PV system can provide 

additional reactive power support, helping to maintain voltage stability within the grid. 

Grid Support during Faults 

During grid faults, DVRs can inject compensating voltage to mitigate the impact of the fault 

on sensitive loads. Simultaneously, the PV system can continue to supply power, contributing 

to uninterrupted energy supply to critical loads. 
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2.9.3 Energy Storage System for DVR 

Energy Management 

PV systems integrated with DVRs can serve as a supplementary energy source for the DVR's 

energy storage system. During periods of excess PV generation, energy can be stored in the 

DVR's battery bank, ensuring a reliable power source during grid disturbances. 

Backup Power Supply 

In the event of prolonged grid outages or critical faults, the combined PV and DVR system 

can act as a backup power supply, providing continuous energy to critical loads and 

preventing costly downtime. 

The integration of PV systems with MPPT algorithms like Incremental Conductance and 

Integral Regulator, combined with Dynamic Voltage Regulators using Space Vector Pulse 

Width Modulation and PR Controllers, offers numerous benefits for grid operation and energy 

storage. These integrated systems enhance voltage regulation, support grid stability, and 

provide backup power during grid disturbances. Future research should focus on optimizing 

the control strategies and assessing the economic viability of these integrated systems for 

widespread adoption in power distribution networks.  

The key benefits of such an integration: 

Improved Power Quality 

One of the primary advantages is the improvement in power quality. The DVR can quickly 

respond to voltage sags and swells caused by grid disturbances, ensuring that the connected 

loads receive a stable and high-quality power supply. This is especially important for sensitive 

equipment and industrial processes. 

Enhanced Voltage Support 

The PV system can provide voltage support during normal operating conditions by injecting 

power into the grid. This can help maintain voltage levels within acceptable limits, reducing 

the likelihood of voltage sags and ensuring a more stable supply. 
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Efficient Energy Utilization 

By mitigating voltage disturbances, the DVR prevents unnecessary interruptions and 

shutdowns of critical loads. This leads to more efficient energy utilization and minimizes 

production downtime, which can result in significant cost savings. 

Grid Stability and Reliability 

The integration of PV and DVR systems can contribute to grid stability and reliability. By 

mitigating voltage fluctuations, the grid becomes more resilient to disturbances, benefiting 

not only the connected facility but also neighboring consumers. 

Optimal Utilization of PV Generation 

The DVR helps maintain grid voltage within acceptable limits, allowing the PV system to 

operate optimally. During voltage sags, the DVR can compensate for the reduced grid voltage, 

ensuring that the PV system continues to generate electricity at its rated capacity. 

Reduced Energy Costs 

With improved power quality and reliability, businesses can reduce energy costs associated 

with downtime, equipment damage, and production inefficiencies. This can lead to significant 

savings in the long run. 

Environmental Benefits 

The integration of a PV system with a DVR promotes the use of renewable energy sources 

(solar power) while simultaneously enhancing the grid's stability. This contributes to reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and supporting sustainability goals. 

Regulatory Compliance 

In some regions, grid operators have strict requirements regarding power quality and voltage 

stability. Integrating a DVR with a PV system can help meet these regulatory requirements, 

avoiding penalties and ensuring compliance. 
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Operational Flexibility 

The integrated system provides operational flexibility, allowing for the seamless transition 

between grid-connected and islanded (standalone) modes of operation. This flexibility can be 

valuable in situations where grid reliability is a concern. 

Long-Term Investment Protection 

By safeguarding sensitive equipment and processes from voltage disturbances, the integrated 

PV-DVR system helps protect long-term investments in both the PV system and critical loads. 

In summary, integrating a PV system with a Dynamic Voltage Restorer can provide a more 

stable and reliable power supply, reduce operational costs, enhance grid stability, and support 

the use of renewable energy sources—all of which contribute to improved energy 

sustainability and efficiency. 

2.10 Control Strategy of DVR 

2.10.1 Space Vector Transformation (SVT) 
 

The DVR has a series injection transformer, VSI, solar-based DC link, and control circuit. 

The three-phase series trans- former is linked at the point of common coupling (PCC) with 

the transmission system to compensate for the grid voltage fluctuations. The main purpose of 

DVR is to retain the base-phase voltage. The reference voltage waveform is used for this 

purpose, which is similar to the development of the power. supply voltage. The required phase 

voltage is offset by the DVR system compared to the actual voltage pattern of the voltage 

difference. The actual voltage is compared to the voltage difference between the patterns of 

the phase shift of the voltage required by the DVR system. A block diagram of the proposed 

control scheme is shown in Figure 2.21. 

The VSI is utilized to adjust the DVR power flow to provide appropriate reactive power to 

the transmission sys- tem. The DVR efficiency depends on the maximum voltage 

compensation capacity, actual injection direct current (DC) power transmission, and solar 

power connection system. The voltage applied from the DVR inverter converts the solid-state 

electronics and the PWM technique. Accordingly, the voltage applied is the phase angle of 

the controlled amplitude and the supply voltage. The DC connection of solar energy with the 

DVR input is provided for reactive power generation to create a steady output. 
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The proposed SVT method minimizes power losses and improves the voltage profile of the 

grid system. The measuring unit analyzes the voltage profile on the load side and signals the 

SVT optimizer. Based on the PWM feedback, the DVR inverter creates required voltage that 

feeds the distribution line through the PCC, optimizing power on the load side. This PWM 

technique also minimizes the harmonic content in the system. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.21 A block diagram of the proposed control scheme 

 

The control block diagram of PV supported DVR is shown in fig. 2.20. The system employs 

Space Vector transformations and method of unit vectors for reference signal estimation. 

The voltages at the PCC, Vs and load terminal VL are sensed for deriving the IGBT gate 

signals. The reference load voltage VL* is extracted using the derived unit vector. 
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Fig. 2.22 SVT based-Control block diagram of PV supported DVR 
 

Space vector modulation (SVM) is an algorithm for the control of pulse-width modulation 

(PWM). It is used for the creation of alternating current (AC) waveforms; most commonly 

to drive 3 phase AC powered motors at varying speeds from DC using multiple class-D 

amplifiers. There are variations of SVM that result in different quality and computational 

requirements. One active area of development is in the reduction of total harmonic distortion 

(THD) created by the rapid switching inherent to these algorithms. 

A three-phase inverter as shown to the right converts a DC supply, via a series of switches, 

to three output legs which could be connected to a three-phase motor. 

The switches must be controlled so that at no time are both switches in the same leg turned 

on or else the DC supply would be shorted. This requirement may be met by the 

complementary operation of the switches within a leg. i.e. if A+ is on then A− is off and 

vice versa. This leads to eight possible switching vectors for the inverter, V0 through V7 

with six active switching vectors and two zero vectors. 

 
Table. 2.22 Switching Vectors of SVT 

 

To implement space vector modulation, a reference signal Vref is sampled with a frequency 
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fs (Ts = 1/fs). The reference signal may be generated from three separate phase references 

using the αβγ transform. The reference vector is then synthesized using a combination of 

the two adjacent active switching vectors and one or both of the zero vectors. Various 

strategies of selecting the order of the vectors and which zero vector(s) to use exist. Strategy 

selection will affect the harmonic content and the switching losses  

 

 
Fig. 2.23 Switching Vectors of SVT 

2.10.2 Proportional-Resonant (PR) Controller Based DVR 

In comparison to traditional schemes, the PR controller not only achieves improved 

frequency domain stability, but also contributes to superior current tracking behavior and 

limits the THD in the proposed strategy. An ideal PR controller, which is mathematically 

attained by converting an ideal synchronous frame PI controller to a stationary frame that 

has infinite gain at resonant frequency ω0. 

……………….. ( 2.13) 

Where, 

ω0=Resonant Frequency 

Kp=Proportional Gain 

Ki= Integral Gain 

S2+ ω0
2= produces infinite gain at reference frequency 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_beta_gamma_transform
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Switching_loss&action=edit&redlink=1
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                     Fig. 2.24 Bode Plots of frequency response in w-domain of PR controller (Matlab) 
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CHAPTER 3: PROPOSED METHDOLOGY 

 

 

               Fig 3.1: Flow diagram of Methodology 

 

3.1 Literature Review 

 

A significant portion of the research was covered by the literature review. Books, journals, 

papers, articles, and standard regulations were thoroughly studied and reviewed throughout 

the project. The literature review mainly focuses on finding out the effect of voltage 

disturbances on power quality and grid operation as a whole, different types of CPDs, 

mitigating voltage sag using CPDs, the working mechanism of DVR, and optimization 

techniques were extremely prioritized to obtain the required background for the study. 

Moreover, in this process, the required assumptions and theories were noted so that to be used 

in the project, as explained in Chapter Two. 
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3.2  DVR Modelling and Sensitivity Analysis 

The System is modeled and designed in MATLAB 2023a software. The SIMULINK model 

of DVR has been developed with the necessary boundary conditions, and parameters were 

according to the reviewed literature.  It has been installed into a simple power system to study 

performance efficiency. Furthermore, in order to have an effective response from DVR, it is 

desired for the change in the developed model is able to operate in a wide range of load power 

demand and length of the distribution line (𝑙) from DVR interconnection node to the node 

whose voltage is to be studied. MATLAB sensitivity analyzer toolbox has been used to 

perform a sensitivity analysis of the DVR connected system to evaluate how the parameters 

of a model influenced the output voltage and to determine the certainty of load voltage at the 

nodes following the DVR interconnection point being more than 90% of the normal threshold 

value. The complete description of DVR modeling is presented in Chapter Two. 

                         

Fig 3.2: Schematic Diagram of the Proposed System 
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                  Fig 3.3: Modeling of Proposed System in MATLAB 
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             Fig 3.4:  Control Blocks with PV System in MATLAB 
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3.2.1 Parameters Design of DVR 

The system described utilizes an 11 kV, 50 Hz three-phase power source that is connected to 

a transmission line through an 11 kV/0.4 kV transformer configured in a Delta/Star 

configuration. This transformer steps down the grid voltage to 400 V, enabling the utilization 

of low-voltage-sensitive loads, and the entire system operates at a frequency of 50 Hz. 

To assess the system's performance under various conditions, voltage sags are artificially 

induced by simulating different faults between the power source and the load. Additionally, 

voltage swells are externally simulated using a three-phase programmable source within the 

MATLAB platform. This comprehensive testing helps evaluate how the system responds to 

voltage fluctuations and ensures its reliability under varying conditions. 

 

PV system with Energy Storage Device 
 

The choice of the energy storage device plays a crucial role in determining the power rating 

of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) and its effectiveness in mitigating voltage sag/swell 

events. High-voltage energy storage is not well suited for high-voltage systems, which is why 

DVRs are predominantly employed in medium and low-voltage applications. Given that the 

energy storage component is one of the costliest parts of a DVR, it must be selected with 

precision. 

To determine the appropriate energy storage device for a Photovoltaic (PV) integrated DVR, 

several factors need consideration. First, the voltage level at which the PV-integrated DVR is 

to be connected must be assessed. Then, the desired level of voltage sag mitigation is 

determined. Based on this, the minimum voltage rating for the energy storage device that 

meets these requirements is selected. 

For the design of a model system with a 1.5 kW load at 400V, a PV system (MATLAB 

Module –Sunpower SPR-305E-WHT-D) with a rating of 257V and 1.22 kW, along with a 

220V, 100AH Lithium Ion Battery for energy storage (resulting in a DC link voltage of 205V), 

has been chosen. This configuration aims to compensate for almost all conceivable magnitude 

of voltage sags/swells in the system, in an ideal scenario. 
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The load voltage requirement dictates the DC voltage requirement for the DVR's energy 

storage in a radial distribution network. In a radial distribution feeder operating at 11kV, it 

has been observed that an energy storage system with a voltage rating of 5kV can effectively 

mitigate voltage sags, restoring voltages at the buses above 0.97 per unit (p.u.) (Gupta, et al., 

2010). However, this serves as a preliminary guideline for sizing the DC storage system. The 

actual load distribution and system parameters must be considered when selecting the voltage 

level for the DC storage system. 

For 11kV systems, a PV system with a rating of 6.12kV and 136.74 kW, along with a 6kV, 

1000AH Lithium Ion Battery for energy storage (resulting in a DC link voltage of 6kV), has 

been chosen. This configuration is designed to mitigate voltage sag effectively. 

Further investigation into voltage sag mitigation by DVR involved increasing the voltage 

level of the DC storage system. For storage levels of 5kV, 5.5kV, and 6kV, the voltages were 

restored to 0.93 p.u., 0.96 p.u., and 0.99 p.u., respectively. However, when the voltage level 

was increased to 6.5kV, voltage sag occurred, with voltages reaching up to 1.05 p.u. during 

the maximum fault conditions simulated in the system. Consequently, the optimal size of 6kV 

was selected as the voltage level for DC energy storage in both of the 11kV radial distribution 

networks under investigation.  

  

Fig 3.5:   PV System I-V and P-V Curves of model test system in MATLAB 
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Voltage Source Inverter 
 

The choice of the inverter is primarily influenced by several key factors, including the type of 

connection, power quality standards, cost considerations, gate drive speeds, and overall 

compatibility with the system. In this context, IGBT switches have been selected as the 

preferred components for the converters. IGBT switches offer distinct advantages, including 

ease of control and the ability to operate effectively across a wide power range, which makes 

them a suitable choice for this application. To implement the inverter circuit, a straightforward 

design has been adopted for each phase, featuring four IGBTs that are controlled through a 

relay. This configuration ensures efficient and precise control of the inverter, aligning with 

the specific requirements and objectives of the system. 

 

Injection Transformer 

To determine the appropriate turn ratio (n) for a transformer, it is essential to consider both 

the desired injection level into the grid and the inverter's capability to provide that injection 

level. Careful selection of the transformer's voltage ratings is crucial, as underrating can lead 

to core saturation, while overrating results in unnecessary additional costs. In our design, each 

phase incorporates a 1.5KVA series injection transformer with a 1:10 turn ratio. The windings 

are rated at 10kV and 100kV, with a winding resistance of 0.00001 per unit (p.u.) and 

inductance of 0.0003 p.u. This configuration is designed to operate the load at a rated voltage 

of 400V. 

When operating the DVR in an 11kV system, the transformer's ratings should be carefully 

chosen to meet the current and voltage requirements of both the grid, DC storage, and inverter. 

In the study, a MATLAB model was used, featuring three single-phase transformers, each 

rated at 150KVA with a transformation ratio of 10kV/100kV. This combination of three 

single-phase transformers effectively interfaces with the three-phase voltage generated by the 

combination of three single-phase inverters into the 11kV grid. This approach ensures 

efficient and reliable operation of the DVR within the 11kV system. 

Harmonic Filter 

 

In our model, LC filters play a crucial role in eliminating high-frequency harmonic 
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components from the voltage supplied by the Voltage Source Converter (VSC). As a general 

guideline, when designing a system where a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) needs to be 

operated, the selection of inductance (L) and capacitance (C) values is critical. The inductor 

(L) should be chosen to provide a high impedance path for high-frequency ripples, effectively 

blocking these unwanted components, while offering a low impedance path for the 

fundamental frequency, allowing it to pass through smoothly. The capacitance (C) selection 

should result in a high-pass filter behavior, with a cutoff frequency approximately half of the 

inverter switching frequency. This choice ensures that low-frequency components, including 

the fundamental voltage, can pass through the filter while attenuating the high-frequency 

harmonics. 

For our specific design requirements: 

In the 400V system, filters with values of L=0.1H (Henry) and C=5µF (microfarads) were 

employed. These values effectively filtered out the ripples in the inverter output, resulting in 

a sinusoidal output voltage suitable for supplying the load. 

In the 11kV system, filters with values of L=1e-5H (Henry) and C=4900µF (microfarads) 

were utilized. These values were found to be effective in eliminating high-frequency 

components from the inverter output, ensuring that the voltage supplied to the load remained 

sinusoidal and met the desired quality standards. 

By carefully selecting these L and C values, the LC filters contribute significantly to the 

overall performance and power quality of the DVR system in both the 400V and 11kV 

environments. 

 

Reference Voltage Generation 

 

The reference voltage generation block plays a pivotal role in the control of the Photovoltaic 

(PV) integrated Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR). It operates by comparing the desired load 

voltage with the actual voltage at the load terminal. Based on this comparison, it calculates 

the voltage that needs to be injected or absorbed by the DVR to meet the desired voltage level. 

The control of the PV integrated DVR relies on this reference voltage. The circuit diagram 

for generating the reference voltage for controlling the voltage injection in all three phases of 

the DVR is depicted in Figure 3.4.  
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Here's a breakdown of the process: 

Phase Information Capture: The system first acquires information about the phase of the 

source voltage using a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL), assuming a frequency of 50 Hz. This phase 

information is essential for synchronizing the reference voltage generation for each phase. 

Desired Voltage Calculation: With the phase information in hand, the system generates the 

desired voltage (𝑣𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘. n (𝑤𝑡)) for each of the three phases (A, B, and C). These desired 

voltage values are phase-shifted by 120 degrees from each other, as is commonly done in 

three-phase systems. 

Voltage Error Calculation: The actual voltage at the load terminal (Vload) is then subtracted 

from the desired voltage of each phase at each instant in time. This subtraction process results 

in the generation of a three-phase reference voltage. This reference voltage reflects the 

discrepancy between the actual and desired voltages for all three phases. 

Control Action: The reference voltage values obtained in the previous step serve as a basis 

for determining the amount of voltage that the DVR should inject or absorb to correct the 

voltage to its desired value. This control action is carried out to ensure that the load receives 

the appropriate voltage. 

More comprehensive explanation of the control strategy employed, particularly the utilization 

of Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) integrated with a Proportional-Resonant 

(PR) Controller, is explained in Chapter two, where the control methodology is detailed and 

discussed in depth. This strategy plays a crucial role in achieving the desired voltage quality 

and ensuring the effective operation of the PV integrated DVR. Other Details of Control 

scheme with PR controller are attached in the Appendix. 

3.3 Optimal Placement of DVR 

 

Optimal location was determined with the objective of minimization of System Average RMS 

Frequency Index (SARFI) of the system in the presence of DVR. The objective is given by, 
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                                            …………..(2.14) 

Where, 

𝑋=RMS voltage threshold 

𝑛𝑖𝑥=number of voltage sags lower than the specified threshold 

𝑛= total number of connected loads (with all the buses) .The objective function is then given 

by, 

                      ………… (2.15) 

The sag threshold X is considered as 0.9 or 90% and swell threshold is considered 1.1pu or 

110%, which indicates that we compute the system average sag frequency based on the 

number of buses whose voltages go below 90% and go above 110% of the nominal threshold 

value during a fault. 
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  Fig 3.5:    Flowchart for Calculation of SARFI 

 

3.4 Selection of Network 

In order to achieve the objectives of this thesis, IEEE 13 Node Test Feeder and 11kV Simara 

Industrial Feeder have been selected. The data for the standard IEEE 13 Node Test Feeder , 

Section of 11Kv Tanahusur Feeder of Tanahu District (Tanahu DCs) and  11kV Simara 

Industrial Feeder of Bara District (Simara DCs) has been obtained from the literature review, 

and the required information is shown in Appendix. The optimal placement of PV-integrated 

DVR units in all three systems has been achieved through the SARFIX approach. The 

proposed PV-DVR system has demonstrated remarkable effectiveness in alleviating voltage 

sag and swell issues across all three systems, even during faulted and overloaded conditions. 

Furthermore, this advanced PV- DVR technology has exhibited the capability to sustain the 
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bus voltage at the farthest location at approximately 0.95 per unit, highlighting its robust 

performance in ensuring consistent and stable power supply. 

 

3.4.1 IEEE 13 Node Test Feeder 

 

The IEEE 13 Node Test System, also known as the IEEE 13 Bus Test System, is a commonly 

used power distribution system test case in the field of electrical engineering and power 

systems analysis. It serves as a benchmark system for various studies, simulations, and 

research related to power distribution and grid analysis. This system represents a simplified 

but realistic model of a portion of an electrical distribution network. It is a 4.16kV/0.48kV, 

60Hz, 3582kW, 1746KVAR system with overhead and underground lines with 1 regulator, 

one distribution transformer and one circuit breaker. All parameters of the system are attached 

in Apendix A. Proposed PV integrated DVR was able to maintain the bus voltages nearly 

around 0.95p.u.to 1 p.u. in all types of faulted conditions 

                                  

 Fig 3.6: IEEE 13 Node Test Feeder 
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Fig: 3.7: Modeling of IEEE 13 Node Test Feeder with DVR in MATLAB 

 

3.4.2  A Section of 11kV Tanahusur Feeder 

 

The 11kV Tanahusur feeder, situated in Tanahu District within the jurisdiction of Tanahu 

DCs, Gandaki Province, Nepal, encompasses a 3.2km stretch (with Dog Conductor upto bus 

2 and Weasel Conductor thereafter), spanning from Damauli S/S to the line section cut-out in 

Ghasikuwa. This segment comprises four 11/0.4kV transformers, including one privately 

owned by Taalghare Wood Industry, with a collective installed capacity of 250Kva.In the 

feeder the application of PV-DVR is observed in single and well as multiple (Two) locations 

during various fault conditions i.e. LG, DLG, DL, LLL, LLLG faults. Furthermore, fault 

locations are discerned through data collection within Tanahu DCs, where the occurrence of 

faults is most prevalent. 
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PV-DVR in Single Location of the feeder: 

 

                 Fig: 3.8: Modeling of 11Kv Tanahusoor Feeder with DVR in MATLAB (single location) 

PV-DVR in Multiple (Two) Location of the feeder: 

 

Fig: 3.9: Modeling of 11Kv Tanahusoor Feeder with DVR in MATLAB (Two location) 
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3.4.3 11kV Simara Industrial Feeder  

Normal loading Conditions: 

 

 

   Fig: 3.10: Modeling of 11kV Simara Industrial Feeder with DVR in MATLAB (Normal Loading) 
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The 11kV Simara Industrial feeder, situated in Bara District within the jurisdiction of Simara 

DCs, Madesh Province, Nepal, encompasses a 6.5km stretch with all Dog Conductor, 

spanning from 132/11 Parwanipur S/S to the line section of last Industrial load Nepal 

Ceramics. This segment comprises of 15 private  11/0.4kV transformers, with a collective 

installed capacity of 14.07MVA. Notably, it's important to recognize that all connected loads 

do not operate simultaneously during peak load periods. The feeder's load capacity, with a 

capacity of approximately 5.71MVA on a Dog Conductor, accommodates a peak loading of 

300A. Under normal operating conditions, data gathered from each Time-of-Day (TOD) 

meter of the connected loads reveals a simulated load demand of 1.66MVA(at one of the 

instances). 

In the feeder the application of PV-DVR is observed in single and well as multiple (Two) 

locations during various fault conditions i.e. LG, DLG, DL, LLL, LLLG faults. Furthermore, 

fault locations are discerned through data collection within Simara DCs , where the occurrence 

of faults is most prevalent. Proposed PV integrated DVR was able to maintain the bus voltages 

nearly around 1p.u. in all types of faulted conditions. Table Below shows the install capacity 

of different Industrial load in the samara feeder. 

S.N. Location 
Capacity ( 

KVA ) 

1 

Shiv shakti oil and 

fats 320 

2 Shiv shakti agri 700 

3 Rajesh metal 4600 

4 B.G. Cotton 50 

5 Krishna steel 1 850 

6 Shubha laxmi metal 600 

7 Harsa plastic 110 

8 Gorkha feed 800 

9 

Narayani food 

product 500 

10 RMC cement 1750 

11 Win win metal ind . 300 

12 Josis Gyavin 196.25 

13 Nepal stonex 550 

14 Nepal ceramic 1250 

15 RMC food 1500 

Total 14076.25 
       Table: 3.11: Installed Load of Simara Industrial Feeder  
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Overloading Conditions: 

 

    Figure: 3.11: Modeling of 11kV Simara Industrial Feeder with DVR in MATLAB (Overload Loading) 

As we know connected loads do not operate simultaneously during peak load periods. The 

feeder's load capacity, with a capacity of approximately 5.71MVA on a Dog Conductor, 

accommodates a peak loading of 300A. Under one of the operating conditions, data gathered 

from each Time-of-Day (TOD) meter of the connected loads reveals a simulated load demand 

of 5.955MVA(at one of the instances) which is load of 312A on the feeder. The relay for the 

feeder has an overload setting of 320A. When the current in the feeder reaches 312A, only 

buses 1, 2, and 3 maintain a voltage of 1 per unit (p.u.), while all buses beyond that experience 

a voltage drop from 0.83 p.u. to 0.89 p.u., with the farthest bus being the most affected. 

After installing a PV Integrated DVR between buses 4 and 5(optimal location), the DVR 

successfully maintains bus voltage between 0.95 p.u. and 1 p.u. as we move from the farthest 

bus to the nearest one. 

3.5 Modelling and Fault Analysis of Network 

 

All three systems are designed in the MATLAB/ SIMULINK environment where they were 

simulated and tested for their performance. The developed models were analyzed by 

conducting fault analysis on it. Different faults LG, LL, LLG, and LLLG faults were created 
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in each bus, and then the simulations were conducted, and the voltage profiles under the fault 

conditions were tabulated in Appendix C . 

3.6 Discussion on Findings  

 

The effectiveness of the developed DVR model has been validated as the model mitigates 

voltage sags and swells occurring in the load, even when the fault occurs. Sensitivity analysis 

has shown that the DVR can respond effectively to change in various parameters and maintain 

a safe voltage level in the network that demonstrates the feasibility of applying DVR to 

network. The optimal location has been determined SARFI approach. 

3.7 Documentation and Presentation of the Findings 

As per the guidelines of IOE, all the results  from the research, works have been documented.  
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

4.1 Voltage Sag/ Swell and Harmonics Mitigation by PV Integrated DVR in Model Test 

System. 

 4.1.1 Compensation of Balanced Voltage Sag and Swell(Model Test System) 

 

Fig 4.1: Modeling of Proposed System in MATLAB 

The investigation of the PV-integrated DVR model's response to various voltage 

disturbances was conducted through simulation. A three-phase balanced fault scenario was 

simulated, lasting for a duration of 0.1 seconds, occurring between t=0.2s and t=0.3s. This  

Fig 4.2: Load Voltage ( DVR) for a 3-phase fault 

 

simulation aimed to replicate a voltage sag across the load, resulting in the load voltage 
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decreasing to 80% of its normal value, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (Vabc). Additionally, a 

voltage swell was emulated by externally injecting voltage using a programmable voltage 

source in MATLAB. This injection started at t=0.4s and continued until t=0.5s. During 

this period, the system's voltage increased to 120% of its nominal value. 

The system was then operated in the presence of PV integrated DVR in series with a 

distribution line feeding a load. Figure 4.1 (Vload) shows the events after the installation of 

the DVR. The first figure shows the source voltage during a fault (voltage sag, swell), the 

second figure shows that the load voltage after DVR has compensated the voltage sag and 

swell. It can be clearly observed that when the source voltage sags from t=0.2 to 0.3 s and 

swells from t= 0.4 to 0.5 s, DVR has either injected or absorbed the power for a constant 

voltage across the load terminal. The third figure  (Vinjection) in Figure 4.2 shows the profile 

of power injection and absorption by the DVR. From the third figure, it can be seen that the 

DVR has injected voltage (power) into the load from t=0.2s to t=0.3s for voltage sag whereas, 

DVR has absorbed the excess voltage from t=0.4s to 0.5s for voltage swell. It is seen that the 

injected voltage by DVR, during sag/swell varies to bring back the load voltage. 

It has been shown that the developed DVR model mitigates balanced voltage sags and 

swells occurring in the load, even when the source side voltage has sagged. 

4.1.2 Compensation of Unbalanced Voltage Sag and Swell 

Balanced faults are the least occurring events in power systems, with unbalanced fault 

unbalanced faults occurring for more than 95% of the time. Among different faults, Single 

Line to Ground (SLG) faults are the most frequent– responsible for almost 80% of the total 

number of faults. It is important that the modeled DVR is able to compensate for the unbalanced 

voltage sags during SLG faults occurring in the systems. 

For this, an unbalanced fault (SLG) fault has been simulated for the time duration of 

0.2 s to 0.3 s, Waveforms of load voltage under this unbalanced fault show that Phase A has 

decreased to 10% of its  normal operating voltage while the phases B and C and  still healthy.  
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Fig 4.3: Load Voltage ( DVR) for a SLG fault 

 

It can be clearly observed that when the source voltage sags from t=0.2 to 0.3 in Phase A. 

DVR has injected voltage for phase A.  

 

4.1.3 Harmonics of the Modal Test system 

PV integrated DVR with space Vector Pulse width Modulation with PR Controller was also 

able to decrease the THD during balanced three phase fault from 12.97% to 1.52% when fed 

with 3rd and 5th Harmonics in the system by programmable Voltage Source in MATLAB . 
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 Fig 4.4: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR in model test system during 

fault 

4.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

One of the main ideas behind carrying out sensitivity analysis is to find various system 

parameters that have the highest impact on the output voltage of the system, this relation 

between parameters and output is best defined by the correlation coefficient from which we 

can infer the magnitude and direction of the input-output relationship. This correlation 

between the parameters and output voltage can be studied by generating some statistical 

data from sensitivity analysis. Correlation of input parameters– load power demand (S) 

and distribution line length (𝑙) was carried out using data from sensitivity analysis. The 

result of input-output correlation is shown in Figure 6.5, which clearly indicates a negative 

correlation between the output and both the input parameters, suggesting an obvious fact 

that the output voltage reduces with increasing load power demand and line length. Power 

Demand of the load (S) has a very high correlation coefficient to the output for all three 

different correlations studied, which is an indication that output voltage (V2) is most 

influenced by the load power demand by the load when compared to the line length. The 

correlation of load power with the output voltage (V2) is around -0.9, while that of line 

length is around -0.4 to be exact, suggesting that we must be more cautious while altering 
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the load so that the load voltage does not fall below the safe operating range. 

 

Fig 4.5: Correlation between output voltage and input parameter 
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4.3 Voltage Sag/ Swell and Harmonics Mitigation by PV Integrated DVR in IEEE 13 

Node Test Distribution System. 

 

4.3.1 Optimal Location of DVR 

 

Fig: 4.6: Modeling of IEEE 13 Node Test Feeder with DVR in MATLAB 

 

IEEE 13 Node Test Distribution Feeder have been modeled in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

environment, and the same model has been simulated for different faults scenario and the 

values of the post fault voltages were measured and were used for SARFI Calculation for 

Optimal Location of PV-Integrated DVR.  

 

Following the procedure of optimization, it was observed that at node 633(i.e. between 

branch 632-633) lowest value of SARFI 6.66% among the three-phase bus was observed. 
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Then DVR was placed in the node to observe the performance. As was the most vulnerable 

node. Figure 4.7 shows the SARFI values of all the three phase buses of the system. 

 

Fig 4.7: SARFI values at different buses of IEEE 13 node Test System 

As a result, branch 632-633 , in IEEE 13  node system was chosen as the optimal location. 

The maximum vulnerability of a node in the system can be attributed to its location in the 

system along with the load distribution such that for most of the faults in the system, the 

vulnerable bus lies in the fault current-carrying path as a result has maximum value for its 

voltage deviation from the rated voltage. 

 

Figure 4.8: Voltage profile before and after placement of DVR in branch 632- 633 during 3 phase 

balanced fault. 
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It has been shown that the developed DVR model is able to mitigate balanced voltage   sags 

between t=0.2s to 0.3s and swells between t=0.4s to 0.5s occurring in the load, even when 

the source side voltage has sagged to 80% and swelled to 110% of Nominal Voltage value 

using Programmable Voltage source in MATLAB. This model is tested in different radial 

distribution systems in different Fault conditions and Fault location, to effectively restore 

the voltages in the system buses under certain undesired events. 

 

4.3.2 Harmonics of the IEEE 13 node Test system 

PV integrated DVR with space Vector Pulse width Modulation with PR Controller in IEEE 

13 node Test System was also able to decrease the THD during balanced three phase fault 

from 106.58% to 6.35% in 60Hz System. 

 

 

 

Fig 4.9: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR in IEEE Test system during 

fault conditions 
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4.4 Voltage Sag/ Swell and Harmonics Mitigation by PV Integrated DVR in Section of 

11Kv Tanahusur Feeder. 

4.4.1 Optimal Location of DVR 

11kV Tanahusur  Distribution Feeder have been modeled in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

environment, and the same model has been simulated for different faults scenario and the 

values of the post fault voltages were measured and were used for SARFI Calculation for 

Optimal Location of PV-Integrated DVR.  

Following the procedure of optimization, it was observed that at bus 7(i.e. between branch 

2-7 ) lowest value of SARFI was 6.09% and second lowest value of SARFI was 7.2% at 

bus 5(i.e. between branch 4-5)  . Then DVR was placed in the node to observe the 

performance. As was the most vulnerable node. Figure 4.10 shows the SARFI values of 

all the 11kV buses of the system. 

 

 

Fig 4.10: SARFI values at different buses of section of 11kV Tanahusur feeder 
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4.4.2  PV Integrated DVR at Single Location-Tanahusur Feeder 

 

Fig: 4.11: Modeling of 11kV  Tanahunsur Feeder with PV integrated DVR in MATLAB 

As a result, branch 2-7 , in the section of 11 kV Tanahusur feeder was chosen as the optimal 

location. 

The maximum vulnerability of a node in the system can be attributed to its location in the 

system along with the load distribution such that for most of the faults in the system, the 

vulnerable bus lies in the fault current-carrying path as a result has maximum value          for its 

voltage deviation from the rated voltage. 

 

Fig: 4.12: Input and Output voltages of Branch 2-7 

Figure 4.12 illustrates the input and output characteristics of the branch housing the PV-DVR. 
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A DLG fault is deliberately induced at the system's most critical location, and the resulting 

perturbations are effectively mitigated. The PV-DVR demonstrates success in rectifying voltage 

sags and swells, bringing them in close proximity to the 1 per unit (p.u.) reference value. 

Additionally, it efficiently addresses harmonics present in the system, even when subjected to 

various fault conditions. 

Detailed results for different fault scenarios, including Single Line-to-Ground (SLG), Line-to-

Line-to-Line-to-Ground (LLLG), Line-to-Line-to-Line (LLL), and Line-to-Line (LL) faults, are 

tabulated in the Appendix B for comprehensive analysis. 

 

Fig: 4.13: 11kV bus output voltages that precede of DVR optimal position 

The most suitable location for the installation of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is in 

branch 2-7. Figure 4.13 provides a visual representation of the voltage outputs at various buses 

that precede the DVR installation point. Notably, the voltages at buses V1, V2, V3, and V4 

are not effectively compensated by the DVR during fault periods due to their relative 

positions. 

Similarly, buses V5, V15, and V16, which operate at 11kV, are situated in a distinct section 

of the power line, separate from the DVR installation site. Consequently, these buses also 

remain susceptible to faults without the benefit of DVR intervention. 
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Fig: 4.14: 11kV bus output voltages on the buses that lies in other section of DVR optimal position 

 

 

Fig: 4.15: 11kV bus output voltages on the 11kV buses after DVR optimal position 

Figure 4.15 provides a representation of the bus output voltages occurring downstream of the 

strategically placed DVR. The integration of a Photovoltaic (PV) system with the DVR proves 

to be highly effective in maintaining the voltage levels within a desirable range for all 

connected buses, including V7, V8, V9, V10, V11, V12, and V14.Also, this section happens 

to be the longer section with critical loads.Even under fault conditions, this integrated system 

excels in preserving the bus voltages. The farthest bus from the DVR, V12, maintains a 

voltage output of 0.98 per unit (p.u.), demonstrating the system's robust performance in 

challenging scenarios. Additionally, the voltage at the small industrial bus, V14, is 
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consistently held at 1 p.u., underscoring the system's reliability in ensuring stable Voltage 

supply,even for critical loads. 

 

  

Fig: 4.16: 0.4kV bus output voltages after DVR optimal placement 

 

The optimal placement of the PV-DVR system plays a pivotal role in determining the overall 

health of load bus voltages. As depicted in Figure 4.16, it becomes evident that the load 

voltages of V13 and V18, situated within the section of the power line where the DVR is 

strategically positioned, experience significant compensation, nearly reaching 1 per unit (p.u.) 

voltage levels. 

However, it is worth noting that load buses in other sections of the power distribution network 

remain vulnerable to voltage faults during periods of electrical disturbances. 

 

4.4.3 Harmonics of PV Integrated DVR at Single Location  

PV integrated DVR with space Vector Pulse width Modulation with PR Controller in 11kV 

Tanahunsur feeder was also able to decrease the THD during DLG fault from 15.46% to 

2.78%  for 30 cycles starting from t=0.2s to t=0.6s in 50Hz System. The DVR integrated 

system decreases the overall harmonics in the system. 
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Fig 4.17: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR in 11kV Tanahunsur 

Feeder during fault conditions 

4.4.4  PV Integrated DVR at Multiple Location (Two Locations)-Tanahusur Feeder 

 

Fig: 4.18: Modeling of 11Kv Tanahusoor Feeder with DVR in MATLAB (Two location) 
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The primary selection for DVR installation was at branch 2-7, which was deemed the optimal 

location based on the SARFI calculation. This choice is underpinned by a SARFI value 

signifying effective voltage stability enhancement. 

However, it's noteworthy that the SARFI assessment also identified an alternative, the second-

best optimal position for DVR installation, which is at bus 5, located between branches 4 and 

5. This site demonstrated a SARFI value of 7.2%, indicating its considerable potential in 

mitigating voltage disturbances. Nonetheless, the introduction of a second DVR, DVR2, 

demands careful consideration. DVR2 should be configured with distinct parameters 

compared to DVR1, as the latter already exerts a specific impact on the power system. This 

differentiation is essential to ensure the coexistence of both DVR systems without causing 

operational conflicts. In DVR1, the integrated PV system boasts a 7.1 kV capacity, generating 

136.74 kW, and is coupled with an inverter input rated at 6 kV. In contrast, DVR2 features a 

unique configuration, comprising a 12.8 kV system with a capacity of 61.04 kW and an 

inverter input rated at 10.6 kV. These disparate specifications are thoughtfully designed to 

effectively address voltage sag and swell issues while allowing both DVR systems to function 

harmoniously, safeguarding the overall stability of the power network. 
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Fig: 4.19: DVR1 AND DVR2 Voltage outputs (Two location) 

Figure 4.19 illustrates the input and output characteristics of the branch housing the PV-DVR1 

and DVR2. A three phase fault is deliberately induced at the system's most critical location, 

and the resulting perturbations are effectively mitigated. The PV-DVR demonstrates success 

in rectifying voltage sags and swells, bringing them in close proximity to the 1 per unit (p.u.) 

reference value. Additionally, it efficiently addresses harmonics present in the system, even 

when subjected to various fault conditions. 

Detailed results for different fault scenarios, including Single Line-to-Ground (SLG), Line-

to-Line-to-Line-to-Ground (LLLG), Line-to-Line-to-Line (LLL), and Line-to-Line (LL) 

faults, are tabulated in the Appendix B for comprehensive analysis. 

 

 

 

Fig: 4.20: Voltage outputs of the buses that precede of  DVR1 and DVR2 

The two suitable location for the installation of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is in 

branch 2-7 and 4-5. Figure 4.20 provides a visual representation of the voltage outputs at 
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various buses that precede the DVR installation point. Notably, the voltages at buses V1, V2, 

V3, and V4 are not effectively compensated by the DVR during fault periods due to their 

relative positions. 

 

 

Fig: 4.21: Voltage outputs of the 11kV buses that are on downstream of  DVR1 and DVR2 

Figure 4.21 provides a representation of the bus output voltages occurring downstream of the 

strategically placed DVR1 at bus 2-7 and DVR 2 at bus 4-5. The integration of a Photovoltaic 

(PV) system with the DVR1 proves to be highly effective in maintaining the voltage levels 

within a desirable range for all connected buses, including V7, V8, V9, V10, V11, V12, and 

V14.Also, this section happens to be the longer section with critical loads. 

Even under fault conditions, this integrated system excels in preserving the bus voltages. The 

farthest bus from the DVR, V12, maintains a voltage output of 0.98 per unit (p.u.), 
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demonstrating the system's robust performance in challenging scenarios. Additionally, the 

voltage at the small industrial bus, V14, is consistently held at 1 p.u., underscoring the 

system's reliability in ensuring stable voltage supply, even for critical loads. Similary DVR2 

proves effective in maintaining the voltage levels within a desirable range for buses, including 

V7, V8, V5, V15, V16. 

 

Fig: 4.22: 0.4kV load bus output voltages after DVR1 and DVR2 optimal placement 

 

The optimal placement of the PV-DVR1 and DVR2 system plays a pivotal role in determining 

the overall health of load bus voltages. As depicted in Figure 4.22, it becomes evident that the 

load voltages of V13 and V18, situated within the section of the power line where the DVR1 

and load voltage of V6 and V17 is strategically positioned, experience significant 

compensation, nearly reaching 1 per unit (p.u.) voltage levels. 

It's important to highlight that during periods of electrical disturbances, specifically when only 

one DVR was incorporated into the system, load buses V6 and V17 continued to remain 

susceptible to voltage faults. However, with the strategic placement of DVR2 alongside 

DVR1, a remarkable transformation occurred.With both DVR1 and DVR2 optimally 

positioned, the voltage levels at all four load buses (V6, V13, V17, and V18) were consistently 

maintained at nearly 1 per unit (p.u.), demonstrating a significant improvement in voltage 

stability. Even the farthest load bus, V13, managed to uphold its voltage above 0.95 p.u. post-

installation of DVR2. 

4.4.5 Harmonics of PV Integrated DVR at Multiple (TWO) Location  

The integration of PV with DVR1, utilizing Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) 

in conjunction with Proportional-Resonant (PR) controllers, within the 11kV Tanahunsur 

feeder yielded satisfactory results. Specifically, during a three-phase balanced fault scenario, 
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the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) was reduced substantially, decreasing from an initial 

18.22% to a remarkable 2.78%. This outcome highlights the exceptional capability of DVR1 

in harmonics mitigation. On the other hand, DVR2, while also proving effective, exhibited a 

slightly higher THD reduction during the same three-phase balanced fault scenario. The THD 

decreased from 39.32% to 6.31%. Although this figure is slightly above the generally 

acceptable limit of 5%, it underscores the significance of incorporating both DVRs into the 

system.  

In summary, the synergistic combination of PV-integrated DVR1 and DVR2 successfully 

decreased THD levels, addressing harmonic issues during electrical faults. While DVR2 may 

slightly surpass the acceptable limit, the tandem deployment of both DVRs ensures a 

comprehensive solution for harmonic management within the power network. 

 

 

Fig 4.23: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR1 in 11kV 

Tanahunsur Feeder during fault conditions 
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Fig 4.24: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR2 in 11kV 

Tanahunsur Feeder during fault conditions  

 

4.5  Voltage Sag/ Swell and Harmonics Mitigation by PV Integrated DVR in 11kV 

Simara Industrial Feeder. 

4.5.1 Optimal Location of DVR 

The 11kV Simara Industrial Distribution Feeder has been modeled within the 

MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. This comprehensive model incorporates load data 

obtained from Time-of-Day (TOD) meters installed at all 15 consumer sites. It undergoes 

simulation for various fault scenarios, with post-fault voltage values meticulously recorded. 

These voltage measurements form a critical component for the subsequent calculation of the 

SARFI, aiding in the identification of the optimal location for the PV-Integrated Dynamic 

Voltage Restorer (DVR). 
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Following the prescribed optimization procedure, the analysis revealed that the lowest SARFI 

value, denoting superior voltage stability, was recorded at bus 5, situated between branches 4 

and 5, with a SARFI value of 8.2%. Notably, the second lowest SARFI value, at 9.11%, was 

observed at bus 12, found between branches 11 and 12. Bus 12 also emerges as a significant 

consideration due to its vulnerability and high load capacity, hosting Rajesh Metal with an 

installed transformer capacity of 4600KVA.Ultimately, the decision was made to place the 

DVR at bus 5, recognized as the most optimal position, to closely monitor its performance. It 

was a prudent choice, particularly given bus 12's vulnerability. Figure 4.25 provides a visual 

representation of SARFI values across all 11kVbuses within the system.

 

Fig 4.25: SARFI values at different buses samara industrial feeder 
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4.5.2  PV Integrated DVR at Normal Loading Condition-Simara Industrial Feeder 

 

 

Fig 4.26: 11kV Simara Industrial Feeder in MATLAB 

 

As a result, branch 4-5 ,in the section of 11 kV  Simara Industrial feeder was chosen as the 

optimal location. A 7.2kV, 512kW PV system has been effectively deployed in a DVR 

(Dynamic Voltage Restorer) to successfully mitigate voltage sags and swells. However, it is 

worth noting that a smaller 34.18kW PV system (SPR-305E-WHY-D) is capable of mitigating 

these voltage fluctuations as well. Implementing a 13.2kV, 1MW PV system. This robust 

infrastructure could serve as an exceptional solution for ensuring uninterrupted power supply 

to critical loads even when the grid supply is unavailable under normal operating conditions. 

With this enhanced setup, we will only have the capacity to mitigate voltage sags and swells 

but also the capability to act as a backup power source when the grid encounters disruptions. 

This provides a more comprehensive and reliable power supply solution, ensuring that 

essential operations remain unaffected even during grid outages or fluctuations. In essence, 

this larger PV system represents a significant step towards ensuring uninterrupted power for 

critical applications, enhancing resilience, and minimizing downtime. 

Figure 4.27 illustrates the input and output characteristics of the branch housing the PV-DVR. 

A LL fault is deliberately induced at the system's most critical location, and the resulting 

perturbations are effectively mitigated. The PV-DVR demonstrates success in rectifying 
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voltage sags and swells, bringing them in close proximity to the 1 per unit (p.u.) reference 

value. Additionally, it efficiently addresses harmonics present in the system, even when 

subjected to various fault conditions. 

Detailed results for different fault scenarios, including Single Line-to-Ground (SLG), Line-

to-Line-to-Line-to-Ground (LLLG), Line-to-Line-to-Line (LLL), and Line-to-Line (LL) 

faults, are  tabulated in the Appendix C for comprehensive analysis 

 

Fig 4.27: Input and output Voltages of installed PV-DVR in simara feeder in MATLAB 
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Fig 4.29: Input and output Voltages different 11kV buses after implementation of PV-

DVR in simara feeder  

The most suitable location for the installation of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) is in 

branch 4-5. Figure 4.28 provides a visual representation of the voltage outputs at various buses 

that precede and buses in the downstream of   the DVR installation point. Notably, the voltages 

at buses V2, V3, and V4 are not effectively compensated by the DVR during fault periods due 

to their relative positions. 

However, It effectively compensates for the voltage fluctuations not only at bus V5 but 

extends its support seamlessly to cover all buses up to the final bus, V50 (i.e nearly 0.98p.u.), 

during fault occurrences. Furthermore, this compensation encompasses all the load buses 

within this network. 

This means that regardless of where the voltage fault occurs within this range, the DVR 

system steps in with its voltage correction capabilities. It ensures that all connected load buses 

continue to receive stable and reliable power, maintaining the integrity of the entire electrical 
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distribution system. This comprehensive voltage compensation capability highlights the DVR 

system's exceptional ability to safeguard critical operations and equipment against the adverse 

effects of voltage fluctuations. 

 

Fig 4.30: Input and output Voltages different load (0.4kV) buses after implementation of 

PV-DVR in simara feeder 

The optimal placement of the PV-DVR system plays a pivotal role in determining the overall 

health of load bus voltages. As depicted in Figure 4.30, it becomes evident that even farthest 

load bus voltages of V49, experienced significant compensation, nearly reaching 1 per unit 

(p.u.) voltage levels. Indeed, a noteworthy observation emerges when examining voltage 

waveforms in the context of the DVR system's operation. Specifically, it becomes apparent 

that for a brief period (t < 0.1 sec), the DVR exhibits a discernible delay in its voltage 

compensation response. This delay is primarily attributed to the inherent characteristic of the 

DC voltage generated by the PV system, which necessitates a finite amount of time to reach 

its saturation level, as vividly illustrated in Fig 4.31. This intriguing phenomenon is 

predominantly noticeable in larger electrical systems, particularly those hosting substantial 

loads. It underscores the complexity of managing voltage fluctuations in more extensive 

networks, where the interplay between various elements introduces unique challenges. 

Conversely, in smaller feeder systems with relatively modest loads, such as the 11 Tanahusur 

Feeder, we do not observe a similar waveform behavior.Additionally, it's essential to 

acknowledge that, in the larger system, transient fluctuations or "jerk" in the voltage 

waveforms can occur precisely during the period of fault clearing and breaker operation. It's 
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important to emphasize that this occurrence is entirely normal under such circumstances. 

These transient voltage variations are a consequence of the swift and controlled actions taken 

to rectify faults, ensuring the system's stability and safety. In essence, they are a testament to 

the precision and effectiveness of fault-clearing mechanisms within the larger power 

distribution framework. 

 

Fig 4.31: Inverter input Voltage (DC-link) PV-DVR in simara feeder 

 

4.5.3 Harmonics of PV Integrated DVR Simara Industrial feeder under normal loading 

conditions  

 

 

Fig 4.32: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR in 11kV Simara Feeder during 

Fault conditions 
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The integration of a Photovoltaic (PV) system into the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) 

system, utilizing Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) with a Proportional-

Resonant (PR) controller, represents a significant advancement in the management of power 

quality within the 11kV Simara Industrial feeder. This innovative approach has yielded 

impressive results, particularly in mitigating Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) during line-

to-line (LL) faults.During a fault condition spanning 25 cycles, commencing at t=0.2s and 

concluding at t=0.5s, within the 50Hz system, the DVR integrated system succeeded in 

reducing THD from an initially high 39.12% to an astonishingly low 4.51%. This remarkable 

achievement highlights the system's remarkable ability to substantially diminish harmonic 

distortions and stabilize voltage profiles during fault scenarios. However, it's worth noting 

that while the overall performance is commendable, the harmonics results are categorized as 

satisfactory, falling just below the 5% threshold. The reason for this lies in the complexity 

introduced by the integration of numerous switching devices within the PV control and 

converters utilized for battery management. These components, although crucial for system 

functionality and grid backup capabilities, inherently introduce slightly higher harmonics into 

the system. Interestingly, an alternative approach using a PV system without a battery, relying 

solely on a capacitor for sag and swell compensation (without grid backup), has yielded even 

more remarkable outcomes. In this scenario, the THD in the system was reduced to less than 

1%, showcasing an exceptional level of harmonic mitigation. 

In summary, the integration of PV technology into the DVR system has undoubtedly 

improved power quality in the 11kV Simara Industrial feeder. While the harmonics results 

are satisfactory (<5%) when employing a battery-backed PV system, opting for a PV system 

with a capacitor for compensation (without grid backup) can yield even more outstanding 

results, reducing THD to less than 1%. This demonstrates the importance of considering 

specific system requirements and priorities when designing power quality solutions for 

industrial feeders. 
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4.5.4 PV Integrated DVR at OverLoading Condition- Simara Industrial Feeder 

 

Fig 4.33: Simara Feeder Overloaded condition Matlab Simulations 

During peak load periods, it's clear that not all connected loads are in operation 

simultaneously. The feeder, with a capacity of approximately 5.71MVA on a Dog Conductor, 

can handle a peak load of 300A. However, under specific operating conditions, data from 

Time-of-Day (TOD) meters on connected loads indicate a simulated load demand of 

5.955MVA (at one instance), equivalent to a 312A load on the feeder. The feeder's relay is 

set to trip at 320A. When the current reaches 312A, only buses 1, 2, and 3 maintain a voltage 

of 1 per unit (p.u.), while all buses beyond experience a voltage drop from 0.84 p.u. to 0.89 

p.u., with the farthest bus being the most affected. 

To address this voltage issue, a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) was optimally placed at the 

branch 4-5 section of the 11kV Simara Industrial feeder. A 7.2kV, 1710 kW PV system was 

effectively integrated into the DVR, successfully mitigating voltage fluctuations. 

Remarkably, a smaller 34.18kW PV system (SPR-305E-WHY-D) also proves capable of 

mitigating these voltage fluctuations. Furthermore, a robust 13.2kV, 3MW PV system was 

implemented. This setup not only addresses voltage sags and swells but also serves as a 

backup power source during grid disruptions. This comprehensive solution ensures 

uninterrupted power for critical loads, enhancing resilience and minimizing downtime. In 

essence, the larger PV system marks a significant step toward ensuring reliable power for 

essential applications, even in the face of grid outages or fluctuations. 
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Fig 4.34: Input and output Voltages of installed PV-DVR in simara feeder in MATLAB in 

feeder overload conditions 

Figure 4.34 depicts the input and output characteristics of the branch housing the PV-DVR. 

During the feeder's overload condition, only buses V1, V2, and V3 manage to maintain their 

voltage close to 1 per unit (p.u.).However, following the strategic placement of the DVR, The 

DVR consistently maintains the voltage levels within the range of 0.95 p.u. to 0.99 p.u. across 

all 11kV buses and load buses, including the farthest 11kV bus, V50, and the farthest load 

bus, V49. This performance is  illustrated in Figures 4.35 and 4.36. 
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Fig 4.35: Output Voltages different 11kV buses after implementation of PV-DVR in 

simara feeder in feeder over-load conditions.  

 

Fig 4.36: Output Voltages different load (0.4kV) buses after implementation of PV-DVR 

in simara feeder in feeder over-load conditions.  

 4.5.5 Harmonics of PV Integrated DVR Simara Industrial feeder under Over-loading 

conditions  
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Fig 4.32: Harmonics of the System before and after Installation of DVR in 11kV Simara 

Feeder during overload conditions. 

 

The integration of a Photovoltaic (PV) system into the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) 

system, utilizing Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) with a Proportional-

Resonant (PR) controller, represents a significant advancement in the management of power 

quality within the 11kV Simara Industrial feeder. This innovative approach has yielded 

impressive results, particularly in mitigating Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) during feeder-

overloaded conditions. Spanning 25 cycles, commencing at t=0.2s and concluding at t=0.5s, 

within the 50Hz system, the DVR integrated system succeeded in reducing THD from an 

initiaL 1.90% to lower 1.06%.  
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CHAPTER 5:  CONCLUSION LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be deduced from the findings: 
 

 Simulink model of PV integrated DVR has been modelled with essential controls in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and tested with a modelled system comprising 

of a single source modelled as a negative PQ load that feeds a load of rating P=1.5kW 

and Q=100VAR through a distribution line and transformers. During voltage sag, load 

voltage dropped down to 0.8 p.u. that is by 80% of its normal voltage, and during the 

event of voltage swell, voltage rose to 120% of the nominal rated voltage. The 

integration of the DVR model resulted in the restoration of bus voltage from 0.8p.u. 

to 0.97p.u. during voltage sag and swell and restoration of voltage from 1.2p.u. to 

0.98p.u. during voltage swell. During sag/swell, DVR injected/absorbed the power 

into/from the load. Thus, a working model of DVR capable of operating during both 

sag and swell has been designed and modelled. 

 Sensitivity analysis was performed for the developed model of DVR with a simple test 

system with two nodes where DVR was connected to the first node, and the voltage at 

the other node was observed during fault for a different combination of load demand 

and line length. From the study of the correlation between the input variables and (load 

demand and line length) and the voltage during a fault, it was found that load power 

demand has a substantial contribution to the voltage drop than the line length. 

distribution system. 

 In  optimization results to locate the optimal place for DVR in all three systems which     

were based on finding the minimum value of SARFI (System Average RMS 

Frequency Index) of the system in the presence of DVR during the event of voltage 

sag and swell. With this optimization process, the optimal location for DVR in IEEE 

13 Node system was found out to be branch 632- 633. This location had minimum 

SARFI of 6.66% among all other possible locations. And optimal location for 

placement of PV integrated DVR in the 11kV Tanahunsur section was found to be 

branch 2-7 with minimum SARFI value of 6.09% and second best option for multiple 
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DVR application was found to be branch 4-5 with the SARFI values of 7.2%. 

Similarly, the optimal location corresponding to the location for which SARFI was 

minimum      in the 11Kv simara was found out to be in branch 4-5 With  DVR located in 

the line SARFI had a minimum value of 8.2% when compared to all other location. 

Using this Optimization technique based on SARFI, the optimal location for DVR, for 

three test systems. 

 In, DVR interconnection point, In both cases, PV integrated DVR at the optimal 

location was able to restore the voltage above 0.95 p.u during fault condition and 

overloaded condition. 

 Proposed DVR system is able to reduce the THD below 5% in all three Test systems. 

 

5.2 Assumptions and Limitations  

 The study is limited to 11kV radial distribution system. 

 Voltage disturbances due to faults and overload have only been considered. 

 The number of DVR integrated into a distribution system is limited to two. 

 The magnitude of voltage has only been considered. 

 Unequal voltage profile has not been taken into consideration. 

 Capacitor compensation in the S/S and load side in the real world scenario of the 

feeder has not been considered. 

 Harmonics result of the thesis is satisfactory (<5%) but can be improved. 

 Data’s that could be found has been either taken as default value of Matlab or has 

be assumed on the basis of Verbal communication with the staff of the DCs 

involved. 

 

5.3 Future Aspects and Recommendations 

Moreover, an essential continuation of this thesis could involve the comprehensive techno-

economic analysis of PV integrated Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR). Additionally, the 

design of a PV system as a supplementary power source for the grid, capable of operating 

within an isolated system or being synchronized within intricate grid networks, holds promise 

for future exploration. 

Further recommendations pertinent to this thesis include: 
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 Conducting in-depth field studies to validate the proposed methodology under diverse 

operating conditions. 

 Exploring the integration of advanced control algorithms for improved performance 

and adaptability in varying grid scenarios. 

 Evaluating the impact of the proposed PV integrated DVR system on the overall 

sustainability and resilience of the distribution network. 

 Investigating the potential scalability and applicability of the proposed system in 

larger distribution grids and industrial settings. 

 In intricate and interconnected distribution systems, the necessity arises for the 

placement of a considerable number of DVRs. Consequently, the formulation of 

intricate optimization problems becomes imperative to facilitate decentralized voltage 

restoration. In this context, refining the training of the SARFI optimization and control 

of DVRs based on the specific system dynamics and operational imperatives becomes 

crucial. This adaptation must be tailored to accommodate the evolving complexities 

of the system and the diverse requirements governing its effective operation.  

 An in-depth exploration of the power-sharing dynamics between one or more DVRs 

during voltage sag/swell occurrences is warranted, particularly concerning the 

implementation of droop control. This study should focus on establishing a framework 

wherein the DVRs can share active and reactive power in proportion to their individual 

capacities, thereby facilitating seamless coordination. Such an investigation holds 

significant promise for enhancing the overall efficiency and reliability of the system 

during critical voltage fluctuation events. 

 Given the prevalence of radial distribution systems, the meticulous management of 

voltage control in such networks has garnered substantial attention from researchers 

globally. This attention has been further amplified with the widespread 

implementation of smart grids and the integration of Inverter-Based Resources (IBRs) 

within these systems. A crucial aspect to be explored in this context is the operation 

of PV-based DVRs alongside Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) and inverters. 

Specifically, an in-depth investigation into the coordinated control mechanisms 

among these components and their harmonious interaction with other devices is 
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pivotal as we advance the use of DVRs within modern, intelligent distribution 

systems. 

These recommendations are crucial for advancing the understanding and practical 

implementation of the outlined research, thereby contributing significantly to the field of 

Power System Engineering.  
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APPENDIX A: LINE , LOAD AND VOLTAGE DATA OF IEEE-13 NODE  TEST 

FEEDER 
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Overhead Line Configuration Data: 

 

Config. Phasing Phase  Neutral  Spacing 

  ACSR ACSR ID 

601 B A C N 556,500 26/7 4/0 6/1 500 

602 C A B N 4/0 6/1 4/0 6/1 500 

603 C B N 1/0 1/0 505 

604 A C N 1/0 1/0 505 

605 C N 1/0 1/0 510 

 

Underground Line Configuration Data: 

 

Config. Phasing Cable Neutral  Space ID 

606 A B C N 250,000 AA, CN None 515 

607     A N 1/0 AA, TS 1/0 Cu 520 

 

Line Segment Data: 

 

Node A Node B Length(ft.) Config. 

632 645 500 603 

632 633 500 602 

633 634 0 XFM-1 

645 646 300 603 

650 632 2000 601 

684 652 800 607 

632 671 2000 601 

671 684 300 604 

671 680 1000 601 

671 692 0 Switch 

684 611 300 605 

692 675 500 606 

 

Transformer Data: 
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 kVA kV-high kV-low R - 

% 

X - % 

Substation: 5,000 115 - D 4.16 Gr. Y 1 8 

XFM -1 500 4.16 – Gr.W 0.48 – Gr.W 1.1 2 

 

Capacitor Data: 

 

Node Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

 kVAr kVAr kVAr 

675 200 200 200 

611   100 

Total 200 200 300 
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Regulator Data: 

 
Regulator ID: 1   

Line Segment: 650 - 632   

Location: 50   

Phases: A - B -C   

Connection: 3-Ph,LG   

Monitoring Phase: A-B-C   

Bandwidth: 2.0 volts   

PT Ratio: 20   

Primary CT Rating: 700   

Compensator Settings: Ph-A Ph-B Ph-C 

R - Setting: 3 3 3 

X - Setting: 9 9 9 

Volltage Level: 122 122 122 

 

Spot Load Data: 

Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3 

 Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr 

634 Y-PQ 160 110 120 90 120 90 

645 Y-PQ 0 0 170 125 0 0 

646 D-Z 0 0 230 132 0 0 

652 Y-Z 128 86 0 0 0 0 

671 D-PQ 385 220 385 220 385 220 

675 Y-PQ 485 190 68 60 290 212 

692 D-I 0 0 0 0 170 151 

611 Y-I 0 0 0 0 170 80 

 TOTAL 1158 606 973 627 1135 753 

 

Distributed Load Data: 

Node A Node B Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3 

  Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr 

632 671 Y-PQ 17 10 66 38 117 68 
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Impedances 
 

Configuration 601: 

 

           Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

 0.3465  1.0179   0.1560  0.5017   0.1580  0.4236 

                  0.3375  1.0478   0.1535  0.3849 

                                   0.3414  1.0348 

          B in micro Siemens per mile 

            6.2998   -1.9958   -1.2595 

                      5.9597   -0.7417 

                                5.6386 

 

Configuration 602: 

 

          Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

0.7526  1.1814   0.1580  0.4236   0.1560  0.5017 

                 0.7475  1.1983   0.1535  0.3849 

                                  0.7436  1.2112 

         B in micro Siemens per mile 

           5.6990   -1.0817   -1.6905 

                     5.1795   -0.6588 

                               5.4246 

 

Configuration 603: 

 

           Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

 0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000 

                  1.3294  1.3471   0.2066  0.4591 

                                   1.3238  1.3569 

          B in micro Siemens per mile 

            0.0000    0.0000    0.0000 

                      4.7097   -0.8999 

                                4.6658 

 

Configuration 604: 

 

           Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

 1.3238  1.3569   0.0000  0.0000   0.2066  0.4591 

                  0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000 

                                   1.3294  1.3471 

          B in micro Siemens per mile 

            4.6658    0.0000   -0.8999 

                      0.0000    0.0000 

                               4.7097 
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Configuration 605: 

 

           Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

 0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000 

                  0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000 

                                   1.3292  1.3475 

          B in micro Siemens per mile 

            0.0000    0.0000    0.0000 

                      0.0000    0.0000 

                                4.5193 

 

Configuration 606: 

 

          Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

0.7982  0.4463   0.3192  0.0328   0.2849 -0.0143 

                 0.7891  0.4041   0.3192  0.0328 

                                  0.7982  0.4463 

         B in micro Siemens per mile 

          96.8897    0.0000    0.0000 

                    96.8897    0.0000 

                              96.8897 

 

Configuration 607: 

 

           Z (R +jX) in ohms per mile 

 1.3425  0.5124   0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000 

                  0.0000  0.0000   0.0000  0.0000 

                                   0.0000  0.0000 

          B in micro Siemens per mile 

           88.9912    0.0000    0.0000 

                      0.0000    0.0000 

                                0.0000 
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Power-Flow Results 

                                                                          

                                                                           

 -  R A D I A L  F L O W  S U M M A R Y - DATE:  6-24-2004 AT 15:33: 2 HOURS --- 

 SUBSTATION:  IEEE 13;   FEEDER:  IEEE 13                                        

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 SYSTEM        PHASE             PHASE             PHASE             TOTAL 

 INPUT -------(A)-------|-------(B)-------|-------(C)-------|------------------ 

 kW   :      1251.398   |       977.332   |      1348.461   |      3577.191 

 kVAr :       681.570   |       373.418   |       669.784   |      1724.772 

 kVA  :      1424.968   |      1046.241   |      1505.642   |      3971.289 

 PF   :        .8782    |        .9341    |        .8956    |        .9008 

   

 LOAD  --(A-N)----(A-B)-|--(B-N)----(B-C)-|--(C-N)----(C-A)-|---WYE-----DELTA-- 

 kW   :   785.6    385.0|   424.0    625.7|   692.5    553.4|  1902.1   1564.0 

  TOT :      1170.563   |      1049.658   |      1245.907   |      3466.128 

                        |                 |                 | 

 kVAr :   393.0    220.0|   313.0    358.1|   447.9    369.5|  1153.9    947.7 

  TOT :       613.019   |       671.117   |       817.450   |      2101.586 

                        |                 |                 | 

 kVA  :   878.4    443.4|   527.0    720.9|   824.8    665.4|  2224.8   1828.7 

  TOT :      1321.367   |      1245.865   |      1490.137   |      4053.481 

                        |                 |                 | 

 PF   :   .8943    .8682|   .8045    .8679|   .8397    .8316|   .8550    .8553 

  TOT :        .8859    |        .8425    |        .8361    |        .8551 

   

 LOSSES ------(A)-------|-------(B)-------|-------(C)-------|------------------ 

 kW   :        39.107   |        -4.697   |        76.653   |       111.063 

 kVAr :       152.585   |        42.217   |       129.850   |       324.653 

 kVA  :       157.517   |        42.478   |       150.787   |       343.124 

 

 CAPAC --(A-N)----(A-B)-|--(B-N)----(B-C)-|--(C-N)----(C-A)-|---WYE-----DELTA-- 

 R-kVA:   200.0       .0|   200.0       .0|   300.0       .0|   700.0       .0 

  TOT :       200.000   |       200.000   |       300.000   |       700.000 

                        |                 |                 | 

 A-kVA:   193.4       .0|   222.7       .0|   285.3       .0|   701.5       .0 

  TOT :       193.443   |       222.747   |       285.276   |       701.466 
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                                                                         p  1 
 --- V O L T A G E   P R O F I L E  ---- DATE:  6-24-2004 AT 15:33:12 HOURS ---- 

 SUBSTATION:  IEEE 13;   FEEDER:  IEEE 13                                        

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 NODE  |   MAG       ANGLE  |    MAG       ANGLE  |    MAG       ANGLE |mi.to SR 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ______|_______ A-N ______  |_______ B-N _______  |_______ C-N _______ | 
 650   |  1.0000 at    .00  |  1.0000 at -120.00  |  1.0000 at  120.00 |    .000 

 RG60  |  1.0625 at    .00  |  1.0500 at -120.00  |  1.0687 at  120.00 |    .000 

 632   |  1.0210 at  -2.49  |  1.0420 at -121.72  |  1.0174 at  117.83 |    .379 
 633   |  1.0180 at  -2.56  |  1.0401 at -121.77  |  1.0148 at  117.82 |    .474 

 XFXFM1|   .9941 at  -3.23  |  1.0218 at -122.22  |   .9960 at  117.35 |    .474 

 634   |   .9940 at  -3.23  |  1.0218 at -122.22  |   .9960 at  117.34 |    .474 
 645   |                    |  1.0329 at -121.90  |  1.0155 at  117.86 |   .474 

 646   |                    |  1.0311 at -121.98  |  1.0134 at  117.90 |   .530 

 671   |   .9900 at  -5.30  |  1.0529 at -122.34  |   .9778 at  116.02 |    .758 
 680   |   .9900 at  -5.30  |  1.0529 at -122.34  |   .9778 at  116.02 |    .947 

 684   |   .9881 at  -5.32  |                     |   .9758 at  115.92 |    .815 

 611   |                    |                     |   .9738 at  115.78 |    .871 

 652   |   .9825 at  -5.25  |                     |                    |    .966 

 692   |   .9900 at  -5.31  |  1.0529 at -122.34  |   .9777 at  116.02 |    .852 

 675   |   .9835 at  -5.56  |  1.0553 at -122.52  |   .9758 at  116.03 |    .947 
 

                                                                         p  1 

 -----------  VOLTAGE REGULATOR DATA  ---- DATE:  6-24-2004 AT 15:33:16 HOURS -- 
 SUBSTATION:  IEEE 13;   FEEDER:  IEEE 13                                        

 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
 [NODE]--[VREG]-----[SEG]------[NODE]           MODEL                OPT    BNDW 

 650     RG60       632        632     Phase A & B & C, Wye           RX    2.00 

        ........................................................................ 
         PHASE  LDCTR   VOLT HOLD  R-VOLT   X-VOLT  PT RATIO  CT RATE     TAP 

           1             122.000    3.000    9.000    20.00    700.00     10 

           2             122.000    3.000    9.000    20.00    700.00      8 
           3             122.000    3.000    9.000    20.00    700.00     11 
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                                                                        p  1 
 -  R A D I A L  P O W E R  F L O W  ---  DATE:  6-24-2004 AT 15:33:27 HOURS --- 

 SUBSTATION:  IEEE 13;   FEEDER:  IEEE 13                                        

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    NODE      VALUE         PHASE A         PHASE B         PHASE C     UNT O/L< 

                            (LINE A)        (LINE B)        (LINE C)        60.% 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: 650       VOLTS:   1.000     .00   1.000 -120.00   1.000  120.00 MAG/ANG 

 kVll   4.160           NO LOAD OR CAPACITOR REPRESENTED AT SOURCE NODE 

 
 TO NODE RG60  <VRG>..:  593.30  -28.58  435.61 -140.91  626.92   93.59 AMP/DG < 

 <RG60  > LOSS=   .000:    (   .000)       (   .000)       (   .000)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: RG60      VOLTS:   1.062     .00   1.050 -120.00   1.069  120.00 MAG/ANG 

                   -LD:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160      CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 
 

 FROM NODE 650   <VRG>:  558.40  -28.58  414.87 -140.91  586.60   93.59 AMP/DG < 

 <RG60  > LOSS=   .000:    (   .000)       (   .000)       (   .000)    kW 

 TO NODE 632   .......:  558.40  -28.58  414.87 -140.91  586.60   93.59 AMP/DG < 

 <632   > LOSS= 59.716:    ( 21.517)       ( -3.252)       ( 41.451)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: 632       VOLTS:   1.021   -2.49   1.042 -121.72   1.017  117.83 MAG/ANG 

                   -LD:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160      CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 
 

 FROM NODE RG60  .....:  558.41  -28.58  414.87 -140.91  586.60   93.59 AMP/DG < 
 <632   > LOSS= 59.716:    ( 21.517)       ( -3.252)       ( 41.451)    kW 

 TO NODE 633   .......:   81.33  -37.74   61.12 -159.09   62.70   80.48 AMP/DG   

 <633   > LOSS=   .808:    (   .354)       (   .148)       (   .306)    kW 
 TO NODE 645   .......:                  143.02 -142.66   65.21   57.83 AMP/DG < 

 <645   > LOSS=  2.760:                    (  2.540)       (   .220)    kW 

 TO NODE 671   .......:  478.29  -27.03  215.12 -134.66  475.50   99.90 AMP/DG < 
 <671   > LOSS= 35.897:    ( 10.484)       ( -6.169)       ( 31.582)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 633       VOLTS:   1.018   -2.56   1.040 -121.77   1.015  117.82 MAG/ANG 
                   -LD:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160      CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 

 
 FROM NODE 632   .....:   81.33  -37.74   61.12 -159.09   62.71   80.47 AMP/DG   

 <633   > LOSS=   .808:    (   .354)       (   .148)       (   .306)    kW 

 TO NODE XFXFM1.......:   81.33  -37.74   61.12 -159.09   62.71   80.47 AMP/DG < 
 <XFXFM1> LOSS=  5.427:    (  2.513)       (  1.420)       (  1.494)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: XFXFM1    VOLTS:    .994   -3.23   1.022 -122.22    .996  117.35 MAG/ANG 
                   -LD:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 kW/kVR 

 kVll    .480      CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 

 
 FROM NODE 633   .....:  704.83  -37.74  529.73 -159.09  543.45   80.47 AMP/DG < 

 <XFXFM1> LOSS=  5.427:    (  2.513)       (  1.420)       (  1.494)    kW 

 TO NODE 634   .......:  704.83  -37.74  529.73 -159.09  543.45   80.47 AMP/DG < 
 <634   > LOSS=   .000:    (   .000)       (   .000)       (   .000)    kW 
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                                                                          p  2 
 -  R A D I A L  P O W E R  F L O W  ---  DATE:  6-24-2004 AT 15:33:27 HOURS --- 

 SUBSTATION:  IEEE 13;   FEEDER:  IEEE 13                                        

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    NODE      VALUE         PHASE A         PHASE B         PHASE C     UNT O/L< 

                            (LINE A)        (LINE B)        (LINE C)        60.% 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: 634       VOLTS:    .994   -3.23   1.022 -122.22    .996  117.34 MAG/ANG 

                  Y-LD:  160.00  110.00  120.00   90.00  120.00   90.00 kW/kVR 

 kVll    .480    Y CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 
 

 FROM NODE XFXFM1.....:  704.83  -37.74  529.73 -159.09  543.45   80.47 AMP/DG < 

 <634   > LOSS=   .000:    (   .000)       (   .000)       (   .000)    kW 
 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 645       VOLTS:                   1.033 -121.90   1.015  117.86 MAG/ANG 

                  Y-LD:                  170.00  125.00     .00     .00 kW/kVR 
 kVll   4.160    Y CAP:                             .00             .00 kVR 

 

 FROM NODE 632   .....:                  143.02 -142.66   65.21   57.83 AMP/DG < 

 <645   > LOSS=  2.760:                    (  2.540)       (   .220)    kW 

 TO NODE 646   .......:                   65.21 -122.17   65.21   57.83 AMP/DG   

 <646   > LOSS=   .541:                    (   .271)       (   .270)    kW 
 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 646       VOLTS:                   1.031 -121.98   1.013  117.90 MAG/ANG 

                  D-LD:                  240.66  138.12     .00     .00 kW/kVR 
 kVll   4.160    Y CAP:                             .00             .00 kVR 

 
 FROM NODE 645   .....:                   65.21 -122.18   65.21   57.82 AMP/DG   

 <646   > LOSS=   .541:                    (   .271)       (   .270)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: 671       VOLTS:    .990   -5.30   1.053 -122.34    .978  116.02 MAG/ANG 

                  D-LD:  385.00  220.00  385.00  220.00  385.00  220.00 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160    Y CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 
 

 FROM NODE 632   .....:  470.20  -26.90  186.41 -131.89  420.64  101.66 AMP/DG < 

 <671   > LOSS= 35.897:    ( 10.484)       ( -6.169)       ( 31.582)    kW 
 TO NODE 680   .......:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 AMP/DG   

 <680   > LOSS=   .000:    (  -.001)       (   .001)       (   .000)    kW 

 TO NODE 684   .......:   63.07  -39.12                   71.15  121.62 AMP/DG   
 <684   > LOSS=   .580:    (   .210)                       (   .370)    kW 

 TO NODE 692   .......:  229.11  -18.18   69.61  -55.19  178.38  109.39 AMP/DG   

 <692   > LOSS=   .008:    (   .003)       (  -.001)       (   .006)    kW 
 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 680       VOLTS:    .990   -5.30   1.053 -122.34    .978  116.02 MAG/ANG 

                   -LD:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 kW/kVR 
 kVll   4.160      CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 

 

 FROM NODE 671   .....:     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00     .00 AMP/DG   
 <680   > LOSS=   .000:    (  -.001)       (   .001)       (   .000)    kW 
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                                                                          p  3 
 -  R A D I A L  P O W E R  F L O W  ---  DATE:  6-24-2004 AT 15:33:27 HOURS --- 

 SUBSTATION:  IEEE 13;   FEEDER:  IEEE 13                                        

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    NODE      VALUE         PHASE A         PHASE B         PHASE C     UNT O/L< 

                            (LINE A)        (LINE B)        (LINE C)        60.% 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: 684       VOLTS:    .988   -5.32                    .976  115.92 MAG/ANG 

                   -LD:     .00     .00                     .00     .00 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160      CAP:             .00                             .00 kVR 
 

 FROM NODE 671   .....:   63.07  -39.12                   71.15  121.61 AMP/DG   

 <684   > LOSS=   .580:    (   .210)                       (   .370)    kW 
 TO NODE 611   .......:                                   71.15  121.61 AMP/DG   

 <611   > LOSS=   .382:                                    (   .382)    kW 

 TO NODE 652   .......:   63.07  -39.12                                 AMP/DG   
 <652   > LOSS=   .808:    (   .808)                                    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 611       VOLTS:                                    .974  115.78 MAG/ANG 

                  Y-LD:                                  165.54   77.90 kW/kVR 

 kVLL   4.160    Y CAP:                                           94.82 kVR 

 
 FROM NODE 684   .....:                                   71.15  121.61 AMP/DG   

 <611   > LOSS=   .382:                                    (   .382)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 
 NODE: 652       VOLTS:    .983   -5.25                                 MAG/ANG 

                  Y-LD:  123.56   83.02                                 kW/kVR 
 kVll   4.160    Y CAP:             .00                                 kVR 

 

 FROM NODE 684   .....:   63.08  -39.15                                 AMP/DG   
 <652   > LOSS=   .808:    (   .808)                                    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 692       VOLTS:    .990   -5.31   1.053 -122.34    .978  116.02 MAG/ANG 
                  D-LD:     .00     .00     .00     .00  168.37  149.55 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160    Y CAP:             .00             .00             .00 kVR 

 
 FROM NODE 671   .....:  229.11  -18.18   69.61  -55.19  178.38  109.39 AMP/DG   

 <692   > LOSS=   .008:    (   .003)       (  -.001)       (   .006)    kW 

 TO NODE 675   .......:  205.33   -5.15   69.61  -55.19  124.07  111.79 AMP/DG < 
 <675   > LOSS=  4.136:    (  3.218)       (   .345)       (   .573)    kW 

 ---------------------*--------A-------*-------B-------*-------C-------*-------- 

 NODE: 675       VOLTS:    .983   -5.56   1.055 -122.52    .976  116.03 MAG/ANG 
                  Y-LD:  485.00  190.00   68.00   60.00  290.00  212.00 kW/kVR 

 kVll   4.160    Y CAP:          193.44          222.75          190.45 kVR 

 
 FROM NODE 692   .....:  205.33   -5.15   69.59  -55.20  124.07  111.78 AMP/DG < 

 <675   > LOSS=  4.136:    (  3.218)       (   .345)       (   .573)    kW 
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Table 1. Voltage profiles of 13 bus system without and with DVR at bus 632 Total simulation time 0.7sec 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Results of 13 Node 

system  

Description 
Real power 

loss (kW) at 

bus 633 

during 3 

phase fault 

Reactive power 

loss (kVAr) at 

bus 633 

during 3 phase 

fault 

Minimum 

voltage (p.u.) 

without Fault 

No. of Buses with 

Under voltage 

Rating of 

DVR 

Before DVR 

installation 
30 22 

0.99,1.03,0.977 

@bus 633,  

 

7 0 

After 

DVR 

installation 

 
5 

 
3 

1,1.072,0.0.99 

@bus 633 

 

 
0 

 
866 kVA 

 

 

1. Output Voltages in p.u of different buses(11kv and 0.4kv ) obtained from matlab after application of Dvr 

in optimal loacation during  3 phase, SLG,LLLG,DLG and LL faults. 

 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   1.000001343928803   0.999995686679573   1.000006566911841   1.066667670198043   1.052626684369594 

   1.000001343928707   0.999995686679487   1.000006566911733   1.066667670197875   1.052626684368450 

Bus  no 
 

 

Voltage in p.u 

 

 

Without DVR With DVR 

 

A B C A B  C 

632 1.0210 1.0420 1.0174 1.042 1.0500 1.0261 

633 0.9900 1.0300 0.997 1 1.072 0.99 

634 1.0180 1.0401 1.0148 1.0180 1.051 1.0148 

650 1.0000 1.0800 1.0000 1 1 1 

675 0.9980 1.0529 0.9777 1 1.072 0.9900 

692 0.9970 1.0529 0.9777 1 1.072 0.99900 

671 1.0210 1.0420 1.0174 1.0312 1.0480 1.0203 
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   1.000001343928622   0.999995686679390   1.000006566911650   1.066667670197795   1.052626684368359 

   1.000001343928565   0.999995686679315   1.000006566911572   1.066667670197709   1.052626684368291 

   1.000001343928451   0.999995686679228   1.000006566911523   1.066667670149597   1.052626684884938 

   1.000001343928345   0.999995686679133   1.000006566911415   1.066667670149529   1.052626684884876 

   1.000001343928262   0.999995686679046   1.000006566911315   1.066667670149413   1.052626684884738 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   1.073832088033935   1.021758594134655   1.041536753728872   1.024342981484042   1.018572459254129 

   1.073832088031596   1.021757934352749   1.041502284711273   1.024301900664814   1.018571736155587 

   1.073832088031535   1.021757119531654   1.041501873813753   1.024299927064394   1.018570764582672 

   1.073832088031460   1.021757054968618   1.041497027663477   1.024299168967906   1.018570638157210 

   1.066673210277756   1.021690349392679   1.041523174614781   1.017437435527106   1.018497445616839 

   1.066673210277697   1.021690389655418   1.041522730307100   1.017438094303529   1.018497489160958 

   1.066673210277595   1.021690245295913   1.041524654685609   1.017439659167439   1.018497319597618 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   1.039484374433217   1.022000183196083   0.994804483753133   1.020284611866067   1.003123781602819 

   1.039447170619416   1.021955746528838   0.994803813417376   1.020248269962336   1.003079680494996 

   1.039447198336509   1.021953941358151   0.994802841237643   1.020248483544881   1.003078285957442 

   1.039441731200632   1.021952865535520   0.994802771270172   1.020243402374747   1.003077484592546 

   1.039468097414690   1.015113127623091   0.994731281374014   1.020269158683185   0.996363986769134 

   1.039467482897225   1.015113736583028   0.994731344360207   1.020268388219285   0.996364442387598 

   1.039469459261791   1.015115362584319   0.994731160562013   1.020270379355355   0.996366082854033 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   0.994804483753133   1.020284611866067   1.003123781602819                   0   1.031958060060632 

   0.994803813417376   1.020248269962336   1.003079680494996                   0   1.031919440016435 

   0.994802841237643   1.020248483544881   1.003078285957442                   0   1.031919940403378 

   0.994802771270172   1.020243402374747   1.003077484592546                   0   1.031914181248267 

   0.994731281374014   1.020269158683185   0.996363986769134                   0   1.031945554256221 

   0.994731344360207   1.020268388219285   0.996364442387598                   0   1.031944701214163 
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   0.994731160562013   1.020270379355355   0.996366082854033                   0   1.031946965004885 

 

  Columns 21 through 25 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   1.022456370148798                   0   1.030221571681869   1.020391189366425   0.992419516929009 

   1.022409517687469                   0   1.030182317502698   1.020343481681619   0.992418857989565 

   1.022407278196974                   0   1.030182945492893   1.020341188337428   0.992418944405209 

   1.022407450814665                   0   1.030177051957945   1.020341530020928   0.992418987076628 

   1.015558638716062                   0   1.030211653240890   1.013501050388878   0.992308961306343 

   1.015559834700329                   0   1.030210715535316   1.013502314448545   0.992309073382258 

   1.015561928640033                   0   1.030213045224833   1.013504514678533   0.992309226581584 

 

  Columns 26 through 30 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   1.043429133074822   0.986316163705878   0.992422939711715   1.043436713340814   0.986336365331530 

   1.043427563096120   0.986305161087827   0.992420182318395   1.043432027036049   0.986309650653245 

   1.043419661169535   0.986299100360527   0.992420133147402   1.043419964654825   0.986297392966625 

   1.043423439423098   0.986302000366859   0.992420359809022   1.043425349407198   0.986303272336245 

   1.043495685520363   0.979627452513605   0.992309326627373   1.043494020930062   0.979633999171847 

   1.043496960620504   0.979624747776789   0.992309497134620   1.043496761701421   0.979627948516512 

   1.043495528770256   0.979620019910890   0.992309968160190   1.043495843362080   0.979618719619526 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   0.990446244185964                   0   0.984367843382037                   0                   0 

   0.990443843234799                   0   0.984367182856357                   0                   0 

   0.990443424559223                   0   0.984365520488459                   0                   0 

   0.990443314908821                   0   0.984366121217444                   0                   0 

   0.990328546089272                   0   0.977700132883939                   0                   0 

   0.990328430536717                   0   0.977699594157441                   0                   0 

   0.990328295244640                   0   0.977698506523450                   0                   0 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 
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   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   0.983721448007614   0.988578374097362                   0                   0   0.992410471117795 

   0.983723389380661   0.988575343940568                   0                   0   0.992409812147224 

   0.983723390212601   0.988574794185403                   0                   0   0.992409898553070 

   0.983723390034361   0.988574632623628                   0                   0   0.992409941222850 

   0.977060378819161   0.988460095399114                   0                   0   0.992299914725745 

   0.977060420139865   0.988459939364509                   0                   0   0.992300026798907 

   0.977060420596294   0.988459776053477                   0                   0   0.992300179995196 

 

  Columns 41 through 45 

 

   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487   0.049963004064487 

   1.043427892894746   0.986308997516404   0.986491425924872   1.045537467485782   0.984352197693332 

   1.043426322861760   0.986297994810018   0.986491157225135   1.045539978331251   0.984354106892344 

   1.043418420944290   0.986291934082696   0.986491157097919   1.045539979621124   0.984354107636217 

   1.043422199190606   0.986294834088908   0.986491157036192   1.045539978909012   0.984354107119939 

   1.043494445187120   0.979620326294880   0.986376984398479   1.045609094490024   0.977699738562228 

   1.043495720286748   0.979617621558368   0.986376999083365   1.045609110329057   0.977699778341110 

   1.043494288438864   0.979612893693690   0.986376999074175   1.045609110579698   0.977699779002275 
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APPENDIX B: LINE, LOAD AND VOLTAGE DATA OF 11kV  TANAHUSUR FEEDER 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Bus No. Line Data(50Hz) 

         

From 

To R(Ohms) L(H) 

   1 2 1.59 5.01338e-3 

2 3 0.959 2.8631e-3 

3 4 0.968 2.8705e-3 

4 5 0.999 3.00802e-3 

5 15 0.968 0.002863 

15 16 0.9705 0.002871 

2 7 0.6699 0.002005 

7 14 0.5755 0.001702 

7 8 0.999 0.003008 

8 9 0.5679 0.001702 

9 10 0.5882 0.001689 

10 11 0.61 0.0017911 

11 12 0.65 1.90508 

Bus 

No. 

Load Data 

Active Power 

(kW) 

Reactive Power 

(KVAR) 

6 40 0.1 

13 80 0.1 

17 45 0.1 

18 42 20 
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B.1 For PV-DVR in single location: 

 

 

Table 1: Results of 11kV 

Tanahusur Feeder system 

during 3phase fault (branch 

3-4) conditions  

Description 
Real power 

loss (kW) at 

bus 7 

Reactive power 

loss (kVAr) at 

bus 7 

Minimum 

voltage (p.u.) 

No. of Buses with 

Under 

voltage(11kV) 

Rating of 

DVR 

Before DVR 

installation 
97.31 49.5 

0.51 

 
13 0 

After 

DVR 

Installation 

2-7 

 
0.5 

 
0.42 

0.98  
6 

 
1040 kVA 

Total Real Power and Reactive Power of the system at Normal Conditions: 227.8Kw, 72.1 kVAR 

Bus 7 Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at normal condition: 124.8kW, 63.5Kvar 

Bus 7 Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at 3 Phase Fault Condition: 27.49kW, 14Kvar 

Bus 7 Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at after application of DVR: 124.3kW, 63.08Kvar 

Total Real Power and Reactive Power of the system at Normal Conditions: 244.5Kw, 0.815 kVAR 
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1. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of Dvr in optimal 

location during  3 phase, LLLG fault. 

 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.989493001055666   0.989489656193161   0.989521876621287   0.935691581688815   0.933733596040243 

   0.989370815303072   0.989367782346572   0.989327936096160   0.917960555836757   0.917179814509589 

   0.000175149126462   0.000175149126462   0.000175148298875   0.903704450183580   0.902763173073225 

   0.989267209430034   0.989277346724697   0.989290196256432   0.913767284800693   0.913531607122872 

   0.989261872034234   0.989284320178526   0.989288586615096   0.908946132269819   0.910330718085456 

   0.989290761564414   0.989298078514569   0.989263722258113   0.907463671848636   0.906397074948629 

   0.989293533961861   0.989279669035565   0.989289270005156   0.905597349699540   0.905445124186450 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.938553308389589   0.987974366448494   0.987970239752900   0.988003794120047   0.999562627357662 

   0.918978236337825   0.987851195854053   0.987848389801469   0.987807900901640   0.981067783375697 

   0.903096502044072   0.000174881027273   0.000174880442200   0.000174880198418   0.966458972547874 

   0.914681520387025   0.987747893278620   0.987757796619946   0.987770679346293   0.977489035427336 

   0.910450295206086   0.987742094435921   0.987765055607080   0.987769802388637   0.972292083333395 

   0.906006461482746   0.987771488685456   0.987779441868662   0.987743915959480   0.970783725299041 

   0.904907001068104   0.987774663619886   0.987760276344388   0.987770002633912   0.968890108820711 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.998791505779905   1.003928865335245 

   0.981174478424558   0.983152963595343 

   0.965840596407722   0.966033612371719 

   0.977283188488256   0.978572673239549 

   0.974073052290353   0.974033605828658 

   0.969792785678165   0.969297976970229 

   0.968523528048042   0.968105038381703 
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2. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of Dvr in optimal 

location during  3 phase, LLL fault. 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.989493001042944   0.989489656188497   0.989521876638856   0.935691585086701   0.933733591582164 

   0.989370815292090   0.989367782343490   0.989327936112088   0.917960559515322   0.917179811677360 

   0.000175147422603   0.000175150392175   0.000175151463156   0.903704450743314   0.902763166467833 

   0.989280435391394   0.989265612422452   0.989281243751908   0.914049930530565   0.913990388803903 

   0.989280874011186   0.989271279370949   0.989291667573519   0.909452401464159   0.909241768702618 

   0.989292791261572   0.989284936762161   0.989278736150407   0.907560796550207   0.907076609156501 

   0.989302006093253   0.989292844592899   0.989272313379219   0.904461843168111   0.904674127408610 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.938553302969664   0.987974366436427   0.987970239748215   0.988003794136672   0.999562631014329 

   0.918978232038435   0.987851195843665   0.987848389798422   0.987807900916699   0.981067787341902 

   0.903096499451057   0.000174878833236   0.000174882002392   0.000174882636217   0.966458972919201 

   0.914791544474753   0.987761604212420   0.987746158972181   0.987761796080761   0.977648788784372 

   0.909970946856250   0.987761812785308   0.987751601615244   0.987772645837095   0.972505842805413 

   0.906258672289198   0.987774004272021   0.987766142170577   0.987759249612814   0.970816546925603 

   0.905006943684876   0.987782999047029   0.987773867172021   0.987752793670811   0.967739389458692 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.998791501010272   1.003928859526644 

   0.981174475392141   0.983152958992824 

   0.965840589107722   0.966033609448201 

   0.977820372608792   0.978683232719330 

   0.972560568325258   0.973519226325896 

   0.970593745530261   0.969559409885872 

   0.967886958722258   0.968223171763245 
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3.   Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of Dvr in optimal 

location during  3 phase, LL fault. 

 

Columns 1 through 5 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.989493001042944   0.989489656188497   0.989521876638856   0.935691585086701   0.933733591582164 

   0.989370815292090   0.989367782343490   0.989327936112088   0.917960559515322   0.917179811677360 

   0.000175158813802   0.856560410903131   0.856664659378867   0.892088831154648   0.922126066170192 

   0.989321019502497   0.989271436579478   0.989266150529014   0.911401607627009   0.912249383751410 

   0.989260132047132   0.989303170197151   0.989282786061720   0.908615261007731   0.906981783834526 

   0.989295601859413   0.989275738243875   0.989284806419385   0.905556864907648   0.905803620362614 

   0.989283402933506   0.989294465907685   0.989283201894639   0.903760111114516   0.904353866672891 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.938553302969664   0.987974366436427   0.987970239748215   0.988003794136672   0.999562631014329 

   0.918978232038435   0.987851195843665   0.987848389798422   0.987807900916699   0.981067787341902 

   0.904821794729596   0.000174890778217   0.855242606273068   0.855346687224843   0.953902775138740 

   0.910293198294305   0.987802063958436   0.987751808859626   0.987745790399433   0.974682510364854 

   0.907834993817972   0.987740037116981   0.987784179061255   0.987763385180723   0.972688246253012 

   0.906582650943122   0.987776196120411   0.987755809004541   0.987765567823176   0.968517850741489 

   0.905245850613565   0.987764165673087   0.987775222945939   0.987763473573508   0.966950431626740 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.998791501010272   1.003928859526644 

   0.981174475392141   0.983152958992824 

   0.986628427735989   0.968180781243244 

   0.975822534343468   0.973904019200346 

   0.970408092378643   0.971257055758212 

   0.968670496755433   0.969913309678012 

   0.967426685635563   0.968478269252195  
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4. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of Dvr in optimal 

location during  LLG fault. 

 Columns 1 through 5 

 0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.989493001055666   0.989489656193161   0.989521876621287   0.935691581688815   0.933733596040243 

   0.989370815303072   0.989367782346572   0.989327936096160   0.917960555836757   0.917179814509589 

   0.000175150927666   0.572544230774777   0.572648427025791   0.896743823692251   0.914644005360257 

   0.989273428800522   0.989272887202319   0.989280286916920   0.913146615097868   0.913417300320100 

   0.989290823958418   0.989276289345571   0.989280009912001   0.908738102255105   0.909621908190843 

   0.989287649593446   0.989279241859109   0.989289002359565   0.906542076709484   0.906318342591589 

   0.989288621085800   0.989282337214044   0.989291980071685   0.904830194850197   0.905406728500257 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.938553308389589   0.987974366448494   0.987970239752900   0.988003794120047   0.999562627357662 

   0.918978236337825   0.987851195854053   0.987848389801469   0.987807900901640   0.981067783375697 

   0.905566156708028   0.000174882928750   0.571663433352849   0.571767461982839   0.959153126228321 

   0.912646119611228   0.987753541268914   0.987752832009408   0.987760598903871   0.976471307804411 

   0.908738891143525   0.987771787121352   0.987757003222462   0.987760706549486   0.971880427347318 

   0.906224687409620   0.987768750370692   0.987760131888965   0.987769987280402   0.969992070330669 

   0.903443963710705   0.987769533225426   0.987763076489882   0.987772784544702   0.968110507822337 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.998791505779905   1.003928865335245 

   0.981174478424558   0.983152963595343 

   0.978924829123626   0.968864612626396 

   0.977025033175185   0.976417868598037 

   0.973241902531539   0.972207694610716 

   0.970089503455994   0.969519486606849 

   0.968763130901752   0.966543216110881 
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5. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of Dvr in optimal 

location during  SLG fault. 

  Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.989493001055666   0.989489656193161   0.989521876621287   0.935691581688815   0.933733596040243 

   0.989370815303072   0.989367782346572   0.989327936096160   0.917960555836757   0.917179814509589 

   0.571711709568173   0.989242820159374   0.572142823848761   0.908496963142754   0.916354167473148 

   0.989291802179009   0.989287760376486   0.989284882448383   0.908625569003070   0.909830792088304 

   0.989300220268199   0.989268973160057   0.989278707085541   0.907289560828694   0.907759849093210 

   0.989281904062545   0.989288467587537   0.989293414494655   0.904704360075008   0.904929064884355 

   0.989269688646806   0.989302134024425   0.989303198411773   0.904108382505580   0.903738619484389 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.938553308389589   0.987974366448494   0.987970239752900   0.988003794120047   0.999562627357662 

   0.918978236337825   0.987851195854053   0.987848389801469   0.987807900901640   0.981067783375697 

   0.901609238294566   0.570833307942477   0.987722149113497   0.571263742743516   0.971137319168398 

   0.910022733293626   0.987772392423282   0.987768311476525   0.987765344224433   0.972096073149978 

   0.906723225628233   0.987781229262316   0.987749284569326   0.987758939070577   0.970578845858909 

   0.904937188820108   0.987762802910661   0.987769330443269   0.987774061741921   0.968063591000005 

   0.903004260926326   0.987749791185595   0.987782986212681   0.987784359601300   0.967396837753833 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.998791505779905   1.003928865335245 

   0.981174478424558   0.983152963595343 

   0.980298352256051   0.964593778433227 

   0.973410778937408   0.973595124187766 

   0.971277467911783   0.970078453007911 

   0.968296090921438   0.968138500252514 

   0.966855809338871   0.966066418301760 
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B.2 For PV-DVR in Multiple(Two) location: 

 

Table 1: Results of 11kV 

Tanahusur Feeder system 

during 3 phase fault 

conditions 

Description 
Real power 

loss (kW) at 

bus 7 and 5 

Reactive 

power 

loss (kVAr) at 

bus 7 and 5 

Minimum 

voltage (p.u.) 

No. of Buses with 

Under 

voltage(11kV) 

Rating of 

DVR 

Before DVR 

installation 
97.3@Bus 

7 & 

102.099@ 

Bus 5  

49.49@Bus 7 

& 7.686@Bus 

5 

0.51 

 
13 0 

After 

DVR 

Installation 

at branch 

2-7,4-5 

 
0.6@Bus 

7 & 0.5@ 

Bus 5 

 
0.42@Bus 7 & 

0.242@Bus 5 

0.98  
3 

 
1040kVA,183

5 kVA 

Total Real Power and Reactive Power of the system at Normal Conditions: 227.8Kw, 72.9 kVAR 

Bus 7& 5, Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at normal condition: 124.8kW, 63.49Kvar, 102.1kW, 

7.687Kvar respectively. 

Bus 7& 5, Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at 3 Phase Fault Condition: 27.5kW, 14Kvar,0Kw, 0kVAR 

respectively 

Bus 7& 5, Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at after application of DVR: 124.2kW, 63.07Kvar, 101.6kW, 

7.445 Kvar respectively. 

Total Real Power and Reactive Power of the system at Normal Conditions: 235.6Kw, 52.69 kVAR 

mailto:97.3@Bus
mailto:102.099@%20Bus
mailto:102.099@%20Bus
mailto:49.49@Bus
mailto:7.686@Bus
mailto:0.6@Bus
mailto:0.5@%20Bus
mailto:0.5@%20Bus
mailto:0.42@Bus
mailto:0.242@Bus
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Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of two Dvr in optimal 

locations during  3 phase, LLLG fault. 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.027929290143541   1.028348794953315   1.033604341374682   0.934307686316464   0.934759510382397 

   1.011524194507279   1.011039536944933   1.012240449573434   0.919101380045770   0.917911797145376 

   0.995116739845474   0.996540051785547   0.996311760820423   0.903423026346964   0.903227412118046 

   1.013651011282620   1.012415263984780   1.011414651255924   0.913084288884305   0.912864572563293 

   1.008101185513057   1.007129257191556   1.007396376154236   0.910857122951980   0.909940166779527 

   1.003905835770913   1.003885278424854   1.003462618221937   0.905364352652042   0.907300432711528 

   1.000876552826949   1.000971921942571   1.001051135758768   0.904687255006491   0.905690580955001 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.939367794778596   1.026345541386305   1.026689651329492   1.031985333746946   0.998829206725443 

   0.917934791486150   1.009966160941010   1.009444195450241   1.010651403007126   0.982354578378042 

   0.902415910948298   0.993578413464117   0.994997008500874   0.994779056377750   0.965593601057819 

   0.913205515543013   1.012067106336164   1.010805503312706   1.009824301628070   0.976730289470505 

   0.908945913831195   1.006526776368311   1.005523585292060   1.005813733053035   0.974133463326460 

   0.906451250508241   1.002304112619508   1.002327838492409   1.001887124350699   0.968505005338921 

   0.904108557517085   0.999327063829246   0.999404805693118   0.999479064851671   0.967680204144048 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.000115070216051   1.005082005298043 

   0.982284303055190   0.982108412431996 

   0.966114153225525   0.965406422996042 

   0.976670235382009   0.977138304415047 

   0.973692524999207   0.972524353495353 

   0.970878957989324   0.969880809267109 

   0.968937907753859   0.967386966921190 

 

1. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of two Dvr in optimal 

locations during  3 phase, LLL fault. 
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Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.027929284230662   1.028348787590103   1.033604336215785   0.934307686267209   0.934759505182303 

   1.011524191052142   1.011039532936291   1.012240446714328   0.919101380148000   0.917911792166808 

   0.995116734610237   0.996540036501260   0.996311736235421   0.903423031069112   0.903227412270518 

   1.012021795647558   1.013710282782856   1.012733632203004   0.914472572180452   0.913351414129225 

   1.007812601371882   1.006403472331648   1.006989619176993   0.908789539876225   0.910257938485203 

   1.001992985330581   1.002317453682890   1.001022622284179   0.906279928192262   0.906223012013152 

   0.999988310269108   0.999556227806314   0.999684126221672   0.903627229823576   0.905019952115695 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.939367798711299   1.026345535480410   1.026689643977707   1.031985328595016   0.998829206674339 

   0.917934793860882   1.009966157488797   1.009444191446794   1.010651400151980   0.982354578484750 

   0.902415913794931   0.993578408222327   0.994996993168757   0.994779031746160   0.965593605894194 

   0.913738773757288   1.010433284227466   1.012132374904446   1.011141741668827   0.978174088705362 

   0.910428562488672   1.006232206091150   1.004822269903705   1.005408621427899   0.971942916016486 

   0.906638791626482   1.000395733007491   1.000721213443496   0.999445583767003   0.969596547894247 

   0.905184687388369   0.998404309894181   0.997997188413667   0.998114256153621   0.966458322653038 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.000115064685726   1.005082009504783 

   0.982284297773167   0.982108414964668 

   0.966114153582946   0.965406426181621 

   0.977338490501517   0.977657243631021 

   0.974138525347784   0.974138386507936 

   0.969560591413085   0.970094887027642 

   0.968159488589295   0.968524513364658 

 

2. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of two Dvr in optimal 

locations during   LLG fault. 
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Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.027929290143541   1.028348794953315   1.033604341374682   0.934307686316464   0.934759510382397 

   1.011524194507279   1.011039536944933   1.012240449573434   0.919101380045770   0.917911797145376 

   0.987572807500167   1.013697033909834   0.999223629495914   0.897378095154671   0.915163144079251 

   1.009371015083249   1.009461880724828   1.010593941196042   0.913472838801107   0.912020580551215 

   1.004687063062605   1.006265421704000   1.004989483248036   0.908262406224563   0.907977951783968 

   1.001711406860830   1.001330879656264   1.001801927618058   0.906482382615226   0.904647271786173 

   0.998776328905670   0.999360257337289   0.999172152990117   0.904359542100763   0.904141408990090 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.939367794778596   1.026345541386305   1.026689651329492   1.031985333746946   0.998829206725443 

   0.917934791486150   1.009966160941010   1.009444195450241   1.010651403007126   0.982354578378042 

   0.906741943285329   0.986086429442461   1.012130464602359   0.997656149765197   0.959529095186145 

   0.912018421935765   1.007800252882078   1.007892789636712   1.009008314185711   0.976782386558362 

   0.909042748731194   1.003099107416488   1.004680541320775   1.003411343125340   0.971278277184616 

   0.905991385192846   1.000131235328805   0.999776949576265   1.000228189875621   0.970018832855686 

   0.904552567998967   0.997210379286521   0.997794151050925   0.997602936253518   0.967681100093629 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.000115070216051   1.005082005298043 

   0.982284303055190   0.982108412431996 

   0.978876628485099   0.970204969485069 

   0.975695048341734   0.975825261479055 

   0.971493666189428   0.972660156499924 

   0.967945377567506   0.969401938834528 

   0.967480862125550   0.967849275117617 
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3. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of two Dvr in optimal 

locations during   LL fault. 

 

  Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.027929284230662   1.028348787590103   1.033604336215785   0.934307686267209   0.934759505182303 

   1.011524191052142   1.011039532936291   1.012240446714328   0.919101380148000   0.917911792166808 

   0.983661076166411   1.021168208468529   1.000151393846799   0.893446937147706   0.921542637307786 

   1.008261697078368   1.007996349946152   1.007649017833500   0.911719570782550   0.911311917870935 

   1.003944451134567   1.003104588370750   1.003552963108485   0.907738001846154   0.908461574075215 

   1.000150279179407   1.000451449846623   1.000846999153422   0.905926191919766   0.905953218506062 

   0.998720724830212   0.998751898519195   0.999190115698401   0.903317370447536   0.904100401781445 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.939367798711299   1.026345535480410   1.026689643977707   1.031985328595016   0.998829206674339 

   0.917934793860882   1.009966157488797   1.009444191446794   1.010651400151980   0.982354578484750 

   0.904992996728325   0.982125172730425   1.019561667103448   0.998566870441967   0.955410571910236 

   0.911705568621995   1.006679781251491   1.006418310698265   1.006064551521435   0.974975944190604 

   0.908695390390571   1.002369198170271   1.001545517987025   1.001978704441173   0.970757706435453 

   0.905402020741670   0.998588660014119   0.998870158628606   0.999272979376870   0.969279392574658 

   0.906159328885303   0.997158279900812   0.997194609341133   0.997622634053318   0.966323111396543 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.000115064685726   1.005082009504783 

   0.982284297773167   0.982108414964668 

   0.985794017311191   0.968446255684778 

   0.975057402054090   0.975501232184350 

   0.971820012271679   0.972275046975239 

   0.969291701719820   0.968781919625762 

   0.967522115253911   0.969566846378415 
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4. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of two Dvr in optimal 

locations during   SLG fault. 

 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.027929290143541   1.028348794953315   1.033604341374682   0.934307686316464   0.934759510382397 

   1.011524194507279   1.011039536944933   1.012240449573434   0.919101380045770   0.917911797145376 

   1.001670757240787   1.010330036233190   0.990595103171961   0.909259654181454   0.915779053503366 

   1.004656078712635   1.004141877079060   1.003846339358932   0.909898119179876   0.909634608013725 

   1.001179439658321   1.001071251240147   1.001055630084884   0.906898935856402   0.906336857735318 

   0.997654227162169   0.998734585425093   0.999713710313429   0.905114321744045   0.905558739959412 

   0.998180659316908   0.997189509020048   0.997523023125870   0.902380380172081   0.903813603068369 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.939367794778596   1.026345541386305   1.026689651329492   1.031985333746946   0.998829206725443 

   0.917934791486150   1.009966160941010   1.009444195450241   1.010651403007126   0.982354578378042 

   0.900611833611180   1.000142606964127   1.008752441767839   0.989039817762433   0.972778807760294 

   0.909325690898340   1.003071264249112   1.002563323884947   1.002268832966994   0.973779781614492 

   0.907060598983752   0.999593893203374   0.999488638582251   0.999485075385135   0.970759060863866 

   0.904082358148650   0.996105719791342   0.997161868822582   0.998145923937083   0.968550087199075 

   0.902874096871968   0.996600813266464   0.995619695300937   0.995957132901941   0.965386093188173 

 

  Columns 11 through 12 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.000115070216051   1.005082005298043 

   0.982284303055190   0.982108412431996 

   0.979874446531180   0.963627661101861 

   0.973285171110867   0.972941606454153 

   0.969964315582629   0.970520950832934 

   0.969153355679941   0.967331815210998 

   0.966975293723625   0.966047955190291  
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APPENDIX C: LINE, LOAD AND VOLTAGE DATA OF 11kV SIMARA INDUSTRIAL 

FEEDER 

 

C.1 Normal Loading 

 

Bus 

No. 

Load Data  Bus No. Line Data(50Hz) 

Active Power 

(kW) 

Reactive Power 

(kVAR) 
From To R(Ohms

) 

L(H) 

7 15 25 1 2 0.29925 8.203915e-4 

9 540 108.6 3 4 1.1277 3.09158e-3 

13 581.28 215.52 4 5 0.9705 1.03628e-4 

16 295.62 84 5 6 0.0378 3.09158e-3 

18 39 6 6 8 0.0189 5.18142e-5 

21 29 10 5 10 0.02205 6.04499e-5 

24 160 91 10 11 0.0189 5.18142e-5 

27 4 3 11 12 0.04725 1.29567e-4 

30 143.21 119 11 14 0.02205 6.04499e-5 

33 199 2 11 19 0.0756 0.0756 

36 664 576  

42 11 3  

43 1.57 8.4  

46 124 2  

49 224 1        

 

 

Bus No. Line Data(50Hz) 

     

From 

To R(Ohms) L(H) 

 14 17 3.15e-3 8.6357e-6 

14 15 0.02205 6.04499e-5 

19 20 9.45e-3 2.59071e-5 

19 22 0.02205 6.04499e-5 

22 23 0.0252 6.04499e-5 

22 25 0.0126 3.45428e-5 
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25 26 0.0819 2.245e-4 

25 28 0.02205 6.04499e-5 

28 29 0.0378 1.03628e-4 

28 31 6.3e-3 1.72714e-5 

31 32 9.45e-3 2.59071e-5 

31 34 0.04725 1.295355e-4 

34 35 0.08505 2.33163e-4 

  

Bus No. Line Data(50Hz) 

 

From 

To R(Ohms) L(H) 

34 37 6.3e-3 1.72714e-5 

37 38 0.02205 6.04499e-5 

37 39 0.04725 1.2953e-4 

39 40 0.02835 7.77213e-5 

40 41 6.3e-3 1.72714e-5 

39 44 0.10395 2.849781e-4 

44 45 0.0378 1.0362e-4 

44 47 0.0126 3.45428e-5 

47 48 0.04095 1.122641e-4 

47 50 0.02205 6.04499e-5 
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Table 1. Voltage profiles load buses of simara without and with DVR at Branch 3-4 for time 

Total simulation time 0.7sec 

Bus 

no 

Voltage in p.u 

Without 

DVR 

With 

DVR 

7 0.9171 0.9892 

9 0.9208 0.9927 

13 0.9830 0.9732 

16 0.9742 0.9834 

18 0.9681 0.9990 

21 0.9964 0.9989 

24 0.9861 0.9968 

27 0.9714 0.9951 

30 0.9752 0.9894 

33 0.9697 0.9808 

36 0.9783 0.9796 

42 0.9862 0.9885 

43 0.9608 0.9899 

46 0.9599 0.9902 

49 0.9576 0.9992 

 

Table 2: Results of simara feeder  

Description Real power 

loss (kW) at 

bus 5 

during SLG  

Fault 

Reactive power 

loss (kVAr) at 

bus 5 during SLG  

fault 

Minimum 

voltage (p.u.) 

No. of Buses with 

Under voltage 

Rating of 

DVR 

Before DVR 

installation 

881.1 384.7 0.9171 

@bus 7 

 

48 0 

After DVR 

Installation at 

branch 4-5 

 

1.6 

 

1.7 

0.9732 

@bus 13 

 

 

2 

 

2600 kVA 

 

Total Real Power and Reactive Power of the system at Normal Conditions: 1512Kw, 705.4 kVAR 

Bus 5 Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at normal condition: 1508.9kW, 698Kvar 

Bus 5 Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at 3 Phase Fault Condition: 690.8kW, 313.6Kvar 

Bus 5 Real power (P) and Reactive Power (Q) at after application of DVR: 1507.3kW, 696.3Kvar 

Total Real Power and Reactive Power of the system at Normal Conditions: 1510.9Kw, 704.2 kVAR 
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1. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  Dvr in optimal 

locations during  3 phase, LLLG fault  

 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.999036983755894   0.995800299193566   1.006196761971451   0.987757321662850   0.985941661543499 

   0.998779916904186   0.995388079423548   1.006793663006801   0.987497172452190   0.985315962777656 

   0.994221081229461   0.990496992213837   1.001014113472019   0.983011047660137   0.980627305689379 

   1.002526236866509   0.997277027407535   1.007197597495180   0.991246948761934   0.987419901905344 

   0.999103043458661   0.998104126574016   1.005992742004876   0.987717404855818   0.988057157826745 

   0.998082320842038   0.994523665078827   1.004535114010085   0.986689539654563   0.984635251409796 

   0.999285992167998   0.993902125973155   1.002412185651016   0.988044000278219   0.984127250590205 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993076176915396   0.997037845237848   0.994020034645856   1.004312466377469   0.993473261565005 

   0.993548328665493   0.996782607567762   0.993581525701624   1.004898502801644   0.993218623049265 

   0.987998636110766   0.992233420295572   0.988717515389058   0.999145043519392   0.988689897336570 

   0.994005517794205   1.000528414859248   0.995502033689161   1.005309122979348   0.996960641482290 

   0.992847283419478   0.997089796051437   0.996296758481580   1.004107970995419   0.993500863850146 

   0.991488466787558   0.996067843561228   0.992744301073940   1.002658710258513   0.992477774545168 

   0.989320191182766   0.997291447043008   0.992140972998576   1.000536044797730   0.993735100962899 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993591165607320   1.004149260105172   0.988370665877917   0.984861734982142   0.995702005733156 

   0.993001214927641   1.004686524936421   0.988124986999114   0.984339999475561   0.996240136696415 

   0.988268620510918   0.998999920565232   0.983614726194951   0.979578342027797   0.990596353495235 

   0.995074505010336   1.005116663439775   0.991850597160480   0.986345983426181   0.996668384475867 

   0.995758786485602   1.003935395692956   0.988381564321988   0.987048079528280   0.995488726586671 

   0.992275077310586   1.002515664737208   0.987358250004954   0.983586936088280   0.994083136205325 

   0.991733086276967   1.000354790004134   0.988636910519628   0.983039667365168   0.991951623749134 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 
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   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.977660836749115   0.978617312563196   0.986823425073168   0.992224898025291   0.985704137055679 

   0.977443155288391   0.978159043264200   0.987354639837057   0.991978368040344   0.985286387253322 

   0.972958154020881   0.973380811879996   0.981768219953351   0.987444024076573   0.980449583320887 

   0.981117257397328   0.980110106312632   0.987782473496371   0.995702811898097   0.987188651232416 

   0.977666282796195   0.980831908803963   0.986612256727652   0.992275344372800   0.987973108699062 

   0.976648457555353   0.977375858705524   0.985222648571116   0.991258255137871   0.984451095808762 

   0.977923944891254   0.976814300923549   0.983110730098015   0.992477001418835   0.983852452817410 

 

  Columns 21 through 25 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.997299353667174   0.997268428597674   0.993688097910569   1.004646774701890   0.984788157767225 

   0.997884876319653   0.997006268945573   0.993272620733612   1.005242918589783   0.984557904588510 

   0.992171550963624   0.992460654381573   0.988397560277643   0.999473844255824   0.980044703387003 

   0.998290091264018   1.000753703466546   0.995169091649533   1.005648097978533   0.988241108263001 

   0.997097536216359   0.997330640700015   0.995981666554999   1.004444658853906   0.984845651968067 

   0.995656302893255   0.996314685763916   0.992417391766959   1.002988454399556   0.983840693177358 

   0.993549033350582   0.997518774091885   0.991801200237519   1.000870426950311   0.985036498050252 

 

  Columns 26 through 30 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.981642324067977   0.993125094862156   0.995753615433954   0.992901852148437   1.003986355336612 

   0.981226550233263   0.993718765877305   0.995407102775537   0.992398468136375   1.004582675423317 

   0.976410604279397   0.988017665950593   0.990955279132603   0.987656566949744   0.998855362918709 

   0.983126429662430   0.994112507275017   0.999270935252536   0.994545215082296   1.004981440303450 

   0.983901381014818   0.992925390846037   0.995708087009956   0.995090671148821   1.003796571087000 

   0.980397219984909   0.991483641817811   0.994767652977055   0.991700859689746   1.002348690429850 

   0.979803279584226   0.989387070500736   0.996044393612965   0.991160087753108   1.000217925471460 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.968028520661296   0.965193688123971   0.978874302289759   0.995868994095510   0.991158778044849 

   0.967840047476162   0.964785510506602   0.979466285461301   0.995603375310258   0.990743621838315 



 
 

149 
 

   0.963371026031144   0.960047169170970   0.973846749656315   0.991067688263994   0.985883358544751 

   0.971438648208570   0.966676221125109   0.979844720598008   0.999349993024842   0.992638959532847 

   0.968078207113438   0.967413818138727   0.978677561138030   0.995928755546867   0.993445304279173 

   0.967087484909104   0.963980950856633   0.977253438990510   0.994915806379367   0.989892461223907 

   0.968274155254502   0.963410004451175   0.975183870399606   0.996119967086931   0.989278814648548 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.004977658492324   0.985971976976335   0.982508458444008   0.993680136961871   0.995295306850905 

   1.005613815222356   0.985712534737484   0.982096612497339   0.994276139920771   0.994963360550605 

   0.999812553298324   0.981216775967667   0.977278684061590   0.988566877950769   0.990489071428791 

   1.006000588647097   0.989416900960875   0.983974773423668   0.994671012432423   0.998813529964258 

   1.004787619375640   0.986030152336560   0.984774882322844   0.993481088813875   0.995304997771968 

   1.003319880077668   0.985027699468294   0.981252350721388   0.992041739628383   0.994356382724215 

   1.001222079260458   0.986217986164241   0.980643942078593   0.989945692423502   0.995569912662990 

 

  Columns 41 through 45 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.991554874037999   1.003043835839854   0.995251174236017   0.991682954212575   1.003121505658313 

   0.991076399869162   1.003680607808437   0.994930319005458   0.991230573774187   1.003756499399236 

   0.986317636217080   0.997917318674871   0.990448019987883   0.986438898211029   0.997987472255579 

   0.993183997979776   1.004062338718669   0.998759986129776   0.993277539563479   1.004140079367891 

   0.993762215456327   1.002860650795844   0.995265983325647   0.993918269289317   1.002935768709154 

   0.990354919636797   1.001405480518930   0.994306123996852   0.990469424409927   1.001479546160581 

   0.989802979554411   0.999302595216465   0.995521589428614   0.989899645372326   0.999377757619889  

  



 
 

150 
 

2. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  Dvr in optimal 

locations during  3 phase, LLL fault  

Columns 1 through 5 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.999036980656539   0.995800306583764   1.006196768779996   0.987757318577334   0.985941668830366 

   0.998779916643002   0.995388090452080   1.006793671567699   0.987497172159383   0.985315973715135 

   0.994208853920649   0.990481057698102   1.001042904086821   0.982998930516115   0.980611585191020 

   1.002946427349128   1.001018912631717   1.008841101857184   0.991609445768061   0.990861127139069 

   1.000281236863585   0.996675334749337   1.007482289372783   0.988920344202642   0.986418342028789 

   0.999466708398062   0.997596513977208   1.006545439071513   0.988030353247714   0.987608164201236 

   0.997390698836687   0.992460795074204   1.004434924961825   0.986183891507601   0.982670731088323 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993076183533179   0.997037845692480   0.994020042143701   1.004312474896361   0.993473262032055 

   0.993548337034010   0.996782610853488   0.993581536838964   1.004898513072420   0.993218626333996 

   0.988027018967392   0.992221310844226   0.988701591343232   0.999173804192361   0.988677825197925 

   0.995545102466257   1.000938741490242   0.999193509890523   1.006937999844653   0.997357103965323 

   0.994250747047092   0.998268924495903   0.994838072273887   1.005590034275619   0.994684251977830 

   0.993480029484937   0.997446675600343   0.995797803787431   1.004665772090200   0.993846036169989 

   0.991322514164427   0.995403160628390   0.990694541145973   1.002553765017699   0.991857296403082 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993591173042856   1.004149268611845   0.988370666357824   0.984861742409166   0.995702014188076 

   0.993001226019464   1.004686535201137   0.988124990280041   0.984340010530054   0.996240146895724 

   0.988252738310225   0.999028662816502   0.983602710577559   0.979562589243031   0.990624855867720 

   0.998616839866056   1.006713006982316   0.992234016113979   0.989877074605974   0.998252604189098 



 
 

151 
 

   0.994170829145654   1.005379086005451   0.989562246423702   0.985502860096599   0.996936507392437 

   0.995312779612485   1.004538485689889   0.988717495699522   0.986573656875538   0.996074615069735 

   0.990301191090548   1.002385298465647   0.986776310176112   0.981584603728580   0.993953884777531 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.977660837236631   0.978617319913466   0.986823433431196   0.992224898508708   0.985704144488887 

   0.977443158538558   0.978159054213409   0.987354649924555   0.991978371339338   0.985286398295416 

   0.972946264658730   0.973365147145128   0.981796466252551   0.987431972464499   0.980433790185276 

   0.981487743075339   0.983648926153943   0.989345612520308   0.996109461255583   0.990841086869723 

   0.978829779609597   0.979339874341615   0.988048281960076   0.993447820638198   0.986532182382087 

   0.977997014331532   0.980343354291626   0.987194241729946   0.992630597033549   0.987472359909298 

   0.976100658437054   0.975365731346080   0.985092732113994   0.990603168809149   0.982415046278603 

 

  Columns 21 through 25 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.997299362154892   0.997268429065346   0.993688105406871   1.004646783233982   0.984788158232307 

   0.997884886545852   0.997006272247887   0.993272631861837   1.005242928873143   0.984557907847420 

   0.992200111430963   0.992448546206747   0.988381634864974   0.999502617378459   0.980032743221299 

   0.999907375395853   1.001171780725904   0.998887946828322   1.007280138552248   0.988650712889540 

   0.998570682787429   0.998508387923789   0.994549056581898   1.005927640214705   0.986008363942166 

   0.997652546246642   0.997692311259967   0.995479457080309   1.004998811181327   0.985204028996144 

   0.995555094021247   0.995624908297040   0.990365364561218   1.002890385563007   0.983183270779419 

 

  Columns 26 through 30 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.981642331454042   0.993125103301291   0.995753615837154   0.992901859544064   1.003986363856326 

   0.981226561213481   0.993718776045492   0.995407106009208   0.992398479183283   1.004582685703784 



 
 

152 
 

   0.976394876838416   0.988046108693660   0.990943170064510   0.987640677798018   0.998884101241682 

   0.986755248169925   0.995730864024508   0.999666194542268   0.997926923446823   1.006512503670760 

   0.982463635575960   0.994394587580644   0.996946009582170   0.993517201732642   1.005197959337669 

   0.983403328030148   0.993477564843846   0.996031249848576   0.994675069003802   1.004428519129321 

   0.978372316604090   0.991390431746906   0.994148997101830   0.989828693710590   1.002278533454133 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.968028521149292   0.965193695397241   0.978874310616852   0.995868994584833   0.991158785505049 

   0.967840050703175   0.964785521317331   0.979466295489371   0.995603378630108   0.990743632920933 

   0.963359264543033   0.960031709132554   0.973874783757549   0.991055597078937   0.985867473591595 

   0.971835682780861   0.970203409561254   0.981446456486219   0.999766768111007   0.996343850073898 

   0.969220665045749   0.965982790952035   0.980129199839106   0.997105904384412   0.992015029997833 

   0.968431348254536   0.966919836809489   0.979227199837381   0.996288778766586   0.992946180773813 

   0.966475505766275   0.961992328793547   0.977166958072870   0.994227612615319   0.987849055989054 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.004977667025375   0.985971977793428   0.982508465850348   0.993680145730346   0.995295307453809 

   1.005613825509175   0.985712538357273   0.982096623494434   0.994276150422389   0.994963363983193 

   0.999841338453335   0.981204812536676   0.977262937566619   0.988595345808683   0.990476985164651 

   1.007601521752310   0.989830962537068   0.987647947956920   0.996287747223021   0.999217812412918 

   1.006260700321220   0.987195962947191   0.983357317241840   0.994948224026013   0.996500621120414 

   1.005350139002232   0.986387196906415   0.984279852738426   0.994032909658798   0.995638899040093 

   1.003252182080564   0.984348422195761   0.979227032289723   0.991947802157163   0.993679119800241 

 

 

 



 
 

153 
 

  Columns 41 through 45 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.991554881484636   1.003043844342487   0.995251174670042   0.991682961793180   1.003121514159011 

   0.991076410958711   1.003680618070020   0.994930322268783   0.991230584992814   1.003756509656498 

   0.986301763500015   0.997946036654481   0.990435930144723   0.986423018259799   0.998016196805351 

   0.996606110716146   1.005586654092458   0.999166868074804   0.996780801598330   1.005686410712419 

   0.992215213667303   1.004277346337655   0.996461740904643   0.992407353504545   1.004369516151844 

   0.993334290312141   1.003479539617373   0.995605387433360   0.993470191474665   1.003538301650518 

   0.988459402737948   1.001357216144709   0.993629781388167   0.988529828192022   1.001423694289308  

 

3. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  Dvr in optimal locations 

during   LL fault  

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.999036980656539   0.995800306583764   1.006196768779996   0.987757318577334   0.985941668830366 

   0.998779916643002   0.995388090452080   1.006793671567699   0.987497172159383   0.985315973715135 

   0.991113675496798   0.990546413034063   1.009558935299966   0.979820011184275   0.980704784914290 

   0.999539285943246   0.997055779319557   1.004084997452841   0.988196623756132   0.986884769829403 

   0.997314372716126   0.993830130802339   1.003450398636377   0.985976486928331   0.983892267939278 

   0.998286535150829   0.992927945662280   1.004106506825722   0.986989627271527   0.982817987736826 

   0.999082134719874   0.994133933933073   1.003858982583481   0.987748019984248   0.984203420355641 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993076183533179   0.997037845692480   0.994020042143701   1.004312474896361   0.993473262032055 

   0.993548337034010   0.996782610853488   0.993581536838964   1.004898513072420   0.993218626333996 



 
 

154 
 

   0.996481534368101   0.989113211984820   0.988771982248991   1.007677209767468   0.985553392041087 

   0.990861099599589   0.997533470182413   0.995231148199534   1.002192749716946   0.993953824367272 

   0.990310252667579   0.995309909377029   0.992043457632257   1.001566371513599   0.991733225166567 

   0.990901240040017   0.996282926981328   0.991113648428411   1.002216580224262   0.992715275145239 

   0.990804232138054   0.997076992192786   0.992349241192141   1.001985196310391   0.993500462340646 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993591173042856   1.004149268611845   0.988370666357824   0.984861742409166   0.995702014188076 

   0.993001226019464   1.004686535201137   0.988124990280041   0.984340010530054   0.996240146895724 

   0.988328228257935   1.007554681279406   0.980471847358685   0.979648655894752   0.999071568512737 

   0.994628733504178   1.001977940700575   0.988842050387580   0.985929603538022   0.993548828421604 

   0.991545127888716   1.001379416773184   0.986627234877649   0.982866288499938   0.992956747447083 

   0.990539960175346   1.002005163056039   0.987610066983254   0.981856658847296   0.993581827807718 

   0.991836410458631   1.001834815854785   0.988390880979059   0.983178200533999   0.993410178006052 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.977660837236631   0.978617319913466   0.986823433431196   0.992224898508708   0.985704144488887 

   0.977443158538558   0.978159054213409   0.987354649924555   0.991978371339338   0.985286398295416 

   0.969833211842256   0.973449894051508   0.990167960827256   0.984334761026815   0.980505390548201 

   0.978132210473065   0.979748633344905   0.984683687425386   0.992720122936896   0.986922112658514 

   0.975933958890446   0.976668966910758   0.984100263407909   0.990505722053256   0.983757034611974 

   0.976900153193435   0.975692288360286   0.984719627609564   0.991471829615256   0.982836161710033 

   0.977682461333779   0.976978732429969   0.984557202156054   0.992264601222348   0.984060886140058 

 



 
 

155 
 

  Columns 21 through 25 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.997299362154892   0.997268429065346   0.993688105406871   1.004646783233982   0.984788158232307 

   0.997884886545852   0.997006272247887   0.993272631861837   1.005242928873143   0.984557907847420 

   1.000642577026142   0.989353752046635   0.988446963538626   1.008010004388043   0.976966139572975 

   0.995195326404699   0.997768487058761   0.994937467633563   1.002538418339027   0.985286674301090 

   0.994571375551810   0.995549471486110   0.991724465992540   1.001905285344280   0.983088329649903 

   0.995219396446538   0.996518586471947   0.990821500197813   1.002559025521242   0.984045659519973 

   0.994990167625053   0.997311957170079   0.992025511492316   1.002315608672822   0.984833292552308 

 

  Columns 26 through 30 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.981642331454042   0.993125103301291   0.995753615837154   0.992901859544064   1.003986363856326 

   0.981226561213481   0.993718776045492   0.995407106009208   0.992398479183283   1.004582685703784 

   0.976466691221595   0.996451723523144   0.987751337954938   0.987709665444379   1.007457756506765 

   0.982855492105626   0.991039044944377   0.996196664221088   0.994117001375585   1.001868555833722 

   0.979705773566132   0.990410483157306   0.994006334105383   0.990995300111631   1.001241019923342 

   0.978787628156572   0.991060620755648   0.995011634553161   0.990080169308198   1.001881680075298 

   0.980007985940047   0.990822057176091   0.995737935831441   0.991235454019377   1.001689278032109 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.968028521149292   0.965193695397241   0.978874310616852   0.995868994584833   0.991158785505049 

   0.967840050703175   0.964785521317331   0.979466295489371   0.995603378630108   0.990743632920933 

   0.960328483966224   0.960108785775961   0.982155672115441   0.987962753956544   0.985932338236954 



 
 

156 
 

   0.968524348907589   0.966374739042026   0.976817523834063   0.996366713636005   0.992405926063012 

   0.966353690140929   0.963296219711695   0.976193893021328   0.994152011549206   0.989201662025517 

   0.967294438322060   0.962373604076191   0.976839787153420   0.995120387875913   0.988302515433170 

   0.968075013164436   0.963598127306282   0.976605189089815   0.995911260015290   0.989500801302170 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.004977667025375   0.985971977793428   0.982508465850348   0.993680145730346   0.995295307453809 

   1.005613825509175   0.985712538357273   0.982096623494434   0.994276150422389   0.994963363983193 

   1.008376636681760   0.978145073690469   0.977327703030722   0.997011441681794   0.987319276137336 

   1.002902622762087   0.986462540167840   0.983743980797215   0.991598944668626   0.995763438948464 

   1.002252112325879   0.984269523484444   0.980567659007375   0.990969839300069   0.993588478206986 

   1.002917407403280   0.985232080142066   0.979677073061508   0.991619477447538   0.994560154499009 

   1.002657969060863   0.986013246199632   0.980864501925173   0.991375168352135   0.995315888353704 

 

  Columns 41 through 45 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.991554881484636   1.003043844342487   0.995251174670042   0.991682961793180   1.003121514159011 

   0.991076410958711   1.003680618070020   0.994930322268783   0.991230584992814   1.003756509656498 

   0.986369947731931   1.006518674476820   0.987289790059317   0.986489892919443   1.006573206304681 

   0.992787123994063   1.000964877834700   0.995722550032251   0.992927892302709   1.001042379305659 

   0.989655394648370   1.000320734281803   0.993539187265970   0.989774573908612   1.000397788836565 

   0.988749359348540   1.000975373414787   0.994513323087878   0.988874235848527   1.001054838346436 

   0.989904308803199   1.000753968199251   0.995273911220574   0.990039147163704   1.000825080266259 

  



 
 

157 
 

4. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  DVR in optimal 

locations during   LLG fault  

Columns 1 through 5 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.999036983755894   0.995800299193566   1.006196761971451   0.987757321662850   0.985941661543499 

   0.998779916904186   0.995388079423548   1.006793663006801   0.987497172452190   0.985315962777656 

   0.993428540376468   0.915810600415842   1.086328282208642   0.982143843231750   0.906701126313980 

   1.001845016670978   0.994995724393734   1.006975031449639   0.990289999780655   0.984970518078568 

   0.995470852561177   0.995470760846550   1.005022689400467   0.984185747249551   0.985450600503914 

   0.999895434825404   0.996105728930435   1.005415044084492   0.988544723410696   0.986075904116323 

   0.998856268679262   0.992477160170524   1.004302088763175   0.987423834709242   0.982554521134839 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993076176915396   0.997037845237848   0.994020034645856   1.004312466377469   0.993473261565005 

   0.993548328665493   0.996782607567762   0.993581525701624   1.004898502801644   0.993218623049265 

   1.072218734373025   0.991431468542827   0.914167537959520   1.084300750514457   0.987871396253130 

   0.993894648072964   0.999804105050366   0.993194214670604   1.005092085249027   0.996173040117604 

   0.991764040814230   0.993474496929894   0.993669898314835   1.003127174767002   0.989911173071631 

   0.992290508462804   0.997884410213946   0.994301364508546   1.003532141532831   0.994302126257685 

   0.991247500708549   0.996835399042651   0.990689894336789   1.002422808460833   0.993236055418473 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993591165607320   1.004149260105172   0.988370665877917   0.984861734982142   0.995702005733156 

   0.993001214927641   1.004686524936421   0.988124986999114   0.984339999475561   0.996240136696415 

   0.913739389274929   1.084151564074174   0.982785044777465   0.905727245998889   1.075026364003496 

   0.992643507737546   1.004953060593996   0.991011218803034   0.983972357908910   0.996492978574476 



 
 

158 
 

   0.993138186624451   1.002895077383809   0.984820582079342   0.984445411200674   0.994467445252917 

   0.993772192323553   1.003357136672223   0.989182274941633   0.985068598495057   0.994924872557815 

   0.990188093702459   1.002281440399238   0.988108077266897   0.981523801719035   0.993843578431852 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.977660836749115   0.978617312563196   0.986823425073168   0.992224898025291   0.985704137055679 

   0.977443155288391   0.978159043264200   0.987354639837057   0.991978368040344   0.985286387253322 

   0.972125656750933   0.899991840356001   1.065444108702010   0.986641875427290   0.906519285428388 

   0.980243366587049   0.977779407914494   0.987608273876191   0.994971252878234   0.984896549544245 

   0.974152251258046   0.978248121651790   0.985593955195435   0.988680759542683   0.985370550723241 

   0.978453948437684   0.978864620805621   0.986054762109929   0.993066209136530   0.985994520373569 

   0.977388783749161   0.975323761429077   0.984980951567182   0.992021357503663   0.982406020712113 

 

  Columns 21 through 25 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.997299353667174   0.997268428597674   0.993688097910569   1.004646774701890   0.984788157767225 

   0.997884876319653   0.997006268945573   0.993272620733612   1.005242918589783   0.984557904588510 

   1.076730975075736   0.991666782433018   0.913865763473884   1.084659599687772   0.979247243250650 

   0.998071877237942   1.000065307586031   0.992878603742844   1.005424884911979   0.987531991547514 

   0.996121674113847   0.993709948733477   0.993359091875627   1.003472036262334   0.981276258014401 

   0.996524413189567   0.998125595030394   0.993988346986062   1.003864150420014   0.985632613089207 

   0.995421581658047   0.997083850549022   0.990365685529594   1.002753572217760   0.984600290915967 

 

  Columns 26 through 30 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.981642324067977   0.993125094862156   0.995753615433954   0.992901852148437   1.003986355336612 

   0.981226550233263   0.993718765877305   0.995407102775537   0.992398468136375   1.004582675423317 



 
 

159 
 

   0.902782475402115   1.072222492579084   0.990046943862946   0.913083132491797   1.084016142344920 

   0.980836313709294   0.993891134458859   0.998373403730078   0.991930159781203   1.004808058508446 

   0.981311668535642   0.991959517795905   0.992210833310030   0.992583184015323   1.002736041648692 

   0.981931462059344   0.992351651848580   0.996625826533279   0.993122049975534   1.003154678412485 

   0.978355557728010   0.991253462406965   0.995461901761886   0.989427647199549   1.002103580696755 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.968028520661296   0.965193688123971   0.978874302289759   0.995868994095510   0.991158778044849 

   0.967840047476162   0.964785510506602   0.979466285461301   0.995603375310258   0.990743621838315 

   0.962568230933339   0.887650128783409   1.056839126882891   0.990272969327213   0.911538822728009 

   0.970697148321935   0.964398611426989   0.979625878107336   0.998658158423029   0.990348728392515 

   0.964578949179548   0.964868748127938   0.977721360581790   0.992315388916188   0.990831724937509 

   0.968854188242542   0.965476918737738   0.978111576579875   0.996724936148088   0.991457685252005 

   0.967833660854037   0.961958967707127   0.977029361817620   0.995682177993613   0.987842196913369 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.004977658492324   0.985971976976335   0.982508458444008   0.993680136961871   0.995295306850905 

   1.005613815222356   0.985712534737484   0.982096612497339   0.994276139920771   0.994963360550605 

   1.085038593958350   0.980426550707835   0.903583402798055   1.072821679533598   0.989614919250745 

   1.005761795770749   0.988734197266630   0.981704184599751   0.994452927548298   0.997999546821644 

   1.003818487594566   0.982451241191804   0.982183422638004   0.992519382219434   0.991776004611392 

   1.004182009407146   0.986818991615036   0.982804535319774   0.992905082221494   0.996173843898376 

   1.003071111638927   0.985787827799282   0.979220510010588   0.991809468654159   0.995065550061951 

 

   

 



 
 

160 
 

Columns 41 through 45 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.991554874037999   1.003043835839854   0.995251174236017   0.991682954212575   1.003121505658313 

   0.991076399869162   1.003680607808437   0.994930319005458   0.991230573774187   1.003756499399236 

   0.911856068276963   1.083002002810376   0.989587559448756   0.911990267365688   1.083071695117145 

   0.990612169045873   1.003858066858691   0.997966560396126   0.990781564509166   1.003926293275040 

   0.991248528020352   1.001832285998456   0.991722198526306   0.991379312394021   1.001924796353326 

   0.991792061877753   1.002215940114808   0.996124907284082   0.991941976483453   1.002305019690299 

   0.988107480161911   1.001145518394650   0.995026336632214   0.988273320792370   1.001222045556062 

 

5. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  DVR in optimal 

locations during   SLG fault  

 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.999036983755894   0.995800299193566   1.006196761971451   0.987757321662850   0.985941661543499 

   0.998779916904186   0.995388079423548   1.006793663006801   0.987497172452190   0.985315962777656 

   0.914762546916125   1.001396582634666   1.080674041723657   0.904345467772758   0.990961371477046 

   0.998139208159983   0.994319712485242   1.005672345707006   0.986798865477408   0.984370277736729 

   0.997505434078897   0.994534194011411   1.002726274812218   0.986188314291330   0.984603561661639 

   0.996779057035996   0.993617804198992   1.004313381888218   0.985288673557428   0.983561324442408 

   0.995702684267187   0.991692140946708   1.002439395130869   0.984440891572397   0.981872415021923 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993076176915396   0.997037845237848   0.994020034645856   1.004312466377469   0.993473261565005 



 
 

161 
 

   0.993548328665493   0.996782607567762   0.993581525701624   1.004898502801644   0.993218623049265 

   1.066423034748654   0.912916831842572   0.999528430311758   1.078633206943648   0.909632997565098 

   0.992543690482697   0.996128896539928   0.992526937008258   1.003787887116665   0.992548540445094 

   0.989632909985338   0.995500859511266   0.992744095200432   1.000849057468204   0.991927341031344 

   0.991253946730324   0.994749302678935   0.991811083098743   1.002435311507018   0.991138058744860 

   0.989384199228353   0.993708461877060   0.989922144331195   1.000565794615240   0.990151021734217 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.993591165607320   1.004149260105172   0.988370665877917   0.984861734982142   0.995702005733156 

   0.993001214927641   1.004686524936421   0.988124986999114   0.984339999475561   0.996240136696415 

   0.998776570530247   1.078388983933267   0.904944158952533   0.990084052042023   1.069326514497505 

   0.992087550865886   1.003607398192455   0.987427884700442   0.983328335115617   0.995178317581036 

   0.992289955200614   1.000671464021919   0.986816207629402   0.983557996307483   0.992261588136088 

   0.991255604928108   1.002290995878884   0.986004910482412   0.982577065068061   0.993855944537060 

   0.989489674446534   1.000407822282637   0.985062523659662   0.980805695071121   0.991994698782447 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.977660836749115   0.978617312563196   0.986823425073168   0.992224898025291   0.985704137055679 

   0.977443155288391   0.978159043264200   0.987354639837057   0.991978368040344   0.985286387253322 

   0.895124567395117   0.983896832064063   1.059785736939589   0.908505881204077   0.991170797815137 

   0.976698362563498   0.977114774869687   0.986305503787693   0.991315408248043   0.984228582634572 

   0.976101462532976   0.977344088512423   0.983414682497365   0.990690798088646   0.984446869381056 

   0.975297087393379   0.976395115557481   0.984995462379996   0.989943313295756   0.983523567713845 

   0.974388723743210   0.974599880261666   0.983152531516598   0.988912038279344   0.981649571694617 



 
 

162 
 

 

  Columns 21 through 25 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.997299353667174   0.997268428597674   0.993688097910569   1.004646774701890   0.984788157767225 

   0.997884876319653   0.997006268945573   0.993272620733612   1.005242918589783   0.984557904588510 

   1.071102930969008   0.913137555119719   0.999254112024355   1.079002284958030   0.901703912042063 

   0.996776127178988   0.996381132059566   0.992217567817826   1.004118034881289   0.983891010176335 

   0.993858467404827   0.995745309762930   0.992426536146621   1.001180821401616   0.983266961705651 

   0.995436274319326   0.995009291256006   0.991507216754689   1.002766497444658   0.982545009091916 

   0.993579647869380   0.993940737589020   0.989592719581587   1.000897578681675   0.981503148242413 

 

  Columns 26 through 30 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.981642324067977   0.993125094862156   0.995753615433954   0.992901852148437   1.003986355336612 

   0.981226550233263   0.993718765877305   0.995407102775537   0.992398468136375   1.004582675423317 

   0.987077046410212   1.066632290147145   0.911649445002137   0.998076026362806   1.078207419543148 

   0.980175785882946   0.992599958831651   0.995044911767652   0.991629680325640   1.003364177103495 

   0.980392340868357   0.989694691473808   0.994305856576900   0.991711545419742   1.000471137511211 

   0.979470463061416   0.991269307873505   0.993380656627225   0.990679103719720   1.002133245887890 

   0.977607640293367   0.989418273093823   0.992424356161100   0.988901789900358   1.000263549229709 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.968028520661296   0.965193688123971   0.978874302289759   0.995868994095510   0.991158778044849 

   0.967840047476162   0.964785510506602   0.979466285461301   0.995603375310258   0.990743621838315 



 
 

163 
 

   0.886347282222793   0.970483220534515   1.051333829456485   0.911853545900891   0.996706426839714 

   0.967116877118490   0.963741466120400   0.978352934872479   0.994987695799530   0.989696936418663 

   0.966509189589558   0.963965621567470   0.975487261461744   0.994350444078940   0.989902419902507 

   0.965802753025834   0.963047218654009   0.977048601189442   0.993610234972580   0.988984253351167 

   0.964800501165065   0.961239131776516   0.975219468563212   0.992545836813256   0.987075488346057 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   1.004977658492324   0.985971976976335   0.982508458444008   0.993680136961871   0.995295306850905 

   1.005613815222356   0.985712534737484   0.982096612497339   0.994276139920771   0.994963360550605 

   1.079368042452150   0.902791806212456   0.988007751564711   1.067231326674891   0.911250997827815 

   1.004413197152948   0.985095785936875   0.981058988383937   0.993154139114057   0.994583416149420 

   1.001494137555037   0.984462027936561   0.981262530926674   0.990247524986931   0.993853519655590 

   1.003100226714511   0.983738125937752   0.980352837991366   0.991823792936437   0.993011599363895 

   1.001238346482788   0.982679524196029   0.978460107440418   0.989972475952903   0.991982151565516 

 

  Columns 41 through 45 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.991554874037999   1.003043835839854   0.995251174236017   0.991682954212575   1.003121505658313 

   0.991076399869162   1.003680607808437   0.994930319005458   0.991230573774187   1.003756499399236 

   0.996790971838088   1.077230606060165   0.911225225155666   0.997019605584679   1.077331267739795 

   0.990267220264967   1.002413987672870   0.994505845442842   0.990351864335597   1.002512716239252 

   0.990361051766917   0.999529859230724   0.993793801241739   0.990473648771095   0.999618543279238 

   0.989355233945749   1.001189557680677   0.992966623953469   0.989499573162266   1.001262475110689 

   0.987553708056509   0.999330072312514   0.991934894690813   0.987661538100935   0.999402269025765 
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C.2 Over-Loading 

 

 

 

  

Bus  no. 
Load 

Real Power kW Reactive Power 

kVAR 

7 266 172.89 

9 463 108.6 

13 556 215.52 

16 70 6.36 

18 390 84.78 

21 30.75 11.35 

24 534 91.6 

27 286 4 

30 606 120.77 

33 368 3 

36 545 577.62 

42 598.5 12 

43 1.57 8.4 
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46 124.2 2 

49 214 1 

Table 1: Voltage profiles load buses of simara without and with DVR in overloading at 

Branch 3-4 .Total simulation time 0.7sec 

Bus no 
Voltage in p.u 

Without DVR With DVR 

7 0.8464 0.978 

9 0.862 1.003 

13 0.8825     0.9899 

16 0.8765     0.988 

18 0.8628     0.990 

21 0.8809     0.985 

24        0.8914 

 

1.0008 

27 0.8859     0.986 

30 0.8796     0.982 

33 0.8795   0.985 

36 0.8836     0.996 

42 0.8866     0.9923 

43 0.8774     0.996 

46 0.8846     0.9921 

49 0.8549     0.9920 

 

 

Table 2: Results of simara feeder During Overload Condition 

Description Real power 

loss at bus 5 

 (kW) 

Reactive power 

loss at bus 5 

 (kVAr) 

Minimum 

voltage (p.u.) 

No. of Buses with 

Under voltage 

Rating of 

DVR 

Before DVR 

installation 

2727.93 641.408 0.8464 

 

48 0 

After DVR 

Installation at 

branch 4-5 

23.34 

 

7.1 

 

0.978 

 

 

2 

 

2600 kVA 

 Feeder connected load: P=5752kW,Q=1543kW  

Real Power(P) and Reactive Power(Q) at bus 5 at overloading condition: 3024.07kW,901.5927kVar 

Real Power(P) and Reactive Power(Q) at bus 5 at after installation of DVR: 5728.66kW,1535.9kW 
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1. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  Dvr in optimal 

locations during   Normal Loading Conditions. 

 

Columns 1 through 11 

 

    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619 

    0.8586    0.8519    0.8628    0.8855    0.8792    0.8889    0.8915    0.8846    0.8962    0.8867    0.8836 

    0.8503    0.8447    0.8536    0.8770    0.8717    0.8795    0.8828    0.8767    0.8867    0.8782    0.8759 

    0.8553    0.8474    0.8566    0.8821    0.8745    0.8825    0.8878    0.8796    0.8898    0.8833    0.8788 

    0.8534    0.8451    0.8533    0.8802    0.8722    0.8792    0.8859    0.8772    0.8864    0.8814    0.8764 

    0.8535    0.8464    0.8546    0.8803    0.8734    0.8805    0.8860    0.8786    0.8877    0.8815    0.8776 

    0.8521    0.8460    0.8549    0.8788    0.8731    0.8809    0.8846    0.8782    0.8881    0.8800    0.8773 

    0.8512    0.8444    0.8534    0.8779    0.8714    0.8793    0.8836    0.8765    0.8866    0.8791    0.8756 

 

  Columns 12 through 22 

 

    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619 

    0.8945    0.8833    0.8759    0.8876    0.8731    0.8699    0.8796    0.8840    0.8739    0.8868    0.8847 

    0.8851    0.8748    0.8684    0.8782    0.8648    0.8623    0.8703    0.8754    0.8663    0.8774    0.8760 

    0.8881    0.8799    0.8712    0.8812    0.8698    0.8651    0.8733    0.8806    0.8692    0.8804    0.8813 

    0.8847    0.8780    0.8689    0.8778    0.8679    0.8628    0.8700    0.8787    0.8669    0.8771    0.8795 

    0.8860    0.8781    0.8701    0.8791    0.8680    0.8641    0.8713    0.8787    0.8681    0.8784    0.8794 

    0.8864    0.8766    0.8698    0.8796    0.8665    0.8637    0.8717    0.8773    0.8677    0.8788    0.8780 

    0.8849    0.8757    0.8681    0.8780    0.8656    0.8621    0.8702    0.8764    0.8661    0.8773    0.8770 

 

  Columns 23 through 33 

 

    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619 
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    0.8775    0.8898    0.8751    0.8681    0.8807    0.8856    0.8785    0.8904    0.8620    0.8552    0.8695 

    0.8700    0.8806    0.8668    0.8607    0.8714    0.8769    0.8709    0.8812    0.8536    0.8478    0.8602 

    0.8730    0.8835    0.8719    0.8636    0.8744    0.8821    0.8739    0.8841    0.8586    0.8506    0.8632 

    0.8707    0.8801    0.8700    0.8613    0.8711    0.8802    0.8715    0.8807    0.8567    0.8483    0.8600 

    0.8716    0.8813    0.8700    0.8624    0.8724    0.8802    0.8726    0.8819    0.8568    0.8495    0.8612 

    0.8714    0.8818    0.8686    0.8621    0.8728    0.8788    0.8723    0.8824    0.8554    0.8492    0.8616 

    0.8697    0.8803    0.8677    0.8605    0.8713    0.8778    0.8706    0.8809    0.8545    0.8475    0.8601 

 

  Columns 34 through 44 

 

    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619    0.4619 

    0.8857    0.8773    0.8916    0.8783    0.8711    0.8830    0.8866    0.8790    0.8913    0.8866    0.8792 

    0.8770    0.8696    0.8823    0.8696    0.8632    0.8736    0.8778    0.8713    0.8820    0.8778    0.8714 

    0.8821    0.8725    0.8853    0.8746    0.8660    0.8767    0.8829    0.8741    0.8850    0.8829    0.8742 

    0.8802    0.8701    0.8819    0.8727    0.8637    0.8733    0.8810    0.8718    0.8816    0.8810    0.8718 

    0.8803    0.8713    0.8832    0.8728    0.8650    0.8746    0.8811    0.8730    0.8829    0.8811    0.8731 

    0.8789    0.8710    0.8836    0.8714    0.8647    0.8750    0.8797    0.8727    0.8833    0.8797    0.8728 

    0.8778    0.8693    0.8821    0.8705    0.8630    0.8735    0.8787    0.8709    0.8818    0.8787    0.8711 

  Column 45 

 

    0.4619 

    0.8914 

    0.8820 

    0.8850 

    0.8817 

    0.8829 

    0.8834 

    0.8818 
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2. Output Voltages in p.u. of load buses (0.4kV) obtained from matlab after application of  Dvr in optimal 

locations during   OverLoading Conditions. 

Columns 1 through 5 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.958337055994112   0.941348200164612   0.942628491056065   0.988425012024178   0.971448057015390 

   0.961002738459608   0.943081485183710   0.942971500692470   0.991126606536670   0.973126807877502 

   0.962126151352591   0.941836803285773   0.942286568110837   0.992257622955322   0.971774928634237 

   0.962974529796910   0.946616460350282   0.949479525558297   0.993074739338321   0.976743351196399 

   0.966270769926574   0.946995062178042   0.947994027219260   0.996488955920504   0.977238946232248 

   0.966682498536397   0.952057457373641   0.951596661532099   0.997070424160037   0.982715146374757 

   0.960750573922218   0.944365206064857   0.946445024912248   0.990860328933116   0.974496456121180 

 

  Columns 6 through 10 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.971178264957562   0.995731361580536   0.977971596752388   0.979883769164902   0.990308813742439 

   0.971522621717151   0.998360772125441   0.979609718603568   0.980248710254724   0.992942241159396 

   0.970860163488662   0.999674375062202   0.978356360671976   0.979573638042888   0.994102855829981 

   0.978348399421026   1.000700551815061   0.983491423349614   0.987022800880261   0.994765427973359 

   0.976765322243075   1.003879347637729   0.983692964092410   0.985474462909895   0.998299366864825 

   0.980479151247008   1.004545716654692   0.989239442948537   0.989221629521670   0.998964776178047 

   0.975223399474057   0.998344282536260   0.981003586863282   0.983895906670301   0.992633701749890 

 

  Columns 11 through 15 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.976740103586612   0.977608252576908   0.986435876779542   0.968247004396905   0.970072411834659 
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   0.978193917724759   0.977971126344271   0.989120258303221   0.969919482890324   0.970410794800470 

   0.977043128873614   0.977352023274691   0.990261689269030   0.968578477480405   0.969761506162590 

   0.981802162903243   0.985055840018728   0.991077301317682   0.973535295773131   0.977290201286239 

   0.982471276978588   0.983354425206023   0.994477556995925   0.974016662443893   0.975679569145850 

   0.988261217016160   0.987156869372685   0.995069526366143   0.979466240935082   0.979402358972385 

   0.979722494914540   0.981897164797720   0.988866913994984   0.971284625701042   0.974160850998017 

 

  Columns 16 through 20 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.975255469877229   0.961690288175257   0.961618968561513   0.987467469863941   0.966234175102005 

   0.977941826838904   0.963366568502346   0.961969026404697   0.990092222079488   0.967877030042866 

   0.979055102582066   0.962095150626092   0.961303614567716   0.991260267686428   0.966546350328137 

   0.979882277119403   0.967058183891976   0.968691673165280   0.991949774099885   0.971454316900554 

   0.983251092271781   0.967397714448710   0.967141064595433   0.995443889711665   0.971987742211022 

   0.983762838082078   0.972733480710224   0.970809803695982   0.996106627598354   0.977473747335847 

   0.977681010486167   0.964713831105839   0.965603952656305   0.989807382732266   0.969256384440240 

 

  Columns 21 through 25 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.969461182376053   0.988707640443013   0.970936331146162   0.972885377846848   0.977928136001047 

   0.969802518976469   0.991031142013947   0.972061974257569   0.973285576555824   0.980598521222745 

   0.969154064677393   0.992376856154800   0.971199723684959   0.972720965183682   0.981686236333042 

   0.976676696519852   0.992566158324656   0.975412082600111   0.980539647792136   0.982399404107312 

   0.975066439227751   0.996459611301717   0.976644907195578   0.978757439165667   0.985874589639611 

   0.978790909279679   0.997266817173617   0.982649345841117   0.982581256549659   0.986451945148993 

   0.973551003414208   0.990705026061959   0.973843972379048   0.977394876104723   0.980266150341969 
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  Columns 26 through 30 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.960250637942588   0.963122500975995   0.989692151054810   0.972135432779457   0.973706695165346 

   0.961897459479116   0.963459911011426   0.991983580593207   0.973157916580286   0.974131058867699 

   0.960553133773843   0.962818253240734   0.993414621091771   0.972406992309311   0.973534574751363 

   0.965391380570669   0.970309861705562   0.993747514293962   0.976642209147020   0.981299791222147 

   0.966001274996060   0.968702644886960   0.997482187345367   0.977787944938198   0.979567468988351 

   0.971429817633165   0.972399529986175   0.998302130241146   0.983774442356126   0.983367093996756 

   0.963267425515905   0.967201796653424   0.991791156345382   0.974978527705602   0.978167566119518 

 

  Columns 31 through 35 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.964016570300716   0.946837737886033   0.951870250520624   0.989875188030014   0.970559613930990 

   0.966581642569098   0.948438035402334   0.952219950051015   0.992207694272458   0.971905362162647 

   0.967841659558143   0.947257761962087   0.951544774239951   0.993676126632528   0.970871696025470 

   0.968761275493742   0.952133816753398   0.958809325171533   0.994256016850978   0.975553565444650 

   0.971932670476495   0.952398240503598   0.957303278137808   0.997753171315705   0.976214886823491 

   0.972511121096994   0.957713110535139   0.960957763581061   0.998552087805141   0.981993643677452 

   0.966485548927800   0.949790728659649   0.955748085470336   0.992152276458277   0.973481802236446 

 

  Columns 36 through 40 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.975329230765236   0.981283070376178   0.963308156977798   0.965898173966212   0.990736730401110 

   0.975755544232961   0.983835301883127   0.964872805357211   0.966263013512533   0.993154082437617 
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   0.975100623564667   0.985172682418188   0.963682291828320   0.965594275260057   0.994603452796040 

   0.982720157786128   0.986172404345394   0.968716749763917   0.972955303102960   0.995382502711800 

   0.981090092926066   0.989294374275414   0.968915311529001   0.971422048041445   0.998710523385217 

   0.984846921479918   0.989990672621581   0.974431508484257   0.975126013271109   0.999474238550665 

   0.979606084548402   0.983848213042910   0.966272983616234   0.969863989604058   0.993165878613850 

 

  Columns 41 through 45 

 

   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663   0.519615242270663 

   0.972503757240086   0.975011514610281   0.990667406322000   0.972554118328615   0.975093714092697 

   0.973783077917958   0.975416984185541   0.993113072678699   0.973913900375008   0.975492070449817 

   0.972823264057514   0.974745965473241   0.994542626452141   0.972888502759586   0.974819483220444 

   0.977536773051908   0.982268105931575   0.995361709910328   0.977705024281253   0.982318076669570 

   0.978118916958073   0.980685005817682   0.998658427098756   0.978179204422951   0.980744960195975 

   0.983857755094359   0.984424578512441   0.999411878670926   0.983871283553014   0.984482064850302 

   0.975382335544525   0.979161316064320   0.993123611406150   0.975461316683991   0.979211691707549  
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APPENDIX D: PR CONTROLLER SOURCE CODE 

 

close all 

clear all 

clc 

format long 

 

%Sampling Paramters 

fa = 2000; %Sampling frequency in Hz 

Ta = 1/fa;  %Samping period 

wa = 2*pi*fa; %Sampling angular frequency 

 

%Grid-Connected Inverter and System Parameters 

Linv = 10e-3; %Output filter inductor [H] 

Rinv = 0.5e-3; %Output filter resistance [ohm] 

Vdc = 220; %Total DC-Link Voltage [V] 

Vp = 480; %Peak voltage of the grid [V] 

fg = 60; %Grid frequency [Hz] 

wg = 2*pi*fg; %Angular grid frequency [rad/s] 

Hi = 1/10; %Current sensor gain [A/A] 

fsw = 30e3; %Switching frequency [Hz] 

Pnom = 1000; %Inverter nominal power [W] 

 

%Desired Parameters of the Proportional-Resonant Controller 

fr = 60; %Desired resonant frequency [Hz] 

wr = 2*pi*fr; %Desired resonant angular frequency [rad/s] 

qsi = 0.95; %Damping factor 

Bs = 1.5; %Desired resonant frequency bandwidth [Hz] 

Br = 2*pi*Bs; %Desired resonant angular frequency bandwidth [rad/s] 

 

%Design of the proportional and resonant gains 

alpha = 2*qsi + 1; 

Kp =…………………………………………………………………….; %Desgined proportional gain 

Ki =……………………………………………………………….; %Deesigned resonant gain 

 

%Design of the resonant filter 

kr = 1; %Gain of the resonant filter - not including the Ki 

Cte =………………………………………………….; %Defined constant for simplicity 

 

b0 = kr*Br*Ta; 

b1 = (-kr*Br*(exp(-0.5*Br*Ta))*cos(Ta*sqrt((wr^2)-0.25*(Br^2)))-Cte)*Ta; 

b2 = 0; 

 

a0 = 1; 

a1 = -2*(exp(-0.5*Br*Ta))*cos(Ta*sqrt((wr^2)-0.25*(Br^2))); 

a2 = exp(-Br*Ta); 

 

b = [b0,b1,b2]; 

a = [a0,a1,a2]; 

 

TFz = tf(b,a,fa); %Defining the transfer function in z-domina 

s = tf('s'); 

z = (2+Ta*s)/(2-Ta*s); %Bilinear transformation for mapping z-domain in w-domain 
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TFw = (b0 + b1*z^-1 + b2*z^-2)/(a0 + a1*z^-1 + a2*z^-2); %Transfer function in w-domain 

TFPRw = TFw*Ki+Kp; 

 

opts = bodeoptions('cstprefs'); 

opts.FreqUnits = 'Hz'; 

figure 

bode(TFw,opts) 

title('Frequency response in w-domain of the resonant part'); 

grid 

 

 

figure 

bode(TFPRw,opts) 

title('Frequency response in w-domain of the PR controller'); 

grid 

 

%Desired Parameters of the Proportional-Resonant Controller for the second 

%resonant part - subscript 2 means second controller 

 

fr2 = 300; %Desired resonant frequency [Hz] 

wr2 = 2*pi*fr2; %Desired resonant angular frequency [rad/s] 

qsi2 = 0.95; %Damping factor 

Bs2 = 1.5; %Desired resonant frequency bandwidth [Hz] 

Br2 = 2*pi*Bs2; %Desired resonant angular frequency bandwidth [rad/s] 

 

%Design of the proportional and resonant gains 

alpha2 = 2*qsi2 + 1; 

Kp2 =………………………………………………………..; %Desgined proportional gain 

Ki2 =…………………………………………………..; %Deesigned resonant gain 

 

%Design of the resonant filter 

kr2 = 1; %Gain of the resonant filter - not including the Ki 

Cte2 =…………………………………………..; %Defined constant for simplicity 

 

b02 = kr2*Br2*Ta; 

b12= (-kr2*Br2*(exp(-0.5*Br2*Ta))*cos(Ta*sqrt((wr2^2)-0.25*(Br2^2)))-Cte2)*Ta; 

b22 = 0; 

 

a02 = 1; 

a12 = -2*(exp(-0.5*Br2*Ta))*cos(Ta*sqrt((wr2^2)-0.25*(Br2^2))); 

a22 = exp(-Br2*Ta); 

 

b2 = [b02,b12,b22]; 

a2 = [a02,a12,a22]; 

 

TFz2 = tf(b2,a2,fa); %Defining the transfer function in z-domina 

 

TFw2 = (b02 + b12*z^-1 + b22*z^-2)/(a02 + a12*z^-1 + a22*z^-2); %Transfer function in w-domain 

TFPRw2 = TFw2*Ki2+Kp2; 

 

TF = TFw + TFw2; 

 

figure 

bode(TF,opts) 

title('Frequency response in w-domain of the resonant parts combined'); 
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grid 

 

open_system(['TestIEEE13working.slx']) 
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APPENDIX E: OPTIMAL LOCATION SOURCE CODE AND CALCULATED SARFI 

VALUES ALL THREE TEST SYSTEMS. 

 

% Load the Simulink model 

simulink_model = 'simarafeederdvrbalanced'; 

open_system(simulink_model); 

 

% Define candidate locations for placing the DVR (bus numbers) 

candidate_locations = [14,15,10,19,12,23,34,39,44,49,54,66,63,70,75]; % Example bus numbers, modify as needed 

voltage_locations=[v10,v12,v18,v25,v22,v30,v35,v40,v45,v50,v55,v65,v67,v72,v77]; 

% Initialize variables to store SARFI values and optimal location 

optimal_location = []; 

min_sarfi = inf; 

 

% Initialize a vector to store SARFI values for each location 

sarfi_values = zeros(size(candidate_locations)); 

% Simulate the system for each candidate location 

for i = 1:length(candidate_locations) 

    % Set the DVR location in the model 

    dvr_location = candidate_locations(i); 

     set_param([simulink_model '/DVR'],'location',[_,_,_,_]); 

    % Simulate the model 

    sim_time = 0.7; % Simulation time in seconds 

    simout = sim(simulink_model, 'stoptime', num2str(sim_time)); 

 

    % Extract voltage data from simulation results 

    voltage_data(i) =voltage_locations(i) ; 

    rmsVoltages(i) = sqrt(mean(voltage_data.^2)); 

         

    % Calculate SARFI for the current location 

    sag_indices = rmsVoltages(i) < 207; % Define voltage sag threshold 

    swell_indices = rmsVoltages(i) > 253; % Define voltage swell threshold 

    sarfi = ((sum(sag_indices) + sum(swell_indices)) / (numload)); % Modify the frequency deviation term as needed 

     

    % Store the calculated SARFI value 

    sarfi_values(i) = 100*sarfi; 

     

    % Check if the current SARFI is the lowest 

    if sarfi < min_sarfi 

        min_sarfi = sarfi; 

        optimal_location = dvr_location; 

    end 

     set_param([simulink_model '/DVR'],'location',[_,_,_,_); 

end 

 

% Display SARFI values at each location 

for i = 1:length(candidate_locations) 

    disp(['SARFI at Bus ' num2str(candidate_locations(i)) ': ' num2str(sarfi_values(i))]); 

end 

 

% Display optimal location and minimum SARFI value 

disp(['Optimal DVR Location: Bus ' num2str(optimal_location)]); 

disp(['Minimum SARFI Value: ' num2str(100*min_sarfi)]); 

% Plot DVR location vs SARFI values 
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figure; 

plot(candidate_locations, sarfi_values, 'bo-', 'LineWidth', 2); 

bar(candidate_locations, sarfi_values, 0.5, 'b'); 

xlabel('DVR Location (Bus Number)'); 

ylabel('SARFI Value (%)'); 

title('DVR Location vs SARFI'); 

grid on; 

 

% Highlight the optimal location on the plot 

hold on; 

plot(optimal_location, 100*min_sarfi, 'ro', 'MarkerSize', 10, 'MarkerFaceColor', 'r'); 

hold off; 

legend('SARFI Values', 'Optimal Location', 'Location', 'Best'); 
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Bus no 
 

SARFI VALUES – 

IEEE 13 NODE TEST 

SYSYTEM 

611 8.33 

632 7.14 

633 6.66 

634 7.69 

645 8.33 

646 12.5 

650 11.11 

652 9.09 

671 10 

675 6.67 

680 7.14 

684 2.22 

692 10 

Bus no SARFI VALUES - 

TANAHUSUR 

FEEDER 

1 9.52 

2 8.6 

3 7.66 

4 7.77 

5 7.2 

15 8.5 

16 9.89 

7 6.09 

14 10 

18 9.66 

8 8.14 

9 9.22 

10 8.5 

11 8.3 

12 7.99 

Bus no SARFI VALUES – 

SIMARA FEEDER 

1 14.52 

2 13.6 

3 13.66 

4 10.77 

5 8.2 

6 11.5 

8 11.89 

10 10.09 

11 10.8 

12 9.11 

14 10.4 

17 11.14 

19 9.42 

20 9.5 

22 10.3 

23 9.99 

25 11.2 

26 10.6 

28 13.66 

29 10.77 

31 11.2 

32 12.5 

34 11.69 

35 10.99 

37 10.55 

38 12.11 

39 11.4 

40 12.14 

41 10.42 

44 9.85 

45 10.43 

47 12.99 

48 11.35 

50 10.6 
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